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Intrinsic Rhythms in a Giant Single-
Celled Organism and the Interplay with
Time-Dependent Drive, Explored via
Self-Organized Macroscopic Waves

Eldad Afik
eafik@caltech.edu

E. Afik , T.J.B. Liu and E.M. Meyerowitz

Living Systems often seem to follow, in additionto external constraints and interactions, an intrinsicpredictive model of the world — a defining trait of
Anticipatory Systems.
Caulerpa is a marine green alga with differen-tiated organs resembling leaves, stems and roots;while an individual can exceed a meter in size, it isa single multinucleated giant cell. Active transporthas been hypothesized to play a key role in devel-opment. Yet, the most recent reports studying or-ganelle transport inCaulerpa are over three decadesold.Using Raspberry-Pi cameras, we track overweeks the morphogenesis of tens of samples con-currently, while tracing at minute resolution thevariation of green coverage; the latter is attributedto chloroplasts redistribution at whole-organismscale, and reveals a pulse-like behavior. Ourobservations indicate that the initiation of thesewaves, in regenerating algal segments cultured un-der periodic illumination, precedes the externallight change. The temporal spectrum shows a cir-cadian period, which persists over days even underconstant illumination.We explore the system under non-circadianperiods, its relaxation times — analogous to jet lagrecovery, and the limits at which the system nolonger follows the period of the external drive.

The role of mild and asymptomatic infec-
tions onCOVID-19 vaccines performance:
a modeling study

Maira Aguiar
maguiar@bcamath.org

M. Aguiar, J. Bidaurrazaga Van-Dierdonck, J. Mar and N.
Stollenwerk

With approximately 96 COVID-19 vaccines atvarious stages of clinical development, there arecurrently four vaccines authorized for emergencyuse in Europe. Different vaccine efficacies are re-ported, with remarkable effectiveness against se-vere disease. However, the so called sterilizing im-munity, occurring when vaccinated individuals can-not transmit the virus, is yet to be confirmed. With

an uneven roll out of vaccination, we investigate,using mathematical models, the impact of asymp-tomatic/mild COVID-19 infections on vaccine per-formance.In this paper, results obtained for two vaccinationmodels, the vaccine V1 protecting against severedisease, and the vaccine V2, protecting against dis-ease and infection, are compared to a model with-out vaccination, evaluating the reduction of hospi-talizations in a population. The different COVID-19 vaccines currently in use have features placingthem closer to one or the other of these two ex-treme cases, V1 and V2, and insights on the im-portance of asymptomatic infection in a vaccinatedpopulation are of a major importance for the futureplanning of vaccination programme.Our study shows that vaccines protecting againstsevere disease but failing to block transmissionmight not be able to reduce significantly the severedisease burden under low or intermediate vaccinecoverage. While in the case of asymptomatic ormild disease cases accounting for most of thetransmission, the non-sterilizing vaccines are even-tually increasing the number of overall infectionsin a population. Here, the effects of COVID-19vaccination in different epidemiological scenariosof coverage and efficacy are evaluated, givinginsights on how to best combine their use andoptimize the reduction of hospitalizations.

Low regularity integrators for the Gross-
Pitaevskii equation

Yvonne Alama Bronsard
yvonne.alama_bronsard@upmc.fr

Y. Alama Bronsard, Y. Bruned and K. Schratz.

In this presentation I will introduce a novel timediscretization for the Gross-Pitaevskii equationat low-regularity with non-smooth potential. Thelocal error analysis will be given, as well as globalerror estimates when equipped with periodicboundary conditions or set on the full space. Weestablish these error estimates at low regularityby using discrete Strichartz and Bourgain typeestimates. We will also provide higher orderextensions, following new techniques based ondecorated trees series analysis inspired by singularSPDEs. These new schemes, together with theiroptimal local error, allow for convergence underlower regularity assumptions than required byclassical methods. Indeed, while different dis-cretization techniques for dispersive equations,such as discretizing the variation of constants for-mula (e.g. exponential integrators) or splitting thefull equation into a series of simpler subproblems(e.g. splitting methods), have been established in
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the past, these classical schemes often break-downat low regularity. Recently, a unifying low regularitytime discretization framework was introduced totreat parabolic, hyperbolic, dispersive as well asmixed equations. However, an important classof equations is missing, namely equations with apotential (or noise). To close this gap we proposea novel low-regularity integrator to a prototypicalNLS equation with a non-smooth potential.

Game Theory of Developmental Pro-
cesses

Bradly Alicea
balicea@openworm.org

Developmental processes are dynamic andcomplex, and can be viewed from the perspectiveof interacting agents. We will provide a meansto understand developmental agency at multipleorganizational scales through the notion of ontoge-netic agency, which will in turn enable an approachcalled developmental game theory. We will beginby reviewing the notion of an ontogenetic agentand how this construct relates to the formationof strategies. In short, ontogenetic agents takingthe form of cells, morphogens, gene products,engage in a developmental process and producecoherent states. The interactions between thesestates (in the forms of competition or cooperation)can be characterized in a game model. While thesestrategies rely upon natural features such as de-velopmental constraints and trade-offs rather thanrequiring a conventional decision-making appara-tus, it does not preclude ontogenetic agents fromengaging in autonomous and collective behaviors.A series of game-theoretic models suited to selectproblems in development will then be reviewed.These include different classes of game used tomodel different aspects of development: 0-player,single-player, n-player, and combinatorial. We willthen discuss the broader dynamics of these games,such as equilibria, computational complexity, andevolutionary games. In addition to toy examples,these models will then be extended to systems,evolutionary equilibria, and homeostatic/allostaticregulation. In conclusion, we will consider howdevelopmental game theory models provide ameans to better understand the phenomena ofcellular and biological decision-making.

Network morphology to store memories
Karen Alim

k.alim@tum.de

Simple organisms manage to thrive in complexenvironments. Remembering information aboutthe environment is key to take decisions. Physarumpolycephalum excels as a giant unicellular eukary-ote being even able to solve optimisation problemsdespite the lack of a nervous system. Here, wefollow experimentally the organism’s responseto a nutrient source and find that memory aboutnutrient location is encoded in the morphologyof the network-shaped organism. Our theoreticalpredictions in line with our observations unveilthe mechanism behind memory encoding anddemonstrate the P. polycephalum’s ability to readout previously stored information. Our theoreticalinvestigation in the memory formation ability ofadaptive networks in general reveals that theerosion of weak network links is key to storeinformation about the past.

Phase-sensitive tipping: How cyclic
ecosystems respond to contemporary
climate

Hassan Alkhayuon
hassan.alkhayuon@ucc.ie

R.C. Tyson and S. Wieczorek

We identify the phase of a cycle as a new criticalfactor for tipping points in cyclic systems subject totime-varying external conditions. As an example,we consider how contemporary climate variabilityinduces tipping from a predator-prey cycle toextinction in a paradigmatic predator-prey modelwith an Allee effect. Our analysis of this modeluncovers a counter-intuitive behaviour, which wecall phase-sensitive tipping or (P-tipping), wheretipping to extinction occurs only from certainphases of the cycle. To explain this behaviour,we combine global dynamics with set theory andintroduce the concept of partial basin instabilityfor limit cycles. This concept provides a generalframework to analyse and identify sufficient crite-ria for the occurrence of phase-sensitive tipping inexternally forced systems.
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Chimeras and fractals from two popula-
tions of quadratic maps

Ralph G. Andrzejak
ralph.andrzejak@upf.edu

R.G. Andrzejak, G. Ruzzene, E. Schöll and I. Omelchenko

Chimera states have high cross-disciplinaryimpact since they show rich and complex dynamicsgenerated by a simple network structure [1].Abrams et al. [2] argued that two populations ofcoupled time-continuous phase oscillators are thesimplest system that supports chimera states. Wehere consider an even simpler system, namely twopopulations of coupled time-discrete quadraticmaps [3]. We demonstrate that this system showsnot only a plentitude of symmetric dynamics butalso a variety of symmetry broken chimera states.The symmetry can be broken with regard to thesynchronization and/or periodicity of individualpopulations. All patterns arise spontaneously fromrandom initial conditions, i.e. there is no need tocraft initial conditions to induce them. Moreover,our system allows us to generate intriguing fractalstructures in the complex plane of the controlparameter of the quadratic map.[1] Y. Kuramoto and D. Battogtokh. Coexistence ofcoherence and incoherence in nonlocally coupledphase oscillators. Nonlinear Phenom. ComplexSyst. 5, 380-385 (2002).[2] D. Abrams, R. Mirollo, S. Strogatz, and D. Wiley.Solvable model for chimera states of coupledoscillators. Phys. Rev. Lett. 101, 084103 (2008).[3] R.G. Andrzejak, G. Ruzzene, E. Schöll, I.Omelchenko. Two populations of coupledquadratic maps exhibit a plentitude of sym-metric and symmetry broken dynamics. Chaos, inpress (2020).

Impact of the range of the interactions and
time delays on synchronization patterns

Celia Anteneodo
celia.fis@puc-rio.br

Traditionally, the updating of the constituentunits is made synchronously (parallel updating),however, the elements in real arrays do not reactin perfect synchrony. Then, the inclusion of timedelays or other kinds of asynchronicity seemsmore realistic and leads to quite different emergingpatterns. In the spatial domain, a realistic ingredi-ent in modeling extended systems is the coupling

range. We investigate the formation of completelysynchronized states (CSSs) in CMLs as a function ofinteraction strength, range of the interaction (thatcan vary from first neighbors to global coupling),and a parameter that allows one to scan contin-uously from non-delayed to one-time delayeddynamics. We identify in parameter space, periodicorbits, limit cycles, and chaotic trajectories, anddescribe how these structures change with delay.These features can be explained by studying thebifurcation diagrams of a two-dimensional non-delayed map, allowing us to understand the effectsof one-time delays on CSSs, e.g., regularization ofchaotic orbits and synchronization of short-rangecoupled maps, observed when the dynamics ismoderately delayed.

Stability of filters for deterministic dynam-
ics

Amit Apte
apte@icts.res.in

A. S. Reddy, A. Apte and S. Vadlamani

The Bayesian formulation of the data assimila-tion problem leads to the problem of non-linearfiltering. In many applications, the dynamicalmodels are deterministic and chaotic, in whichcase most of the classical stability results fornonlinear filtering are not applicable becausesuch systems do not satisfy the assumption ofcontrollability. In this talk, we discuss our recentresults (doi:10.1016/j.sysconle.2020.104676 andarxiv:1910.14348) proving asymptotic filter sta-bility for deterministic, chaotic dynamics. Wewill discuss the relation between the dynamicalcharacteristics of such systems and the asymptoticfiltering distribution, as well as the implications fordata assimilation problems in earth sciences.

Bifurcation analysis of oscillatory combus-
tion using hydrodynamic simulation

Yuki Araya
afsa6722@chiba-u.jp

Y. Araya, H. Ito and H. Kitahata

The oscillatory combustion can be observed ina bundle of candles. Such oscillatory combustionoccurs when the number of bundled candles isgreater than a threshold value. The amplitudeand frequency of the oscillation also depend onthe number of candles. However, it is difficult toexperimentally determine the bifurcation structureregarding this oscillation since the number of
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candles is discrete. In this study, therefore wereproduced the oscillatory combustion by thehydrodynamic simulation and analyzed the bifurca-tion structure. We performed the two-dimensionalhydrodynamic simulation, assuming that the gasaround the flame is compressible Newtonian fluid.We adopted the flame sheet model, in which weassumed that the reaction rate is sufficiently fast incombustion and that the Lewis number, the ratiobetween the thermal diffusion coefficient and themass diffusion coefficient, is unity. By adoptingthis model, we only need to solve the three equa-tions: the Navier-Stokes equation, the equation ofcontinuity, and the advection-diffusion equation.By the numerical simulation, we could reproducethe oscillatory combustion for appropriate condi-tions. Parameter dependences of the amplitudeand frequency were qualitatively consistent withthe experimental results. By varying parameterscontinuously, we found that an oscillatory stateappeared through a subcritical Hopf bifurcation.A rising vortex pair, which should correspond toa vortex ring in a three-dimensional system, wasfound only in the oscillatory state. Such a risingvortex ring will provide insight for the mechanismof the oscillatory combustion.

Phase defects in electrical patterns during
heart rhythm disorders

Louise Arno
louise.arno@kuleuven.be

L. Arno, L. Leenknegt, D. Kabus, E.G. Tolkacheva and H.
Dierckx

The heart is a dynamical self-regulating system inwhich complex patterns of electrical activation areformed during cardiac arrhythmias. These patternsoften result into waves rotating around their core,named vortices or rotors. The conventional math-ematical framework assumes that rotors rotatearound a single point, called a phase singularity,near the rotor center. However, during clinicalobservations extended lines of conduction blocksare seen in the elongated rotor core. Here, wepresent a novel mathematical description wherethe activation wave circles around a phase defectline (PDL) in 2D or a phase defect surface (PDS)in 3D. These phase defect structurs are similar tobranch cuts in complex analysis. We demonstratePDL existence in numerics and experiment andpresent topological considerations on the occurringstructures.

Superfluid swimmers
Igor Aronson
isa12@psu.edu

I.S. Aronson and G.V. Kolmakov

The propulsion of living microorganisms ul-timately relies on viscous drag for body-fluidinteractions. The self-locomotion in superfluidssuch as He 4 is deemed impossible due to theapparent lack of viscous resistance. Here, we in-vestigate the self-propulsion of a Janus (two-face)light-absorbing particle suspended in superfluidhelium He 4 (He-II). The particle is energized bythe heat flux due to the absorption of light froman external source. We show that a quantummechanical propulsion force originates due tothe transformation of the superfluid to a normalfluid on the heated particle face. The theoreticalanalysis is supported by the numerical solutionof the Ginzburg-Landau-Khalatnikov model for asuperfluid. Our results shed light on the dynamicsof inclusions in a superfluid and stimulate experi-ments.

Experimental observations in a turbulent
BEC: characterization and universal scal-
ing properties

Vanderlei Bagnato
vander@ifsc.usp.br

One of the out-of-equilibrium states of greatinterest in superfluids is the state of turbulence. Inthis state, the proliferation of vortices or waves,creates one of several known states of turbulence.From equilibrium, with energy injection, there isevolution establishing a cascade of energy thatcauses migration of energy to high moments,resulting in a dependence of power law type in theenergy spectrum. The reason the system evolvesthis way has to do with its quest for equilibrium,reaching possibly a stationary state. If the energyinjection is ceased, the system evolves in time.Observing the high moment component in thedistribution allows us to verify its dependence bydetermining whether it is a non-thermal state. Wedetected in our experiment regions of excitation,where exponential (rather than Gaussian) depen-dence reveals the presence of non-thermalizingstates. Such out-of-equilibrium states exhibituniversal behavior when scaled. This universalbehavior is of great interest, especially if associated
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with turbulent states. (Financial support fromFAPESP, CNPq and CAPES. This work had theparticipation of A. Garcia, G. Telles, L. Machado, S.Couto, L. Madeira, G. Roati, P.Castilho, P. Tavares,A. Cedrin and G. Roati )

Projective and Telescopic Projective Inte-
gration for Kinetic Mixtures

Rafael Bailo
rafael.bailo@univ-lille.fr

R. Bailo and T. Rey

We propose fully explicit projective integrationschemes for non-linear collisional kinetic equationsfor mixtures. The methods employ a sequence ofsmall forward-Euler steps, intercalated with ex-trapolation steps. The telescopic approach repeatssaid extrapolations as the basis for an even largerstep. This hierarchy renders the computationalcomplexity of the method essentially independentof the stiffness of the problem, which permits theefficient solution of equations in the hyperbolicscaling with very small Knudsen numbers. Wevalidate the scheme against standard test cases,and we demonstrate its prowess in dealing withlarge mass ratios and other complex phenomena.This is joint work with T. Rey.

Towards quantum turbulence in exciton-
polariton condensates

Dario Ballarini
dario.ballarini@gmail.com

D. Ballarini, G. Panico, L.o Dominici, A. Lanotte and D.
Sanvitto

Exciton-polaritons are hybrid particles formedby the strong coupling of excitons and photonsin semiconductor heterostructures, typically inoptical microcavities. Exciton-polaritons inheritfrom the photonic component a light mass andlong temporal coherence, while significant particle-particle interactions originate from their excitoniccomponent. In the last two decades, exciton-polariton condensation and superfluidity havebeen demonstrated up to room temperature, aswell as the presence of solitons and quantizedvortices and half-vortices, emerging as a promisingplatform for the study of quantum fluids in anoptical environment [1, 2, 3]. Here, we show ourrecent results aiming to the all-optical control andtrapping of a quantum fluid of exciton-polaritons.By tracking on a picosecond time-scale a largenumber of quantized vortices, we present the

first experimental attempts to explore turbulentregimes in two-dimensional exciton-polaritoncondensates.
References[1] G. Lerario et al., Room-temperature superflu-idity in a polariton condensate, Nat. Phys. 13:837–841 (2017).[2] D. Sanvitto et al., All-optical control of thequantum flow of a polariton condensate, Nat.Photon. 5: 610–614 (2011).[3] I. Carusotto, C. Ciuti, Quantum fluids of light,Rev. Mod. Phys. 85: 299 (2013).

Delay dynamics in an excitable micropillar
laser with saturable absorber

Sylvain Barbay
sylvain.barbay@c2n.upsaclay.fr

S. Barbay, V.A. Pammi, S. Terrien, N.B. Broederick and B.
Krauskopf

Micropillar lasers with saturable absorber havebeen shown to display a fast excitable behaviorand several neuromimetic properties such asrefractory period, spike latency and temporal sum-mation. They are thus interesting building blocksfor neuro-inspired photonic processing. Whenself-coupled with delayed feedback, they can actas a working memory with specific short and longterms behaviors. In the short term, they can re-generate any temporal spike pattern, thus realizingan optical buffer memory. In the long term, weshow that the only stable regimes are limit cycleoscillations : any information stored initially in thetemporal spike pattern is lost. However, we showthat this realizes a content addressable memorywhich computes and can retrieve information froman imperfect input. We discuss the experimentalresults in parallel with a numerical model whichyields excellent agreement. We also highlight anovel bifurcation in this system giving rise to pulsetiming symmetry breaking: irregularly spaced,periodic spiking patterns can be stable in specificparameter regions and controlled by the feedbacktime, thus enriching the spike patterns that can beproduced by this kind of optical source.

Mechanochemical pattern formation in
cells

Luca Barberi
luca.barberi@unige.ch

L. Barberi and K. Kruse

The cortex is a thin network of filamentous pro-
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teins lying on the inner face of the cell membrane,which crucially contributes to controlling cellshape. It exhibits a rich spatiotemporal dynamics,which emerges from chemical and mechanical con-tributions. A major chemical contribution comesfrom signaling cascades, which are initiated by cell’senvironmental stimuli, while a major mechanicalcontribution comes from molecular motors, whichcross-link cortical filaments and produce localactive stresses. In their interpretation of corticaldynamics, cell biologists often assume that chem-istry governs mechanics, for instance by recruitingcortical components or by activating molecularmotors, without being affected by it. However,there is evidence that mechanics feeds back intochemistry, for instance through molecular motorsthat produce cortical active flows able to spatiallyredistribute signaling molecules. The corticaldynamics resulting from such mechanochemicalcoupling is largely unexplored. We theoreticallyinvestigate it by developing a minimally complexhydrodynamic model that accounts for experi-mentally relevant couplings between cortex andsignaling. We find that mechanics and chemistryreinforce each other’s nonlinear dynamics, produc-ing patterns of purely mechanochemical origin thatqualitatively differ from those produced in absenceof mechanochemical coupling. Overall, the richdynamics predicted by our model suggests thatcells could leverage mechanochemical feedbacksto attain specific self-organized states withouthaving to rely uniquely on signaling cascades.

Adaptive Bayesian Inference of Markov
Transition Rates

Nicholas Barendregt
nicholas.barendregt@colorado.edu

N.W. Barendregt and Z.P. Kilpatrick

Many complex phenomena involve stochastictransitions between environmental, conforma-tional, or population-level states. To model thedynamics of such systems, researchers have oftenturned to Markov chain models; e.g., for populationdynamics, viral epidemics, etc. However, whenfitting these models, it can be helpful to identifythe most efficient methods for data collection tomost efficiently specify transition rate parameters.In this talk, we propose an adaptive algorithm toinfer the transition rates of a Markov process fromtime series data from sequential samples of thestate. Leveraging Bayesian inference, we constructa stochastic optimization problem that finds theoptimal successive sampling times. This producesa posterior distribution over the transition rateswith minimal variance. We then apply our method

to classic Markov chain models, including thebirth-death process and a periodic biased randomwalk, to demonstrate its effectiveness. Our resultswill provide practical tools to experimentalists andmodelers studying complex stochastic behaviorand will aid in the design in more efficient experi-mental design.

The mechanics of finite-time blowup in an
Euler flow

Dwight Barkley
d.barkley@warwick.ac.uk

One of the most fundamental issues in fluiddynamics is whether or not an initially smooth fluidflow can evolve over time to arrive at a singularity– a state for which the classical equations of fluidmechanics break down and the flow field no longermakes physical sense. While proof remains an openquestion, numerical evidence strongly suggeststhat a singularity arises at the boundary of a flowlike that found in a stirred cup of tea. The goalof this talk is to explain, from a fluid-mechanicsperspective, why.

Behaviour of self-organised, large-scale
vegetation patterns

Robbin Bastiaansen
r.bastiaansen@uu.nl

A. Doelman, M. Chirilus-Bruckner, M. Eppinga and M.
Rietkerk

As a response to climatic changes, many ecosys-tems self-organize into large-scale spatial patterns -for example, vegetation bands or patches emergingin the process of desertification. In mathematicalmodels (singularly perturbed reaction-diffusionequations with parameters that may vary in timeand space) these patterns present themselves asinteracting localized structures (e.g. pulses). Inthis talk, I explain how the dynamics of these canbe analyzed via (geometric singular) perturbationtheory and numerical simulations. I will describehow their response to further environmentalchange is a combination of slow (migratory) patternrearrangement (on a N-dimensional manifold MN )and fast pattern-to-pattern transitions (from onemanifold MN to another MM , with M < N ). Thisleads to a framework of interlinked phase portraitsthat describes the location (and possible annihila-tion) of the localized structures over time. Usingthis framework, I will indicate the effect ground
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topography can have on movement and stabilityof vegetation patterns. Furthermore, I will alsohighlight the differences between small and largepattern transitions and describe the dependencyon the rate of climatic change: slow change leadsto sporadic, large transitions, whereas fast changecauses a rapid sequence of smaller transitions.

Observation of vortex dynamics in a fluid
of light

Matthieu Bellec
matthieu.bellec@inphyni.cnrs.fr

A. Eloy, O. Boughdad, M. Albert, P.-É Larré, F. Mortessagne,
C. Michel and M. Bellec

Fluids of light merge many-body physics andnonlinear optics, revealing quantum hydrodynamicfeatures of light when it propagates in nonlinearmedia. One of the most outstanding evidence oflight behaving as an interacting fluid is its abilityto carry itself as a superfluid. Using an all-opticalexperimental platform, based on a biased pho-torefractive crystal, we have recently reported adirect experimental detection of the transition tosuperfluidity in the flow of a fluid of light past an(weakly perturbing) obstacle. Here, consideringa stronger and larger obstacle, we investigatethe dynamics of the resulting turbulent flow oflight. We observe, as the Mach number increases,the generation, evolution and merging of pairs ofvortices of opposite circulation, eventually leadingto the generation of a dark solitons through aninstability process. Moreover, we also consider aline of obstacles with a varying separation. Whenthe obstacles are quite far away from each other,we show that they act as independent, generatingindependent pairs of vortices. As soon as theyget close enough (separation of the order of thesize of the obstacle), vortices begin to interact,annihilate, and eventually lead to a snake instability.

Emergence of solitary states in adaptive
nonlocal oscillator networks

Rico Berner
rico.berner@physik.tu-berlin.de

R. Berner, A. Polanska, E. Schöll and S. Yanchuk

Partial synchronization patterns have becomean important paradigm in complex network sci-ence over the last decade. Just recently, a newphenomenon, called solitary state, in the transitionfrom incoherence to complete coherence wasdiscovered. We analyze a nonlocally coupled ring

network of adaptively coupled phase oscillatorsand observe a variety of frequency-synchronizedstates including solitary states. Despite the factthat solitary states have been observed in aplethora of dynamical systems, the mechanismsbehind their emergence were largely unaddressedin the literature. Here, we show how solitary statesemerge due to the adaptive feature of the network.By using numerical and analytical methods, weexplore the spectral properties of solitary statesand classify several bifurcation scenarios in whichthese states are created and stabilized.

Howbacterial swimmerswithmultiple run
modes navigate chemical gradients

Carsten Beta
beta@uni-potsdam.de

Z. Alirezaeizanjani, R. Großmann, V. Pfeifer, M. Hintsche
and C. Beta

Bacterial chemotaxis is one of the most funda-mental examples of directional navigation in theliving world. It is key to many biological processes,including the spreading of bacterial infections andthe formation of biofilms. While Escherichia coli,the well-known paradigm of bacterial chemotaxis,only swims as a pusher, it was recently reportedthat many other bacterial species exhibit severaldistinct swimming modes—the flagella may, forexample, pull the cell body or wrap around it. Howdo the different run modes shape the chemotaxisstrategy of a multimode swimmer? Here, we in-vestigate chemotactic motion of the soil bacteriumPseudomonas putida as an example of a multimodeswimmer. By simultaneously tracking the positionof the cell body and the configuration of its flag-ella, we demonstrate that individual run modesshow different chemotactic responses in nutritiongradients and, thus, constitute distinct behavioralstates. On the basis of an active particle model, wedemonstrate that switching between multiple runstates that differ in their speed and responsivenessmay provide the basis for robust and efficientchemotaxis in complex natural habitats.

Curious dynamics of a golf ball bounce
Stanisław Biber

s.biber@bristol.ac.uk

S. Biber, A.R. Champneys and R. Szalai

The bounce of a ball in sports such as tennis,cricket or football has been studied extensivelywith many experimental data available to support
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the analysis. The common denominator for thesemodels is an impact of a compliant ball off a rigidground. A bounce of a golf ball is a very differentproblem though, where the analysis focuses on theimpact of a rigid body off a compliant surface. Pre-vious studies of this problem have been largely lim-ited by the lack of experimental data.In our talk we present our approaches at mod-elling the bounce of a golf ball where we try tomatch the physical intuition with experimentaldata. We extend previous work by creating largeexperimental campaigns. In the modelling wecarefully distinguish the slipping and rolling (sliding)scenarios and we approach the problem with awide spectrum of initial conditions in mind. Weshow that the obtained data is well correlatedusing linear models, though divergent from theclassical coefficient of restitution approaches. Wepresent a bifurcation analysis of piecewise-smoothFilippov systems leading us to conclusion that thebouncing golf ball can undergo a grazing-sliding orswitching-sliding bifurcations. In the last part ofthis talk we will focus on the methods which we aredeveloping for fitting data into such non-smoothsystems.

Interactions and Noninteractions: Syn-
chrony and beyond in oscillators with
dead zones

Christian Bick
c.bick@vu.nl

P. Ashwin, C.Bick and C. Poignard

Whether or not oscillators interact, may dependon their state. Here we formalize the concept of adead zone as an open set in state space where theinteraction vanishes. Moreover, we elucidate howdead zones shape the collective network dynamicsof synchronization and beyond.

Stochastic time-delayed models of au-
toimmunity

K Blyuss
k.blyuss@sussex.ac.uk

F. Fatehi, Y.N. Kyrychko and K.B. Blyuss

One significant contribution to onset and devel-opment of autoimmunity comes from infections. Inthis talk, I will discuss a mathematical model of im-mune response to a viral infection, and subsequentonset of autoimmunity, with account for differenttypes of T cells and their interactions, as mediatedby cytokines. In many respects, immune system

is a multi-factorial stochastic system, with manyprocesses taking place over non-negligible timescales. To account for this, special attention will bepaid in the model to the role of stochasticity andtime delays. I will present the results of the analysisof stochastic oscillations around deterministicallystable states, as well as the effects of stochasticityon the dynamics of the system in a bi-stable regime.I will show how variance of stochastic fluctuationsand their coherence depend on system parametersand time delays. I will discuss a method for derivingstochastic delayed differential equations and acorresponding numerical simulation algorithm [1],and will show how it can be used to simulatestochastic dynamics in a time-delayed model ofautoimmunity [2].
References[1] F. Fatehi, Y.N. Kyrychko, K.B. Blyuss, A newapproach to simulating stochastic delayed systems,Math. Biosci. 322: 108327 (2020).[2] F. Fatehi, Y.N. Kyrychko, K.B. Blyuss, Stochasticdynamics in a time-delayed model for autoimmu-nity, Math. Biosci. 322: 108323 (2020).

Controlling the shape of clusters with a
macroscopic field

Francesco Boccardo
francesco.boccardo@univ-lyon1.fr

F. Boccardo and O. Pierre-Louis

Macroscopic forces produced by electric fields orthermal gradients are often used to displace singleobjects, but also clusters of atoms [1], molecules[2], or colloids [3]. In addition, they have the abilityto alter the shape of the clusters. This effect is wellknown for example in the case of electromigration,where complex shapes emerge from instabilitiesand from the coupling of the electric field directionand the cluster edge anisotropy [4]. In this work,we present a model to control the shape of clustersundergoing thermal fluctuations with the temporalvariations of a macroscopic field. We find the op-timal policy for tuning the external force to reacha target cluster configuration in minimum time.We reformulate this problem as a Markov DecisionProcess for the optimization of first passage timeson a graph, and solve the associated Bellman equa-tion using Dynamic Programming. We exemplifythis strategy with two-dimensional clusters subjectto a macroscopic force that can be switched alonga fixed direction. We find that targets can bereached even if they are a priori not compatiblewith the symmetry of the force. For small clusters,we find that the optimal choice for the externalfield exhibits a discrete set of transitions as thetemperature is varied. In addition, this optimal
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policy is not unique and exhibits degeneracies thatoriginate either from the obvious symmetries ofthe target state or from hidden symmetries of thedynamics. Finally, there is an optimal temperatureat which the target configuration can be reached inminimum time.
References[1] C. Tao, W. G. Cullen, and E. D. Williams, Science
328(5979): 736–740 (2010).[2] N.Wei, H.-Q.Wang, and J.-C. Zheng, NanoscaleResearch Letters 7(1): 154 (2012).[3] L. Helden, R. Eichhorn, and C. Bechinger, SoftMatter 11(12): 2379–2386 (2015).[4] O. Pierre-Louis and T. L. Einstein, PhysicalReview B 62(20): 13697–13706 (2000).

Using machine-learning modeling to un-
derstand macroscopic dynamics in a sys-
tem of coupled maps

Francesco Borra
francesco.borra@uniroma1.it

F. Borra and M. Baldovin

Machine-learning techniques not only offerefficient tools for modeling dynamical systemsfrom data, but can also be employed as frontlineinvestigative instruments for studying the underly-ing physics: we explore this possibility by studyingmacroscopic motion emerging from a systemof globally coupled maps, which are known toexhibit non trivial collective behaviours. We builda coarse-grained Markov process for the macro-scopic dynamics both with a machine-learningapproach and with a direct numerical computationof the transition probabilities; then we comparethe outcomes of the two analyses. After testing theability of the stochastic machine-learning approachto describe the collective dynamics, we show howthis technique yields insight into the physics itself.By modulating the input available to the network,we infer important information about the effectivedimension of the attractor, the persistence ofmemory effects, and the multiscale structure of thedynamics.

Patient-Specific Simulation of Potentially
Pre-Arrhythmogenic Substrate in Embolic
Stroke of Undetermined Source

Patrick Boyle
pmjboyle@uw.edu

Cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has

revealed fibrotic remodeling in embolic stroke ofundetermined source (ESUS) patients comparableto levels seen in atrial fibrillation (AFib). Our grouphas recently used computational modeling tounderstand the absence of arrhythmia in ESUSdespite the presence of putatively pro-arrhythmicfibrosis. We have reconstructed MRI-based atrialmodels 45 ESUS patients, alongside a control setof 45 models reconstructed from MRI scans ofAFib patients. The fibrotic substrate’s arrhythmo-genic capacity in each of these 90 patient-specificmodels was assessed computationally using avirtual overdrive pacing protocol. Reentrant drivers(i.e., self-sustaining “rotor” patterns of bioelectricexcitation) were induced in 24/45 (53%) ESUS and22/45 (49%) AFib models. Models in which rotorswere induced had more fibrosis (16.7± 5.45%) thannon-inducible models (11.07 ± 3.61%; P < 0.0001);however, inducible subsets of ESUS and AFib mod-els had similar fibrosis levels (P = 0.90), meaningthe intrinsic pro-arrhythmic substrate propertiesof fibrosis in ESUS and AFib are essentially indis-tinguishable. This suggests some ESUS patientshave latent pre-clinical fibrotic substrate that couldbe a future source of arrhythmogenicity. Thus,our work prompts the novel hypothesis that ESUSpatients with fibrotic atria are spared from AFibdue predominantly to an absence of arrhythmiatriggers.

Detection of Local Mixing in Time-Series
Data Using Permutation Entropy

Elizabeth Bradley
michaelneuder@g.harvard.edu

E. Bradley, M. Neuder, J. Garland, J. White and E.
Dlugokencky

While it is tempting in experimental practice toseek as high a data rate as possible, oversamplingcan become an issue if one takes measurementstoo densely. These effects can take many forms,some of which are easy to detect: e.g., when thedata sequence contains multiple copies of the samemeasured value. In other situations, as when thereis mixing—in the measurement apparatus and/orthe system itself—oversampling effects can beharder to detect. We propose a novel, model-freetechnique to detect local mixing in time seriesusing an information-theoretic technique calledpermutation entropy. By varying the temporalresolution of the calculation and analyzing thepatterns in the results, we can determine whetherthe data are mixed locally, and on what scale. Thiscan be used by practitioners to choose appropriatelower bounds on scales at which to measure orreport data. After validating this technique on
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several synthetic examples, we demonstrate itseffectiveness on data from a chemistry experiment,methane records fromMauna Loa, and an Antarcticice core.

Penrose superradiance in photon fluids
Maria Chiara Braidotti

mariachiara.braidotti@glasgow.ac.uk

M.C. Braidotti, R.Prizia, E.M. Wright and D. Faccio

Superradiance is the amplification of waves scat-tered by a rapidly rotating object, first proposed in1969 by Roger Penrose [1] who predicted this ef-fect near rotating black holes. However, measuringsuch astrophysical amplification is still techno-logically challenging. In this context, analoguegravity studies have attracted major attention dueto their versatility in proposing laboratory tests ofotherwise inaccessible phenomena [2]. In this way,the concept of superradiance has been extendedto other physical systems and recently measuredin water waves in a draining bathtub experiment[3]. Here we show that superradiance occurs alsoin nonlinear optical systems, especially in a 2Drotating nonlinear superfluid. By the excitationof Bogoliubov modes in the photon fluid [4], wequantify the amount of anomalous scattered posi-tive modes outside the ergoregion, i.e. that region,analogue to that of rotating black holes, where abody cannot be at rest as seen by an asymptoticobserver. We verify the proposed analysis by apump-probe experiment. Creating an analogueblack hole with a pump super-Gaussian vortexbeam with angular momentum (OAM) l in a nonlin-ear, defocusing medium, we test the scattering of acoaxial weak Gaussian probe with OAM m looselyfocused onto the pump core. Our results show thatsuperradiated modes can be observed in a photonfluid experiment and open new perspectives inunderstanding the superradiance scattering.
References[1] R. Penrose and R. M. Floyd, “Extraction ofrotational energy from a black hole,” Nat. Phys. Sc.
229: 177 (1971).[2] C. Barcelo, S. Liberati, and M. Visser, “Analoguegravity,” Liv. Rev. 8: 12 (2005).[3] T. Torres, S. Patrick, A. Coutant, M. Richartz,E.W. Tedford, and S.Weinfurtner, “Rotational su-perradiant scattering in a vortex flow,” Nat. Phys.
13: 833–836 (2017).[4] F. Marino, M. Ciszak, and A. Ortolan, “Acousticsuperradiance from optical vortices in self-defocusing cavities,” Phys. Rev. A 80: 065802(2009).

Structure vs dynamics: controlling chemi-
cal communication in arrays of diffusively
coupled micro-oscillators via comparti-
mentalization properties

Marcello Budroni
mabudroni@uniss.it

M.A. Budroni, G. Pagano, D. Conte, B. Paternoster, R.
D’ambrosio, S. Ristori, A. Abou-Hassan and F. Rossi

Networks of diffusively coupled inorganic oscil-lators, confined in nano- and micro-compartments,represent a powerful tool for studying collectivebehaviours observed in biological systems. Bytaking advantage of a microfluidic technique, westudy the dynamics of arrays of diffusively-coupledBelousov-Zhabotinsky (BZ) oscillators encap-sulated in water-in-oil single emulsions and inwater/oil/water (w/o/w) double emulsions (DEs).In single emulsions new synchronization patternsare controlled by modulating the structural andchemical properties of the phospholipid-basedmembranes confining the BZ microoscillators.Changes are induced by introducing specificdopants that do not alter the basic backbone ofthe phospholipid bilayer but modify the membranelamellarity or react with the chemical messengers.A transition from 2-period clusters (showing 1:2resonance) to 1-period antiphase synchronization isobserved by decreasing the membrane lamellarity,while an unsynchronized scenario is found whenthe dopant interferes with chemical communica-tion. In the presence of multi-compartmentalizedshells, after an initial induction period, all theoscillators pulsate in phase with halved periodwith respect to the starting one. The experimentaldynamics are interpreted within a unique kineticframework based on the Field, Köros and Noyes(FKN) model, including mass-exchange terms tomodulate the coupling strength among successiveoscillators. The impact of delayed feedbacks, thatcan spontaneously arise in the communication dueto the confinement properties, are also numericallyexplored by including a time delay in the couplingterms. A direct transition from anti-phase toin-phase synchronization and back to the initialanti-phase scheme is observed by progressively in-creasing the time delay. Similarities of these phasetransition scenarios with those characterising thecoordination of oscillatory limb movements arealso discussed.
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Computer-assisted proof of the existence
of renormalisation fixed points

Andrew Burbanks
andrew.burbanks@port.ac.uk

A.D. Burbanks and A.H. Osbaldestin

We prove the existence of fixed points to renor-malisation operators for period doubling in maps ofeven degree at the critical point and for pairs ofmaps with a particular unidirectional coupling.Our proof uses rigorous computer-assistedmeans to bound operations in a space of analyticfunctions and hence to show that quasi-Newtonoperators for the associated fixed-point problemsare contraction maps on suitable balls.By recasting the eigenproblems for the Frechetderivatives, we use the contraction mapping princi-ple to gain rigorous bounds on eigenfunctions andtheir corresponding eigenvalues.Our computations use multi-precision arithmeticwith rigorous directed rounding modes to boundtightly the coefficients of the relevant power seriesand their high-order terms, and the correspondinguniversal constants.

The fractal structure of elliptical polyno-
mial spirals

Stuart Burrell
stuartburrell1994@gmail.com

S.A. Burrell, K.J. Falconer and J.M. Fraser

We investigate fractal aspects of elliptical poly-nomial spirals, that is planar spirals with differingpolynomial rates of decay in the two axis directions.This form of spiral reflects those that may form inanisotropic dynamical settings, such as ellipticalwhirlpools in a flowing body of water. We give a fulldimensional analysis of these spirals, computingexplicitly their intermediate, box-counting andAssouad-type dimensions. An exciting feature isthat these spirals exhibit two phase transitionswithin the Assouad spectrum, the first natural classof fractals known to have this property. We goon to use this dimensional information to obtainbounds for the Holder regularity of maps that candeform one spiral into another, generalising the‘winding problem’ of when spirals are bi-Lipschitzequivalent to a line segment. A novel feature is theuse of fractional Brownian motion and dimensionprofiles to bound the Holder exponents.

Deep learning for early warning signals of
bifurcations

Thomas Bury
thomas.bury@mcgill.ca

T.M. Bury, R.I. Sujith, I. Pavithran, M. Scheffer, T.M. Lenton,
M. Anand and C.T. Bauch

Many natural systems exhibit bifurcations whereslowly changing environmental conditions sparka sudden shift to a new and sometimes verydifferent state. As a bifurcation is approached,the dynamics of complex and varied systemssimplify down to a limited number of possible‘normal forms’ that determine qualitative aspectsof the new state that lies beyond the bifurcation,such as whether it will oscillate or be stable. Inseveral of those forms, indicators like increasinglag-1 autocorrelation and variance provide genericearly warning signals (EWS) of the bifurcationby detecting critical slowing down. But they donot predict the type of bifurcation. Here, wedevelop a deep learning algorithm that providesEWS in systems it was not explicitly trained on,by exploiting information about normal forms andscaling behaviour of dynamics near tipping pointsthat are common to many dynamical systems.The algorithm provides EWS in 268 empirical andmodel time series from ecology, thermoacoustics,climatology, and epidemiology with much greatersensitivity and specificity than generic EWS. It canalso predict the normal form that characterises theoncoming tipping point, thus providing qualitativeinformation on certain aspects of the new state.Such approaches can help humans better preparefor, or avoid, undesirable state transitions. Thealgorithm also illustrates how a universe of pos-sible models can be mined to recognise naturallyoccurring tipping points.

Including synaptic plasticity in a next gen-
eration neural mass model

Áine Byrne
aine.byrne@ucd.ie

Synaptic plasticity is considered the primarymechanism for learning and memory. Neuronswith similar activity patterns strengthen theirsynaptic connections, while others connectionsmay weaken. Synaptic plasticity is rarely examinedat the mesoscopic level, as, typically, comparisonsbetween spike times or firing rates of individual
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neurons are required to update the synaptic cou-pling strength. Assuming a network of synapticallycoupled oscillators, we define spike time differ-ences in terms of phase differences. We thenupdate the synaptic connections based on thesephase differences. Applying the Ott-Antonsenansatz to the spatially distributed network lendsitself to an exact mean-field description, in theform of a next generation neural mass model. Thismean field model allows us to examine the role ofsynaptic plasticity at the mesoscopic level.

Nonlinear dynamics determines the ther-
modynamic instability of condensed mat-
ter in vacuo

Julyan Cartwright
julyan.cartwright@csic.es

Condensed matter is thermodynamically unsta-ble in a vacuum. That is what thermodynamicstells us through the relation showing that con-densed matter at temperatures above absolutezero always has non-zero vapour pressure. Thisinstability implies that at low temperatures energymust not be distributed equally among atoms inthe crystal lattice but must be concentrated. Indynamical systems such concentrations of energyin localized excitations are well known in the formof discrete breathers, solitons and related nonlinearphenomena. It follows that to satisfy thermody-namics such localized excitations must exist insystems of condensed matter at arbitrarily lowtemperature and as such the nonlinear dynamics ofcondensedmatter is crucial for its thermodynamics.

Effective models and predictability of
chaotic multiscale systems via machine
learning

Massimo Cencini
massimo.cencini@cnr.it

F. Borra, A. Vulpiani and M. Cencini

Understanding and modeling the dynamics ofmultiscale systems is a problem of considerableinterest both for theory and applications. For un-avoidable practical reasons, in multiscale systems,there is the need to eliminate from the descriptionthe fast/small-scale degrees of freedom and thusbuild effective models for only the slow/large-scaledegrees of freedom. When there is a wide scaleseparation between the degrees of freedom,asymptotic techniques, such as the adiabatic

approxi- mation, can be used for devising sucheffective models, while away from this limit thereexist no systematic techniques. Here, we scrutinizethe use of machine learning, based on reservoircomput- ing, to build data-driven effective modelsof multiscale chaotic systems. We show that, for awide scale separation, machine learning generateseffective models akin to those obtained usingmultiscale asymptotic techniques and, remarkably,remains effective in predictability also when thescale sep- aration is reduced. We also show thatpredictability can be improved by hybridizing thereservoir with an imperfect model.

Data-driven low-dimensional nonlinear
models on spectral submanifolds

Mattia Cenedese
mattiac@ethz.ch

M. Cenedese, J. Axås and G. Haller

Broadly used data-driven model reductiontechniques only tend to be generally effective forlinear dynamical systems. Available approaches tononlinear systems use machine learning, which,however, comes with its sensitivities and limitedpotential for extrapolation or prediction outsidethe range of the input data. Here we discuss anapproach to obtain explicit nonlinear models fromdata by exploiting the theory of spectral subman-ifolds. Our algorithm takes general observer data,without special assumptions on the measurementtechniques or on the dimension of the data. Thereduced-order models provide physical insightssuch as the nature of geometric nonlinearities ornonlinear damping in the system. The models weobtain are also powerful enough to make accuratepredictions for the forced response of the nonlineardynamical system solely based on numerical orexperimental data from the unforced system. Weillustrate these results on specific examples fromstructural vibrations and fluid dynamics, both onsynthetic and experimental data.

The Retina as a Dynamical System
Bruno Cessac

bruno.cessac@inria.fr

Considering the retina as a high dimensional,non autonomous, dynamical system, layered andstructured, with non stationary and spatially in-homogeneous entries (visual scenes), we presentseveral examples where dynamical systems-,
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bifurcations-, and ergodic-theory provide usefulinsights on retinal behaviour and dynamics.

Low dimensional description of large
oscillatory ensembles beyond the Ott-
Antonsen manifold

Rok Cestnik
rokcestn@uni-potsdam.de

R. Cestnik and A. Pikovsky

A low dimensional description for infiniteKuramoto ensembles is derived involving anasymptotic series that describes their dynam-ics beyond the Ott-Antonsen manifold. This isachieved by expressing the dynamics in terms ofcircular cumulants and then recognizing that theyrepresent a single non-linear differential equationin combination with an infinite linear system.The linear part can be solved thus closing thenon-linear equation. This representation not onlyallows for more efficient numerical simulation, butalso provides a new approach to analytically studythe stability of the Ott-Antonsen manifold.

Emergent dynamics in a detailed, data-
driven model of visual cortex

Logan Chariker
bortkiew@gmail.com

L. Chariker, R. Shapley, and L.-S. Young

I will present work on a detailed, data-driven,spiking network model of macaque primary visualcortex (V1). The model covers 2 square millimetersof visual cortex and reproduces a number of itsknown phenomena. When driven, the network dy-namics give rise to an emergent spike pattern withfluctuations like those seen in electrophysiologicalrecordings, and we can look into mechanisms ofhow the fluctuations arise from the interactionsbetween the excitatory and inhibitory populationsin the network and how they are influenced bybiophysical parameters. Experimental data fromV1 in the literature has guided the construction ofthe model, from anatomical studies of connectivityto measurements of biophysical parameters andrecordings showing spiking statistics in responseto visual stimuli. This is joint work with Lai-SangYoung and Robert Shapley.

A comparison of a physics-based and
data-driven inverse reconstruction tech-
nique of cardiac excitation wave patterns
from mechanical deformation

Jan Christoph
jan.christoph@ucsf.edu

J. Christoph and J. Lebert

The contractions of the cardiac muscle arecaused by nonlinear waves of electrical excitation.Because it is difficult to measure the electricalexcitation within the volume of the cardiac muscle,it is compelling to ask whether the tissue defor-mation can be analyzed using an inverse numericalapproach, such that the electrical excitation can befully reconstructed. In this talk, I will discuss andcompare two inverse numerical approaches, onephysics-based and one deep learning-based ap-proach, both of which aim to achieve the same goalof computing electrical excitation wave patternsfrommechanical deformation. The two approacheswere tested using synthetic data, which was gener-ated in computer simulations of bulk-shaped elasticexcitable media with anisotropic muscle fibre ar-chitecture. While the physics-based approachemployed a replicate numerical model that assim-ilates mechanical observation data and had to betuned carefully to match the original dynamics, thedeep learning approach employed a convolutionalneural network with an autoencoder-like architec-ture that was trained on many thousands of pairsof mechanical and corresponding electrical data.While both approaches can be used to successfullycompute electrical excitation wave patterns fromtissue deformation, our results show that deeplearning outperforms the physics-based approach.Using deep learning, it becomes possible to predicteven scroll wave chaos and their vortex filamentswith high accuracy, even in the presence of noisymechanical data and at low spatial resolutions.

Controllable complex oscillatory dynamics
of the fundamental optomechanical oscil-
lator

Stamatis Christou
gkomin@central.ntua.gr

S. Christou, V. Kovanis, A.E. Giannakopoulos and Y. Kominis

Cavity optomechanics is a research field of in-tense interest from a theoretical and technologicalpoint of view, having applications in sensitiveoptical detection and manipulation of small forces
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and displacements as well as topological energytransfer and phonon lasing [1]. The underlyingmodels, describing the fundamental interactionbetween the electromagnetic radiation and small-scale mechanical motion, are known to exhibit arich set of complex dynamical features includingvarious types of chaotic behavior. However, tech-nological applications in most cases necessitates acomplex, yet predictable and controllable oscilla-tory response. In fact, the various types of robustoscillations supported by optomechanical systemsare nested in the same or neighboring regionsof the parameter space, where chaos exists. Inthis work we dissect the parameter space of thefundamental optomechanical oscillator to identifyregions where stable self-sustained oscillationscorresponding to limit cycles, and self-modulatedoscillations, corresponding to limit tori, exist. Asystematic bifurcation analysis is performed withthe utilization of analytical and numerical continu-ation techniques. In cases of bistability, we studythe accessibility of the oscillatory states in termsof the location of the initial conditions with respectto well defined basins of attraction [2]. Moreover,we identify the existence of Exceptional Points forthe steady states of the system, and we investigateits modulation response under external parametricdriving. The results provide specific knowledge forparameter sets enabling the appropriate oscillatoryresponse for different types of applications.
References[1] M. Aspelmeyer, T. J. Kippenberg, and F. Mar-quardt, “Cavity Optomechanics”, Rev. Mod. Phys.
86: 1391 (2014)[2] S. Christou, V. Kovanis, A.E. Giannakopoulos,and Y. Kominis, “Parametric control of self-sustained and self-modulated optomechanicaloscillations”, Phys. Rev. A 103: 053513 (2021).

Emergence of complex spatiotemporal os-
cillations in large-scale brain networks

Pau Clusella
pau.clusella@upf.edu

P. Clusella and J. Garcia-Ojalvo

Neural oscillations constitute a primary indicatorof brain and cognitive function. How certain typesof complex oscillatory patterns emerge from the in-tricate and multi-scale structure of the brain is anopen problem of great interest in the quest to un-derstand neural encoding and treat cognitive disor-ders through external stimulation.In this work we unveil the emergence of chaoticoscillatory regimes in a large-scale model of the hu-man brain cortex. The model consists of 90 brainregions connected through a complex network ob-

tained from tractography data. The activity of eachbrain area is governed by the dynamics of a Jansen-Rit neural mass model. Despite the absence of het-erogeneities and noise, the system displays irregu-lar spatiotemporal oscillatory dynamics for a widerange of coupling strengths and subcortical exter-nal input values.In order to determine the dynamical landscape ofthe system and understand the onset of irregularbehavior, we first consider a simplified formulationinwhich the total input received by each node is thesame across brain areas. This simplification allowsfor the existence of different stationary and oscil-latory states in which all nodes behave identically.We study the stability properties of these homo-geneous solutions in detail. In particular, by meansof the master stability function, we unveil a Turing-like instability of the synchronized solution whichgives rise to heterogeneous oscillatory states thatultimately lead to spatiotemporal chaos.Next, extensive numerical simulations of theoriginal system reveal that irregular oscillationsemerge through a mechanism similar to that of thesimplified formulation, but differ on how the pat-terns synchronize and travel across the network.Overall, our work characterizes a simple frame-work for the emergence of complex dynamics insystems composed of interconnected neural massmodels.

Quasicrystal patterns in a neural field
model

Stephen Coombes
stephen.coombes@nottingham.ac.uk

A. Gökçe, S. Coombes and D. Avitabile

Neural field models of the activity in primaryvisual cortex (V1) are pattern forming systemsthat incorporate non-local axonal wiring. A coarsegrained view of V1 with short-range neuronalinteractions that are excitatory and long-rangeones that are inhibitory is well known to support aTuring instability to doubly-periodic patterns. Herewe show that a modulation of this connectivitystructure can lead to the formation of quasicrystalpatterns, thus expanding the repertoire of druginduced geometric hallucinations that can beexplained by a Turing mechanism.
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Long-Time Behavior of a PDE Replica-
tor Equation for Multilevel Selection in
Group-Structured Populations

Daniel Cooney
dbcooney@sas.upenn.edu

D.B. Cooney and Y. Mori

In many biological systems, there is an evolution-ary conflict between the incentive of individualsto cheat and the collective incentive to establishcooperation within groups of individuals. In thistalk, we consider a hyperbolic PDE describing theevolutionary dynamics of a two-level birth-deathprocess in which individual-level replication favorscheaters and between-group competition favorsgroups featuring positive levels of cooperation. Wederive a threshold level of the relative strength ofbetween-group competition such that defectorstake over the population below the thresholdwhile cooperation weakly persists in the long-timepopulation above the threshold. Under strongerassumptions on the initial distribution of groupcompositions, we further prove that the populationconverges to a steady state density supportingcooperation for between-group selection strengthabove the threshold. When the group replicationrate is maximized by an intermediate level of coop-eration, we additionally see that the average payoffat steady state is limited by the average payoff afull-cooperator group, and that the steady statedensity concentrates to a delta-function support-ing a suboptimal level of cooperation in the limit ofinfinite strength of between-group competition. Inthese cases, individual-level selections casts a longshadow on the dynamics of multilevel selection:no level of between-group competition can erasethe effects of the individual incentive to defect.

Properties of the extended time-delayed
feedback control under model mis-
matches

Dimitri Danulussi Alves Costa
dimitri.d.costa@gmail.com

D. D. A. Costa, V. Vaziri and M. A. Savi

The stability analysis in delayed systems presentsseveral challenges. The methods used for suchanalysis usually involve calculating Lyapunov expo-nents of a system hundreds of times greater thanthe original and can only extract the real part ofthese exponents. An alternative to this type ofapproach is the application of Floquet theory which

is constructed to deal with periodic systems. Thisapproach maintains the dimension of the system‘sstate space and provides both real and complexparts of the Floquet exponents, which enrichesthe analysis. Floquet exponents have been alreadyused to analyse the properties of the extendedtime-delayed feedback control with great successand can be applied to other types of delayedsystems. This work deals with the application ofFloquet theory to analyse how model imprecisionsand time delay affect the extended time-delayedfeedback control effectiveness to stabilise a peri-odic orbit. Results show that the approach can beused to predict the control parameters that canstabilise the target orbit. Also, it is observed thatthe controlled orbit stability is affected in differentways depending if imprecisions are consideredon actual or delayed states. Finally, the methodsdescribed are applied to an SMA pendulum systemcontrolled by the extended time-delayed feedbackmethod to set control parameters.

Forecasting turbulence in a passive res-
onator with supervised machine learning

Saliya Coulibaly
saliya.coulibaly@univ-lille.fr

S. Coulibaly, F. Bessin, M.G. Clerc, A. Mussot

Predicting complex nonlinear dynamical sys-tems has been even more urgent because of theemergence of extreme events such as earthquakes,volcanic eruptions, extreme weather events (light-ning, hurricanes/cyclones, blizzards, tornadoes),and giant oceanic rogue waves, to mention a few.The recent milestones in the machine learningframework offer a new prospect in this area [1, 2].For a high-dimensional chaotic system, increasingthe system’s size causes an augmentation of thecomplexity and, finally, more nodes in the network.Here, we propose a new supervised machinelearning strategy to forecast bursts occurring inthe turbulent regime of a fiber ring cavity. Aninteresting feature of this turbulent evolution isthe persistent long-range correlation in the dynam-ics[3]. The system can then be seen as adjacentsubdomains. Owing to this feature, instead ofpredicting the whole system, we use appropriatetools of chaos theory to identify recurrent picturesin the past at the same location of the bursts. Wewere able to identify in the past causal informa-tion of the present. We have taken advantageof the apparent causality to make an associationprecursors-pulses. We can then forecast with highaccuracy the location of the bursts for a predeter-mined horizon. Then, knowing when and wherethe bursts emerge, a fair question is ”What will
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be observed?”. As the statistics fail to answer thisquestion, we have implemented a machine learningstrategy. Finally, we can accurately forecast theprofile of the incoming bursts with an artificialneural network.
References[1] J. Pathak et al., Phys Rev. Lett. 120: 024102(2018).[2] M. Närhi et al., Nature communications 9: 1-11(2018).[3] S. Coulibaly et al., Phys. Rev. X 9: 011054(2019).

Circadian Re-entrainment Dynamics Or-
ganised by Global Invariant Manifolds

Jen Creaser
j.creaser@exeter.ac.uk

J. L. Creaser, C. O. Diekman and K. C. A. Wedgwood

Circadian rhythms are established by the en-trainment of the internal body clock to the 24hour period of the external environment. If a clockbecomes phase shifted, e.g. via international travelor shift work, it may re-entrain over several daysin a complex and highly sensitive manner. In thistalk, we consider the loss of entrainment and thedynamics of re-entrainment in a two-dimensionalmodel of the human circadian pacemaker forcedby a 24-hour light/dark cycle. We characterisethe loss of entrainment by continuing bifurcationsof one-to-one entrained orbits under variation ofexternal forcing parameters, and intrinsic clockperiod. We show that the ‘severity’ of the lossof entrainment is dependent on the type ofbifurcation inducing the change of stability ofthe entrained orbit. We further show that forcertain perturbations the model predicts a counter-intuitive rapid re-entrainment if light intensity issufficiently high. We explain this phenomenon viacomputation of global invariant manifolds of fixedpoints of a 24-hour stroboscopic map. Finally, weshow how the manifolds organise re-entrainmenttimes following transitions between day and nightshift work.

Homoclinic classes of surface dynamics
Sylvain Crovisier

sylvain.crovisier@universite-paris-saclay.fr

It is well-known that the dynamics of uniformlyhyperbolic systems decomposes into finitely manytransitive pieces (the basic sets). A natural gener-

alization for the decomposition of non-uniformlyhyperbolic systems are the homoclinic classes. I willpresent recent results that allows to describe thedynamics of arbitrary surface diffeomorphisms, upto neglect sets having zero entropy: in particular, Iwill discuss the construction of symbolic codingsof each class and the properties of the equilibriummeasures.

Stochastic switching between oscillation
patterns: combining stochastic delays and
additive phase noise

Otti D’Huys
o.dhuys@maastrichtuniversity.nl

O. D’Huys, D. Shchapin and V. Klinshov

Many network systems of various nature exhibittemporal delays accounting for the travelling timeof a propagating signal. Coupling delays arisein laser physics, neuroscience, gene regulatorynetworks, traffic and population dynamics, com-munication networks, etc. A typical effect of timedelays is multistability: different types of dynamicsare possible for the same parameters. Hence,stochastic perturbations, which are present inany real-life system, can cause hopping betweencoexisting stable states. We investigate thesemodes hopping dynamics in small network motifs,in which different oscillation patterns coexist. Weutilize a model of a pulse-coupled phase oscillator,which is both simple and widely used for betweenothers, biological oscillators. Both numerically andin an electronic experimental setup, we implementtwo types of noise: i) additive phase noise actingon the oscillator state variable and ii) stochasticfluctuations of the coupling delay. We find thatthe system shows dramatically different scalingproperties for different types of noise. While therobustness to conventional phase noise increasesexponentially with the coupling strength, forstochastic variations in the coupling delay, thelifetimes decrease with the coupling strength.Combining these two types of noise, there is acoupling strength for which the robustness to noiseis optimal. We provide an analytical explanationfor these scaling properties in a linearized model.Our findings thus indicate that the robustnessof a system to stochastic perturbations stronglydepends on whether the perturbation is applied tothe nodes – the oscillators - or to the links – thedelay lines - in a network.
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Gap junctions in basal ganglia — a concep-
tual model

Andreas Daffertshofer
a.daffertshofer@vu.nl

Montbrió et al. (PRX 5(2), 021028) provided anexact dynamics of the firing rate and the meanmembrane potential of a population of quadraticintegrate and firing neurons. In the wake of thisseminal study, Pietras et al. (PRE 100(4), 042412)discussed the role of gap junctions in this meanfield dynamics and highlighted how they canpromote synchronization. This is particularlyinteresting because it may help understandingthe emergence of pathological neural oscillationin neurodegenerative diseases like Parkinson’s.There, the reciprocal circuit of the globus pallidusexterna and the subthalamic nucleus is known todisplay low-frequency oscillations (∼15-30 Hz).With a focus on the oscillatory regime, here, thePietras et al. model is extended by an external(e.g., striatal) drive. This may lead to mere reso-nances but also to period doubling bifurcationsen route to chaos. Furthermore, the case of twomean-field dynamics is discussed when coupledthrough chemical synapses. Potentially this maycause (low-frequency) synchronization betweenthe two neural populations, similar to what hasbeen experimentally observed between globuspallidus externa and subthalamic nucleus.

Information and thermodynamics: fast
and precise approach to the Landauer’s
bound in an underdamped micro-
mechanical oscillator

Salambô Dago
salambo.dago@ens-lyon.fr

S. Dago, J. Pereda, N. Barros, S. Ciliberto and L. Bellon

The Landauer’s principle states that at least
kBT0 ln 2 of energy is required to erase a 1-bitmem-ory, with kBT0 the thermal energy of the surround-ing bath. Practical erasures implementations re-quire an overhead to the Landauer’s bound, ob-served to scale as kBT0 × B/τ , with τ the proto-col duration and B close to the system relaxationtime. Most experiments use overdamped systems,for which minimizing the overhead means minimiz-ing the dissipation. Underdamped systems, neverharnessed before, thus sounds appealing to reducethis energetic cost.

We use as one-bit memory an underdampedmicro-mechanical oscillator confined in a double-well potential created by a feedback loop. The po-tential barrier is precisely tunable in the few kBT0range. We measure, within the stochastic thermo-dynamic framework, the work and the heat of theerasure protocol. We demonstrate experimentallyand theoretically that, in this underdamped system,the Landauer’s bound is reached within a 1% uncer-tainty, with protocols as short as 100ms.Besides, we show that for such underdampedsystems, fast erasures induce a heating of thememory: the work influx is not instantaneouslycompensated by the inefficient heat transfert tothe thermostat. This temperature rise results ina kinetic energy contribution superseding theviscous dissipation term. Our model covering alldamping regimes paves the way to new optimi-sation strategies in information processing, basedon the thorough understanding of the energyexchanges. Indeed we are able to quantify theoverhead to the Landauer’s bound dependingon the system and protocol parameters, and toidentify the origins of this energy cost.

Secular and hyperbolic dynamics of Mol-
niya satellites semi-major axis

Jerome Daquin
jerome.daquin@unamur.be

J. Daquin, E.M. Alessi, J. O’Leary, A. Lemaitre and A. Buzzoni

We describe the phase space structures relatedto the semi-major axis of Molniya-like artificialsatellites subject to tesseral and lunisolar res-onances. In particular, we dissect the indirectinterplay of the critical inclination resonance onthe semi-geosynchronous resonance using a hi-erarchy of more realistic dynamical systems, thusdiscussing the dynamics beyond the integrableapproximation. By introducing secular (averagedover fast angles of systems) models, we numericallydemarcate the hyperbolic structures organising thephase space via the computation of Fast LyapunovIndicators. Based on the publicly available two-lineelements space orbital data, we identify twosatellites, namely M1-69 and M1-87, displayingfingerprints consistent with the dynamics associ-ated to the hyperbolic set. The computations ofthe associated dynamical maps highlight that thespacecraft are trappedwithin the hyperbolic tangle.
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Dynamics in the learning of dynamical sys-
tems

Suddhasattwa Das
iamsuddhasattwa@gmail.com

D. Suddhasattwa and T. Berry

Learning of dynamical systems from partialobservations is one of the oldest challenges inthis field. Broadly, there are two tasks - extractingthe full dynamical information from the partialobservation; and then to learn the dynamics fromthe embedding. We present a mathematical frame-work in which both these tasks are representedusing one commutative diagram. The schemerepresented by this diagram contains as specialcases all common learning techniques, such asusing delay-coordinates or reservoir computing.Besides providing a unification of widely dif-ferent techniques, our framework also providesthe platform for two other investigations of thereconstructed system - its dynamical stability;and the growth of error under iterations. Weshow that these questions are deeply tied to morefundamental properties of the underlying system- the behavior of matrix cocycles over the basedynamics, non-uniform hyperbolic behavior, itsLyapunov exponents, and its decay of correlations.

Complex dynamics of redox reactions on
nanosized catalyst samples

Yannick De Decker
yannick.de.decker@ulb.be

C. Barroo, T. Visart de Bocarmé, P. Gaspard and N. Kruse

Automotive pollution control crucially relies onthe reactivity of metal and metal alloy catalysts.Understanding how the chemistry of an alloy com-pares with that of pure metals forms a decisive steptowards the rational development of applied formu-lations of such catalysts.In this context, we studied the hydrogenationof NO and NO2 on Pt and Pt-Rh catalysts at thenanoscale with field emission microscopy (FEM).Complex reaction kinetics, including periodic andmultiperiodic oscillations, were observed in allcases.However, the range of temperature where thesebehaviors were detected depends strongly onthe composition of the catalyst. Pure Pt samplesshowed oscillations at 390 K, while for pure Rhsamples a temperature of at least 500 K wasneeded. Alloys presented similar oscillations at

intermediate temperatures, depending on theircomposition. The role of the alloy composition onthe window of reactivity is explained with a simpletheoretical model for the kinetics of the reaction.

Stability of pattern-forming fronts with a
quenching mechanism

Björn De Rijk
bjoern.derijk@mathematik.uni-stuttgart.de

B. de Rijk and R. Goh

Pattern-forming fronts invading a destabilizedground state in spatially homogeneous systems aregenerally considered unstable as any perturbationahead of the front grows exponentially in time dueto the instability of the ground state. Nevertheless,pattern-forming fronts are observed in various spa-tially inhomogeneous settings such as light-sensingreaction-diffusion systems, directional solidifi-cation of crystals or ion beam milling. In thesesettings the unstable state is only established inthe wake of the heterogeneity after which patternsstart to nucleate. Consequently, perturbationscannot grow far ahead of the interface of thepattern-forming front. This begs the question ofwhether stability can be rigorously established.In this talk, I answer this question affirmative bypresenting a stability result for pattern-formingfronts against L2-perturbations in the spatially in-homogeneous complex Ginzburg-Landau equation.A technical challenge is posed by the presenceof unstable absolute spectrum which prohibitsthe use of standard tools such as exponential di-chotomies. Instead, we projectivize the linear flowand study the associated matrix Riccati equationon the Grassmannian manifold. Eigenvalues canthen be identified as the roots of the meromorphicRiccati-Evans function. This is joint work with RyanGoh (Boston University).

Turbulent-like Dynamics in the Human
Brain

Gustavo Deco
gustavo.deco@upf.edu

G. Deco and M. Kringelbach

Turbulence is a special dynamical state drivingmany physical systems by way of its ability to facili-tate fast energy/information transfer across scales.These qualities are important for brain function,but it is currently unknown if the brain also exhibitsturbulence as a fundamental organisational prin-ciple. Using large-scale neuroimaging data from
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1003 healthy participants, we demonstrate bothempirically and through the use of a computationalwhole-brain model that human brain dynamicsis organised around a turbulent homogeneousisotropic functional core. We show the economyof anatomy of this functional core following theexponential distance rule of anatomical connec-tions as a cost-of-wiring principle, which displaysa turbulent-like power scaling law for functionalcorrelations in a broad spatial range suggestiveof a cascade of information processing. Furtherinvestigating this, we use the theory of turbulencein coupled oscillators in a whole-brain model todemonstrate that the best fit of our model tothe data corresponds to a region of maximallydeveloped amplitude turbulence, which also cor-responds to maximal sensitivity to the processingof external stimulations (information capability).This establishes a firm link between turbulence andoptimal brain function. Overall, our results reveal anovel way of analysing and modelling whole-braindynamics that for the first time ever establishesturbulence as a fundamental basic principle ofbrain organisation.

Self-sustained shear driven Hall MHD dy-
namos

Kengo Deguchi
kengo.deguchi@monash.edu

The Hall effect on an MHD dynamo driven byshear is studied. As with many turbulent transitionsin purely hydrodynamic shear flows, whether adynamo is generated or not must be treated inthe framework of a subcritical transition problem,for which dynamical systems theory is useful. Wefocus on the steady-state solution that seems tobe at the edge of basin of attraction of dynamo tur-bulence, and derive its behavior at high Reynoldsnumbers by matched asymptotic expansion. Thestructure of the solution is described by the inter-action between the mean field and current sheets.Its overall framework is somewhat similar to thatof mean field theory, but it does not require anyartificial assumptions for closure.

Mean-field synchronization in multiplex
networks

Charo Del Genio
ad0364@coventry.ac.uk

Many biological and technological complexsystems can be represented as dynamical multiplexnetworks, where the same nodes interact withindifferent layers. The features of the synchronizedstate provide important information about thesystem, and therefore their study is especiallyimportant in view of potential applications. Inparticular, assessing the stability of the global syn-chronization is a fundamental step in understandingthe interplay between structure and dynamics. Tothis purpose, one can apply a generalization of themaster stability function approach, which yields asystem of coupled differential equations for theglobal synchronization error. However, computingthe derivatives in this system has a computationalcomplexity of O(N3M), where N is the number ofnodes andM is the number of layers. This makes itpotentially unwieldy on very large systems. Here,we propose a mean-field perturbative theory ofthe multiplex synchronization, which we derivein the assumption of quasi-identical layers. Thisapproach produces a system of equations that isa first-order correction to the case of commutinggraph Laplacians. In turn, this reduces the com-plexity of computing each component of the globalsynchronization error to O(NM). We also showby theoretical argument and numerical simulationsthat the error committed in estimating the largestLyapunov exponent of the synchronization errordecreases with system size. In addition, we showthat the number of wrong assessments of thestability of the synchronized state is vanishinglysmall even for normalized dynamical distancesbetween the layers as high as 0.2. This makesour new method a preferred tool to provide a fastand accurate estimate of the linear stability ofsynchronization in multiplex networks.

Emergence of collective oscillations in bal-
anced neural networks due to endoge-
neous fluctuations

Matteo Di Volo
m.divolo@gmail.com

M. Di Volo, M. Segneri, D. Goldobin, A. Politi and A. Torcini

We present a transition from asynchronousto oscillatory behavior in balanced inhibitorynetworks for class I and II neurons with instanta-neous synapses. Collective oscillations emerge forsufficiently connected networks. We show thatmicroscopic irregular firings, due to balance, is anecessary ingredient to trigger sustained oscilla-tions. The same mechanism induces in balancedexcitatory-inhibitory networks quasiperiodic col-lective oscillations. Finally, we show that a mean
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field approach based on the Fokker-Planck equa-tion is able to correctly predict network dynamics,both in asynchronous and in oscillatory regimes.

Levels for properties of topological dy-
namical in the Context of Cellular Au-
tomatas

Mauricio Diaz
mauricio.diazraby@gmail.com

M. Diaz and D.Carrasco

Here below we present some main concepts anddynamic results in metric spaces correspondingto Cellular Automatas. Mainly, our results focuson different topological levels, such as transitivity,mixing, sensitivity to initial conditions, and expan-siveness. Finally, using Furstenberg families, weare going to show a relationship between theselevels for dynamical systems that have maps withpseudo-orbit tracing properties and connectedspaces.

Data-Driven Prediction of Crowd Mobil-
ity through Koopman Operator Approxi-
mation

Felix Dietrich
felix.dietrich@tum.de

D. Lehmberg, F. Dietrich and G. Köster

Data-driven modeling and forecasting of com-plex spatio-temporal patterns in traffic systems isa challenge. After providing a short introductionto the Koopman operator and its numerical ap-proximation, we demonstrate that the frameworkallows modeling, forecasting, and interpretableresults for the openly available pedestrian trafficdata from Melbourne, Australia. In a multi-sensorsetting, we perform 24-hour predictions of thepedestrian counts at eleven sensors across the city.We discuss how spatio-temporal patterns intrinsicto the system can be extracted from the model inthe form of eigenfunctions of the operator, andwhat insights they provide into the pedestriantraffic of Melbourne.

Approximating normally attracting invari-
ant manifolds using a trajectory-based op-
timization approach

Jörn Dietrich
joern.dietrich@uni-ulm.de

J. Dietrich and D. Lebiedz

Normally attracting invariant manifolds (NAIMs)are concerned with the long-term behavior of dis-sipative dynamical systems. While most numericalapproximation methods exploit the persistenceproperty of uniform NAIMs our approach con-centrates on their geometry to provide a familyof invariant manifolds clustering around NAIMs.It does not require the existence of the so-calledcritical manifold and is formulated for semiflows onRiemannian manifolds. This setting is natural foradiabatic systems in chemical kinetics, which weused to test our findings. Our theoretical results arecurrently limited to one-dimensional submanifolds.A generalization for higher dimensions could beachieved through a curvature-based variationalapproach.

Generalizing the Unscented Ensemble
Transform to Higher Moments

Deanna Easley
deasley2@gmu.edu

D. Easley and T. Berry

We develop a new approach for estimating theexpected values of nonlinear functions appliedto multivariate random variables with arbitrarydistributions. Rather than assuming a particulardistribution, we assume that we are only given thefirst four moments of the distribution. The goalis to efficiently represent the distribution usinga small number of quadrature nodes which arecalled σ-points. What we mean by this is choosingnodes and weights in order to match the specifiedmoments of the distribution. The classical scaledunscented transform (SUT) matches the meanand covariance of a distribution. In this paper, weintroduce the higher order unscented transform(HOUT) which also matches any given skewnessand kurtosis tensors. It turns out that the key tomatching the higher moments is the tensor CP de-composition. While the minimal CP decompositionis NP-complete, we present a practical algorithmfor computing a non-minimal CP decompositionand prove convergence in linear time. We thenshow how to combine the CP decompositions of
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the moments in order to form the σ-points andweights of the HOUT. By passing the σ-pointsthrough a nonlinear function and applying ourquadrature rule we can estimate the moments ofthe output distribution. We prove that the HOUTis exact on arbitrary polynomials up to fourth orderand derive error bounds in terms of the regularityof the function and the decay of the probability.Finally, we numerically compare the HOUT tothe SUT on nonlinear functions applied to non-Gaussian random variables including an applicationto forecasting and uncertainty quantification forchaotic dynamics.

A motif in the regulation of plant
metabolism and piecewise-linear ap-
proximation of biochemical networks

Roderick Edwards
edwards@uvic.ca

R. Edwards, Z. Adams, J. Ehlting, M. Wood and S. Dore-Hall

Biochemical networks often take the form of sys-tems of ODEs with Michaelis-Menten interactions.A motif that arises in at least one such network,for the regulation of metabolism in plants, is thePrecursor Shutoff Valve (PSV). Primary metabolismmust be maintained at a steady (if low) level, whilesecondary metabolism (production of lignin tobuild wood in trees, for example) can be very highlyactive, when input is plentiful, but can be shut offcompletely when input is low. However, both path-ways are fed by the same chain of input reactions.Two possible mechanisms by which a plant maydifferentially regulate the two output fluxes haverecently been proposed. One is simply a differencein thresholds for the two output pathways; theother is the PSV, a motif in which a precursor ofboth pathways is required for a reaction in thesecondary pathway only. The combination of thetwo mechanisms is the most effective. Analysis ofsuch a system is facilitated by a piecewise-linearapproximation of the Michaelis-Menten typeinteractions, comprising a linear region followedby a saturated (constant) region. It is likely thatthe PSV motif occurs in other contexts, but in-terestingly, it is not effective in steep-switchingsystems (like Glass networks), where on the otherhand the effect of threshold separation is mostclear. All of these results can be proven analytically.

Pattern formation can enable species co-
existence in resource-limited ecosystems

Lukas Eigentler
leigentler001@dundee.ac.uk

Self-organised spatiotemporal patterns are ubiq-uitous in nature. Prime examples include drylandvegetation patterns, intertidal mussel beds andSubalpine ribbon forests. Despite the pattern’soccurrence under severe environmental stress,species coexistence is commonly observed. Inthis talk, I argue that the spatial self-organisationprinciple also acts as a coexistence mechanism. Tothis end, I present a bifurcation analysis of a PDEmodel for two consumer species interacting witha sole limiting resource, based on the Klausmeierreaction-advection-diffusion system. Patterned so-lutions occur as periodic travelling waves and thustheory on limit cycles in dynamical systems can beutilised in the analysis. Firstly, a stability analysisof the system’s single-species patterns, performedthrough a calculation of their essential spectra,provides an insight into the onset of coexistencestates. I show that coexistence solution branchesbifurcate off single-species solution branches asthe single-species states lose their stability tothe introduction of a second species. Secondly, Ipresent a comprehensive existence and stabilityanalysis to establish key conditions, including abalance between the species’ local competitiveabilities and their colonisation abilities, for speciescoexistence in the model. Finally, I show that theinclusion of intraspecific competition dynamics hasa significant impact on the coexistence mechanismand the system’s bifurcation structure in general.

On Hopf bifurcations in MAPK signaling
systems

Elisenda Feliu
efeliu@math.ku.dk

E. Feliu and A. Torres

In this talk I will discuss the source of oscillationsin a well-known model of the MAPK signaling cas-cade. The modelled mechanism consists of threephosphorylation layers, such that the first layercomprises a single phosphorylation cycle, while theother two correspond to double phosphorylationcycles. With mass-action kinetics, this mechanismgives rise to oscillations. The source of oscillationshas been previously attributed to the bistability of
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the second layer in combination with the first layer.In this talk I will show that the cascade structureis enough, and a simpler cascade with two layersof single phosphorylation cycles already admitsoscillations. The techniques behind the result arebased on the computation of the so-called Hurwitzdeterminants, which are huge polynomials, and theanalysis of the signs they attain over the positiveorthant. This work is joint with A. Torres.

Quantifying dynamic stability and signal
propagation: Lyapunov spectra of recur-
rent neural networks

Rainer Engelken
re2365@columbia.edu

R. Engelken, F. Wolf and L.F. Abbott

Brains process information through the collec-tive dynamics of large neural networks. Collectivechaos was suggested to underlie the complex on-going dynamics observed in cerebral cortical cir-cuits and determine the impact and processing ofincoming information streams. In dissipative sys-tems, chaotic dynamics takes place on a subset ofphase space of reduced dimensionality and is orga-nized by a complex tangle of stable, neutral and un-stable manifolds. Key topological invariants of thisphase space structure such as attractor dimension,and Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy so far remained elu-sive.Here we calculate the complete Lyapunov spec-trum of recurrent neural networks. We show thatchaos in these networks is extensive with a size-invariant Lyapunov spectrum and characterized byattractor dimensionsmuch smaller than the numberof phase space dimensions. We find that near theonset of chaos, for very intense chaos, and discrete-time dynamics, random matrix theory provides an-alytical approximations to the full Lyapunov spec-trum. We show that a generalized time-reversalsymmetry of the network dynamics induces a point-symmetry of the Lyapunov spectrum reminiscentof the symplectic structure of chaotic Hamiltoniansystems. Fluctuating input reduces both the en-tropy rate and the attractor dimension. For trainedrecurrent networks, we find that Lyapunov spec-trum analysis provides a quantification of errorpropagation and stability achieved. Our methodsapply to systems of arbitrary connectivity, and wedescribe a comprehensive set of controls for the ac-curacy and convergence of Lyapunov exponents.Our results open a novel avenue for character-izing the complex dynamics of recurrent neuralnetworks and the geometry of the correspondingchaotic attractors. They also highlight the potential

of Lyapunov spectrum analysis as a diagnosticfor machine learning applications of recurrentnetworks.
Rotating waves: from local discrete sys-
tems to nonlocal continuous media

Bard Ermentrout
bard@pitt.edu

Intwo or more spatial dimensions, oscillatory andexcitable media are able to produce spiral and othertypes of rotating behavior. We start with a systemof locally coupled phase oscillators on an NxN gridand show that when the coupling includes non-oddcomponents, spiral waves emerge. We show thatas N → ∞, that the dynamics can be understoodby a Burgers type equation on an annulus withinner radius proportional to 1/N. We then turn tononlocal coupling on an annulus and show thatrotating waves solve a certain one-dimensionalintegral equation. We investigate the stability ofthe waves and connect an instability as the innerradius of the annulus shrinks to the formation ofso-called chimeras.

Studying phase variability and synchro-
nization in the dynamics of electroen-
cephalographic recordings from epilepsy
patients

Anaïs Espinoso
anais.espinoso@upf.edu

A. Espinoso and R. G. Andrzejak

About 1% of the world population suffers fromepilepsy, a severe neurological disorder. Electroen-cephalographic recordings (EEG) from epilepsypatients help clinicians in assessing the braindynamics for a possible diagnostics. For patientswho suffer from pharmacoresistant focal epilepsy,the purpose of EEG analysis is the localization ofthe brain area causing the seizures, the so-calledseizure onset zone (SOZ) which can then besurgically resected. We use the public domainBern-Barcelona database, formed by two maingroups of signals: one set recorded from the hemi-sphere that contains the SOZ (focal signals) andthe other set recorded from the other hemisphere(nonfocal signals). This database was composed in2012 (Andrzejak, Schindler and Rummel, PhysicalReview E 86, 046206, 2012). The recordings fromthis database are seizure-free, meaning that wedo not have the actual seizure activity. In thiswork we evaluate different analysis techniques
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based on the instantaneous phases extracted fromthe signals. As a result, we can detect featuresinduced by epilepsy present in individual signalsor manifest themselves between pairs of signals.Here we study the phase variability from individualsignals, using the phase diffusion coefficient, andthe phase synchronization from pairs of signals,using the mean phase coherence. We design a testfrom this phase-based signal analysis techniquesjointly with the concept of surrogates. We firstapply these phase-based techniques to the Rösslermodel system to understand how these measureswork under controlled conditions. Our results fromthe EEG show that focal signals have more phasesynchronization and less phase variability thannonfocal signals. The highest contrast is foundapplying the phase diffusion test. In conclusion,the phase-based measures which are obtained bysimple definitions give relevant information aboutthe underlying dynamics in EEG signals, beinghelpful for the presurgical evaluation of epilepsy.

Enhanced wave damping in a sloshing ex-
periment: the weakly non-linear case

Claudio Falcón
cfalcon@uchile.cl

F. Reyes Zurita and C. Falcón

We report on the enhancement of the hydrody-namic damping of weakly nonlinear surface gravitywaves at as they interact with a turbulent vortexflow in a sloshing experiment. Gravity surfacewaves are excited by oscillating horizontally asquare container holding our working fluid (water).At the bottom of the container, four impellersin a quadrupole configuration generate a vortexarray at moderate to high Reynolds number, whichinteract with the wave. We measure the surfacefluctuations using different optical nonintrusivemethods and the local velocity of the flow usinga simple PIV scheme. In our experimental range,we show that as we increase the angular velocityof the impellers, the gravity wave amplitude de-creases without changing the oscillation frequencyor generating transverse modes. Furthermore, aswe increase the wave amplitude, the nonlinearresonance curve observed for the surface gravitywave (which displays hysteresis) becomes singlevalued and diminishes its maximum amplitude. Thiswave dissipation enhancement is contrasted withthe increase of the turbulent velocity fluctuationsfrom particle image velocimetry measurements viaa turbulent viscosity. To rationalize the dampingenhancement a periodically forced shallow watermodel including viscous terms and weak non-linearity is presented, which is used to calculate

the sloshing wave resonance curve. A reasonableagreement is found between the model’s predic-tions and the observed qualitative and quantitativefeatures of the damped surface wave.

Asymptotic Estimates of Sars-CoV-2 In-
fection Counts and Their Sensitivity to
Stochastic Perturbation in SEIR Models

Davide Faranda
davide.faranda@cea.fr

T. Alberti, M. Arutkin, I. Pérez Castillo, O. Hulme, A.
Jézéquel, J. Lamb, V. Lembo, V. Lucarini and E Thompson

Despite the importance of having robust es-timates of the time-asymptotic total number ofinfections, early estimates of COVID-19 showenormous fluctuations. Using COVID-19 datafrom different countries, we show that predic-tions are extremely sensitive to the reportingprotocol and crucially depend on the last availabledata point before the maximum number of dailyinfections is reached. We propose a physicalexplanation for this sensitivity, using a suscepti-ble–exposed–infected–recovered model, wherethe parameters are stochastically perturbed to sim-ulate the difficulty in detecting patients, differentconfinementmeasures taken by different countries,as well as changes in the virus characteristics. Ourresults suggest that there are physical and statisti-cal reasons to assign low confidence to statisticaland dynamical fits, despite their apparently goodstatistical scores. These considerations are generaland can be applied to other epidemics. With thesecaveats in mind we extrapolate the long-termbehavior of the epidemics in both countries usinga Susceptible-Exposed-Infected-Recovered (SEIR)model where parameters are stochastically per-turbed with a log-normal distribution to handlethe uncertainty in the estimates of COVID-19prevalence, to simulate the presence of super-spreaders, the dynamics of epidemic waves andthe risks/benefits of a vaccination campaign.

Thermalization of a rarefied gas with total
energy conservation

Gianluca Favre
gianluca.favre@univie.ac.at

G. Favre, M. Pirner and C. Schmeiser

The thermalization of a gas towards aMaxwellianvelocity distribution with the background temper-ature is described by a kinetic relaxation model.The sum of the kinetic energy of the gas and the
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thermal energy of the background are conserved,and the heat flow in the background is governed bythe Fourier law. For the coupled nonlinear systemof the kinetic and the heat equation, existence ofsolutions is proved on the one-dimensional torus.Spectral stability of the equilibrium is shown onthe torus in arbitrary dimensions by hypocoercivitymethods. The macroscopic limit towards a nonlin-ear cross-diusion problem is carried out formally.

Simple Control for Complex Pandemics
Sarah Fay

scfay@mit.edu

S.C. Fay, D.J. Jones, M.A. Dahleh and A.E. Hosoi

Amidst the current COVID-19 pandemic, quan-tifying the effects of strategies that mitigate thespread of infectious diseases is critical. This articlepresents a compartmental model that addressesthe role of random viral testing, follow-up contacttracing, and subsequent isolation of infectiousindividuals to stabilize the spread of a disease. Wepropose a branching model and an individual (oragent) based model, both of which capture thestochastic, heterogeneous nature of interactionswithin a community. The branching model is usedto derive new analytical results for the trade-offsbetween the different mitigation strategies, withthe surprising result that a community’s resilienceto disease outbreaks is independent of its underly-ing network structure.

Invariant measures for stochastic 2D
damped Euler equations

Benedetta Ferrario
benedetta.ferrario@unipv.it

H. Bessaih and B. Ferrario

We consider the 2D damped Euler equationswith additive noise. When the noise is smooth inspace, we define a Markov semigroup in the space
L∞ equipped with the weak-* topology and proveexistence of invariant measures by means of amodified Krylov-Bogoliubov’s method.

Chimera-like states in Lugiato-Lefever
equation

Michel Ferré
michel.ferre.diaz@gmail.com

M.G. Clerc, S. Coulibaly, M.A. Ferré and M. Tlidi

The Lugiato-Lefever equation, derived in 1987for Luigi Lugiato and René Lefever, has become oneof the most important models in nonlinear optics,specifically to describe the dynamical propertiesof electric fields confined to optical cavities andresonators. In this contribution, we show theexistence of chimera-like states in the LugiatoLefever equation. Chimera-like states correspondto solutions that exhibit coexistence betweencoherence and incoherence behaviors. To charac-terize these states, we use Lyapunov exponents,Fourier spectrum, and Yorke-Kaplan dimension,standard tools in studying chaotic systems. Thecomplex spatiotemporal dynamics showed anintermittent nature[1,2].
References[1] M.G. Clerc, M.A. Ferré, S. Coulibaly, R.G. Rojasand M. Tlidi, Opt. Lett. 42: 2906–2909 (2017).[2] M.G. Clerc, S. Coulibaly; M.A. Ferré and M. Tlidi,Chaos 30: 043107 (2020).

Transient chaos in complex networks:
Desynchronization and state-dependent
vulnerability

Ulrike Feudel
ulrike.feudel@uni-oldenburg.de

E.S. Medeiros, R.O. Medrano-T, I.L. Caldas and T. Tél

We analyze the final state sensitivity of nonlo-cally coupled networks of Duffing oscillators. Bychanging the initial conditions of a single networkunit, we perturb an initially synchronized state,which is the only attractor for a single unit. De-pending on the perturbation strength, we observethe existence of two possible network long-termstates: (i) The network neutralizes the perturbationeffects and returns to its synchronized configura-tion. (ii) The perturbation leads the network to analternative desynchronized state. By computingthe uncertainty exponent of a two-dimensionalcross section of the state space, we find the exis-tence of a fractal set of initial conditions convergingto this desynchronized solution, which appears tobe either a new attractor or a chaotic saddle, i.e. anunstable chaotic set on which trajectories persistfor extremely long times. Furthermore, we reportthe existence of an intricate time dependenceof the vulnerability of the synchronized state ina network composed of identical electronic cir-cuits. By perturbing the synchronized dynamics inconsecutive instants of time, we find that synchro-nization breaks down for some time instants whileit persists for others. The mechanism behind thisintriguing phenomenon is again the existence ofan unstable chaotic set close to the synchronized
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trajectory. Both phenomena highlight the crucialrole played by unstable chaotic set leading totransient chaotic dynamics in networked systems.We discuss that these phenomena are generic forlarge classes of nonlinear dynamical systems.

Numeric model of experimental front
microrheology using a non-linear Klein-
Gordon equation

Elram Figueroa
elram.figueroa.a@mail.pucv.cl

E.S. Figueroa, M. García-Ñustes and C.A Trejo-Soto

In this research, we propose a numeric model tostudy an experimental front microrheology usinga non-linear Klein-Gordon equation and the φ4

model, given by the potential V (u) = 1
2 (u2 − 1)2.The experimental system is a microfluidic de-vice that uses an optical detection method totracking the fluid-air interface moving inside amicrochannel with an imperfection. We modelthis behavior with a differential equation thatincludes a constant force f0, a localized force

F (x, y) to model the imperfection, and a dis-sipative term given by −γ∂tu(x, t), with u afield. The system is described by the equation
∂ttu− ∂xxu− γ∂tu(x, t) + 1

2 (u−u3) = f0 +F (x, y).

From seeing double to chaotic itinerancy
with a multifunctional reservoir computer

Andrew Flynn
andrew_flynn@umail.ucc.ie

V.A. Tsachouridis and A. Amann

The ability of a neural network to perform morethan one task is known as multifunctionality. Inthis talk we will explore some of the phenomenawhich arise when translating multifunctionalityfrom the biological world to an artificial settingusing the reservoir computer (RC) approach tomachine learning. As a paradigmatic example ofmultifunctionality, we examine the dynamics ofthe RC when it is trained to simultaneously imitatetrajectories along two overlapping circular orbitsrotating in opposite directions. By virtue of thisexperiment’s simplicity, we are able to place agreater emphasis on understanding the necessaryconditions for multifunctionality to occur in a RC.We expose the intricate relationship betweenmultifunctionality and the spectral radius of theRC’s internal connections, a parameter associatedwith the RC’s memory. Particular attention is givento the extreme case where the circular orbits are

completely overlapping in space. A bifurcationanalysis reveals that multifunctionality emergesthrough the evolution of ‘untrained attractors’and is destroyed as the RC crosses the edge ofchaos. As multifunctionality breaks down nearbythis boundary we observe chaotic itinerancy as thestate of the RC wanders between attractor ruins.

Estimates on return andmixing for the Zd-
periodic Lorentz gas with infinite horizon
(d=1 or d=2)

Françoise Pène
francoise.pene@univ-brest.fr

The Lorentz gas models the evolution of apoint particle moving at unit speed with elasticcollisions off strictly convex and smooth obstacles(e.g. disks). We assume that the configuration ofobstacles is periodic. We consider the case of a
Z2-periodic configuration in R2, as well as the caseof a Z-periodic configuration on a tube. We assumethat the horizon is infinite, meaning that there existcorridors in which the particle can go to infinitywithout meeting any obstacle. In this case, the freeflight function between two successive collisionsis not bounded, and not even square integrable.For this model, Domokos Szász and Tamás Varjúproved the central limit theorem (CLT) and the locallimit theorem (LLT) for the free flight function, witha nonstandard normalization (with an additional
log). These results play a crucial role in the studyof recurrence and mixing properties of the periodicLorentz gas. We will present further results in thisdirection, such as an asymptotic estimate for thetail probability of the first return time to the initialcell, higher order estimates in the mixing LLT, moreprecise mixing estimates with different resultsdepending whether the integrals are null or not.These new results are based on precise (and deli-cate) estimates on the dominated eigenvalue (andon the corresponding eigenprojector) of Fourieroperators, and also on some geometric arguments(appearing e.g. in an estimate of the probability ofa long free flight in a corridor). This is a joint workwith Dalia Terhesiu.

Design Principles of Protein Patterns
Erwin Frey
frey@lmu.de

Protein pattern formation is essential for the
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spatial organisation of many intracellular processeslike cell division, flagellum positioning, and chemo-taxis. A prominent example of intracellular patternsare the oscillatory pole-to-pole oscillations of Minproteins in E. coli whose biological function isto ensure precise cell division. Cell polarisation,a prerequisite for processes such as stem celldifferentiation and cell polarity in yeast, is alsomediated by a diffusion–reaction process. Moregenerally, these functional modules of cells serveas model systems for self-organisation, one of thecore principles of life. Under which conditionsspatio-temporal patterns emerge, and how thesepatterns are regulated by biochemical and geomet-rical factors are major aspects of current research.In this talk we discuss recent theoretical andexperimental advances in the field of intracellularpattern formation, focusing on general designprinciples and fundamental physical mechanisms.

Long Wavelength Coherence in Well-
Connected Power Grids

Julian Fritzsch
julian.fritzsch@etu.unige.ch

Power grids are standardly modeled as coupledoscillators where each oscillator represents anelectric generator or a load. It has been observedthat groups of generators in one area sometimesstart to oscillate coherently against a geographi-cally separated group of generators in a differentarea. Such long wavelength coherent effectsare well-understood in networks that consist ofweakly-coupled well-defined areas. However,these oscillations have also been observed in largescale power grids. We find for example, that ina model of the European high voltage grid thegenerators in Spain and Portugal respond coher-ently to a noisy perturbation in Greece. TheseInter-area oscillations are problematic becausethey can lead to grid instabilities. It is thereforeof utmost importance to understand better theirproperties, how they emerge, and how they can becontrolled. In this talk, using perturbation theorywe show that such inter-area modes genericallyoccur in systems of coupled oscillators, even inlarge-scale well-connected graphs, and that theyare triggered by any perturbation affecting eitherarea. We finally discuss how to geographicallydistribute primary control to optimally damp them.

Localized states in coupled Cahn-Hilliard
equations

Tobias Frohoff-Hülsmann
t_froh01@wwu.de

T. Frohoff-Hülsmann and U. Thiele

The classical passive Cahn-Hilliard model de-scribes how a system characterized by a conservedorder parameter field (e.g. concentration in a bi-nary mixture) moves through phase decompositiontowards equilibrium. In particular, any pattern of fi-nite lengthscale is unstable w.r.t. coarsening. Here,we study an active two-field Cahn-Hilliard modelthat features a nonreciprocal coupling (maintainingboth conservation laws). In contrast to other ac-tive Cahn-Hilliard-type models that describe phaseseparation in active systems, it exhibits a Turing (i.e.small-scale stationary) instability. In consequence,various stable patterns and localized structuresexist. Employing numerical path continuation, weanalyze the latter’s snakes-and-ladders bifurcationbehavior and as well discuss time-periodic localizedstates that replace the resting states at still largeractivity.

Stability of a monostable front, after Tur-
ing bifurcation behind the front.

Louis Garénaux
louis.garenaux@math.univ-toulouse.fr

Propagation fronts frequently appear in biology,and in reaction-diffusion equation. Whether theyare stable or not is a natural question towardsbetter understanding of such structures. Anotherphenomenon of interest is Turing bifurcation, thatleads to the formation of periodic patterns whenessential spectrum becomes unstable. Much workhave been done about Turing bifurcation of bistablefronts. In this talk, I will present a similar situationwith a KPP front, by working with a particularproblem.

On the Approximation of Parameter-
Dependent Attractors of Infinite-
Dimensional Systems

Raphael Gerlach
rgerlach@math.upb.de

R. Gerlach, A.Ziessler and M. Dellnitz
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Recently, a novel set-oriented framework forthe computation of finite-dimensional invariantsets of infinite-dimensional dynamical systemsusing embedding techniques has been developed.After briefly reviewing such methods we willintroduce a one-dimensional parameter to thesystem and extend the subdivision scheme to aset-oriented path following method. Starting withan initial approximation for a fixed parameter valuewe will track the attractor with respect to theone-dimensional parameter. After presenting asimple method that uses a previously computedcovering as the initial compact set, we will improvethe algorithm and develop a predictor-correctormethod. To this end, we will numerically realizea "set-valued" Taylor expansion that serves as apredictor step and modify the selection step inthe subdivision algorithm as a corrector step. Thefeasibility of those tools will be illustrated on theMackey-Glass delay differential equation wherethe parameter of interest is the time delay.

Resistive force theory and wave dynamics
in swimming flagellar apparatus isolated
from C. reinhardtii

Azam Gholami
azam.gholami@ds.mpg.de

S. Goli, A. Bae and A. Gholami

Cilia-driven motility and fluid transport areubiquitous in nature and essential for manybiological processes, including swimming of eu-karyotic unicellular organisms, mucus transportin airway apparatus or fluid flow in the brain.The-biflagellated micro-swimmer Chlamydomonasreinhardtii is a model organism to study the dy-namics of flagellar synchronization. Hydrodynamicinteractions, intracellular mechanical couplingor cell body rocking is believed to play a crucialrole in the synchronization of flagellar beatingin green algae. Here, we use freely swimmingintact flagellar apparatus isolated from a wall-lessstrain of Chlamydomonas to investigate wavedynamics. Our analysis on phase coordinatesshows that when the frequency difference be-tween the flagella is high (10–41% of the mean),neither mechanical coupling via basal body norhydrodynamics interactions are strong enough tosynchronize two flagella, indicating that the beatingfrequency is perhaps controlled internally by thecell. We also examined the validity of resistiveforce theory for a flagellar apparatus swimmingfreely in the vicinity of a substrate and foundquantitative agreement between the experimentaldata and simulations with a drag anisotropy of

ratio 2. Finally, using a simplified wave form, weinvestigated the influence of phase and frequencydifferences, intrinsic curvature and wave amplitudeon the swimming trajectory of flagellar apparatus.Our analysis shows that by controlling the phaseor frequency differences between two flagella,steering can occur.

Spatio-temporal representation of long
delayed systems: a new perspective

Giovanni Giacomelli
giovanni.giacomelli@isc.cnr.it

F. Marino and G. Giacomelli

Dynamical systems with long delay feedback canexhibit complicated temporal phenomena, whichonce re-organized in a two-dimensional space arereminiscent of spatio-temporal behavior. In thisframework, normal forms description have beendeveloped to reproduce the dynamics and theopportunity to treat the corresponding variables astrue space and time has been since established. Inthis talk, we present an alternative approach witha different interpretation of the variables involved,which takes better into account their physicalcharacter and allows for an easier determination ofthe normal forms. We discuss such idea and applyit to a number of paradigmatic examples.

Structural polyhedral stability and pinning
control of biochemical networks

Giulia Giordano
giulia.giordano@unitn.it

F. Blanchini, C. A. Devia and G. Giordano

We consider biochemical systems associatedwith a generalised class of Petri nets with possiblynegative token numbers. We show that the exis-tence of a structural polyhedral Lyapunov functionfor the biochemical system is equivalent to theboundedness of the associated Petri net evolutionor, equivalently, to the finiteness of the number ofstates reachable from each initial condition. Fornetworks that do not admit a polyhedral Lyapunovfunction, we investigate whether it is possible toenforce polyhedral structural stability by applying astrong negative feedback on some specific pinnednodes: in terms of the Petri net, this is equivalent toturning pinned nodes into "black holes" that clearany positive or negative incoming token. If suchnodes are chosen so that the transformed Petrinet has bounded discrete trajectories, then thereexists a stabilising pinning control: the biochemical
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network becomes Lyapunov stable if a sufficientlystrong local negative feedback is applied to thepinned nodes. These results allow us to structurallyidentify the critical nodes to be locally controlledso as to ensure the stability of the whole network.

Paraxial fluids of light: from shockwaves
to turbulence

Quentin Glorieux
quentin.glorieux@lkb.upm.fr

M. Abuzarli, T. Bienaimé, W. Liu, A. Bramati and Q. Glorieux

Reproducing the blast wind of an explosion in thelaboratory or designing an experiment which mim-ics the physics just after the Big Bang on your opti-cal table are not only exciting from an experimentalperspective but also crucial on a fundamental levelto test the universality of Physics laws at very dif-ferent scales. This idea, initially raised by Feynman,triggered the development of analogue simulators.In this talk we will present the recent progress ofour platform for analogue simulation: paraxial fluidsof light in a hot atomic vapor.We will explain in details why light can be con-sidered as a fluid and why this approach leads to arenewal of non-linear optics experiment in the fieldof shockwaves and turbulence. In particular, wewillshow two recent results. We will report the obser-vation of two stream instabilities with light with theformation of vortices and snake instabilities dur-ing the collision of two counter-propagating pho-ton fluids. And we will demonstrate the apparitionof a negative relative pressure perturbation after ashock leading to a blast wind.These two recent results open the way of study-ing turbulence and non-linear phenomena in fluidsof light.

Collective meanfield dynamics of
quadratic integrate-and-fire neurons
beyond the Cauchy distribution

Denis Goldobin
denis.goldobin@gmail.com

D.S. Goldobin, M. di Volo and A. Torcini

The populations of quadratic integrate-and-fireneurons are known to form and maintain a Cauchydistribution of states of individual elements forseveral important network models (e.g., [PRX5, 021028 (2015); PRL 121, 128301 (2018)]).One can show that these states are equivalentto the Ott-Antonsen ansatz in terms of phasevariables. For an evolving Cauchy distribution,

one can derive a low-dimensional equation systemgoverning the dynamics of the mean membranevoltage and the firing rate. However, in somepractically important setups, the Cauchy formof distribution (in other variables, the conditionsof the applicability of the Ott-Antonsen ansatz)is distorted and the original low-dimensionalmodel becomes inapplicable [PRL 121, 128301(2018); PRE 100, 052211 (2019)]. We presentan approach based on the characteristic functionrepresentation of the probability density deviatingfrom the Cauchy distribution; for such a functionordinary cumulants diverge, but one can introducealternative objects, ‘pseudo-cumulants’. The realand imaginary parts of the first pseudo-cumulantare the firing rate and the mean voltage; higherpseudo-cumulants introduce small corrections totheir dynamics. This description is not equivalentto the circular cumulant approach; the correctionsdue to the second circular cumulant coincide withthose sue to the second pseudo-cumulant onlyto the first order of expansion with respect to asmall parameter. Simultaneously, specifically forquadratic integrate-and-fire neuron populations,the pseudo-cumulant equation sets are much moreconcise than the circular cumulant ones and, moreimportantly, physical observables — mean voltageand firing rate — have a simple and natural repre-sentation in terms of pseudo-cumulants. The workwas supported by the Russian Science Foundation(gr. #19-42-04120)

Data-driven methods for modeling and
control in wound healing

Marcella Gomez
mgomez26@ucsc.edu

M. Gomez, M. Jafari, K. Zlobina, B.J. Hosseini, H.C. Rivera
and G. Marquez

Predictive models can help bridge the gapbetween theory and biomedical applications.However, generating predictive models througha mechanistic approach remains a challenge dueto limited observable states in a complex system.Biological systems are notoriously high dimensionaland highly nonlinear. In this talk, we present effortstowards predictive modeling of wound healingfor biological control. Wound healing involves asymphony of biological processes wherein the se-quence and timing of said processes play a criticalrole in maintaining a normal healthy trajectoryto wound closure. In order to make advances inwound healing it is important to identify candidatebiomarkers as leverage points for intervention aswell as arrive at a predictive model for woundhealing stage. To this end, we introduce efforts
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towards data-driven methods for predictive modelsin wound healing in order to identify and drivesystems towards desired reachable states. In addi-tion, we propose the use of NN-based predictorsand feedback controllers in order to direct cellularresponse to these states with no model a priori andno offline training required. The algorithms learn inreal-time as information is received.

Self-organization of active particles with
internal states

Luis Gómez-Nava
luis.gomez@hu-berlin.de

L. Gómez-Nava, R. Bon and F. Peruani

Sheep, as many other biological systems, canbe described as active particles with internalstates. For this type of active particles, collectiveeffects can result from i) interactions among activeparticles in the same states, as occurs in the Vicsekmodel via velocity alignment, or ii) by synchronizingof their internal state. Here, we discuss varietyof collective patterns that emerge in these systems.

Active Particles in Vesicles and Cells
Gerhard Gompper

g.gompper@fz-juelich.de

T. Auth, D.A. Fedosov and G. Gompper

Active matter exhibits a wealth of emergentnon-equilibrium behaviors [1-3]. A paradigmaticexample is the interior of cells, where activecytoskeletal filaments are responsible for thestructural organization and dynamics. Of particularinterest is the interaction of active particles andfilaments with membranes [4-8].
Vesicles (in three dimensions) [6] and closed poly-mer rings (in two-dimensions) [7,8] with internalactive components can be considered as highlysimplified models of cells. Here, the enclosedactive particles and filaments lead to enhancedfluctuations [6,7] and an intimate coupling ofpropulsion forces, membrane deformability, cellshape, and restructuring in response to externalperturbations [8]. The emerging self-organized cellshape and the motion characteristics are found tobe tightly connected [8].
References[1] J. Elgeti, R.G. Winkler and G. Gompper, Rep.Prog. Phys. 78: 056601 (2015).[2] G. Gompper et al., J. Phys. Condens. Matter 32:193001 (2020).[3] M.R. Shaebani, A. Wysocki, R.G. Winkler, G.

Gompper and H. Rieger, Nat. Rev. Phys. 2: 181(2020).[4] R.G. Winkler and G. Gompper, J. Chem. Phys.
153: 040901 (2020).[5] G. Vliegenthart, A. Ravichandran, M. Ripoll,T. Auth and G. Gompper, Sci. Adv. 6: eaaw9975(2020).[6 H.R. Vutukuri et al., Nature 586: 52 (2020).[7] S.M. Mousavi, G. Gompper and R.G. Winkler, J.Chem. Phys. 150: 064913 (2019).[8] C. Abaurrea Velasco, T. Auth and G. Gompper,New J. Phys. 21: 123024 (2019).

Localized standing waves induced by spa-
tiotemporal forcing.

Gregorio González-Cortés
gregorio.gonzalez@ug.uchile.cl

P.J. Aguilera-Rojas, M.G. Clerc, G. Gonzalez-Cortes and G.
Jara-Schulz

Particle-type solutions are observed in out ofequilibrium systems. Depending on the states onwhich these localized solutions are constituted,different dynamic behaviors are observed. Basedon a liquid crystal light valve with spatiotemporalmodulated optical feedback, we investigate lo-calized standing waves. These states correspondto a standing wave surrounded by another state.The bifurcation diagram is elucidated. Close toreorientation transition, an amplitude equationallows us to characterize the localized structuresand establish their bifurcation diagram. In thehigh-frequency limit, we are establishing the originof the localized states. Theoretical findings are infair agreement with experimental observations.

Lyapunov Exponents for Transfer Opera-
tor Cocycles of Metastable Maps: a Quar-
antine Approach

Cecilia González-Tokman
cecilia.gt@uq.edu.au

C. González-Tokman and A. Quas

We investigate the Lyapunov-Oseledets spec-trum of transfer operator cocycles associated to aclass of random metastable maps, indexed by a pa-rameter ε, quantifying the strength of the leakagebetween two nearly invariant regions. We showthat the system exhibits metastability, and identifythe second Lyapunov exponent λε2 within an errorof order ε2| log ε|. We show this approximationagrees with the naive prediction provided by atime-inhomogeneous two-stateMarkov chain. Fur-
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thermore, we show that λε1 = 0 and λε2 are simple,and the only exceptional Lyapunov exponents ofmagnitude greater than− log 2+O(log log 1
ε / log 1

ε ).

Wave instability in the cell surface waves
Andrew Goryachev

andrew.goryachev@ed.ac.uk

A.B. Goryachev and M. Leda

TBA

Dynamics within and between cells: from
cell patterning to tissue adaptive re-
sponses

Veronica Grieneisen
grieneisenv@cardiff.ac.uk

A lot of animal and plant cell polarity can beunderstood by simple biochemical processes.Exploring their dynamics shows that simple “cir-cuits” are able to generate a plethora of diversecellular patterns. This core ability of a cell topolarize in isolation from others then leads to thecollective emergence of tissue polarity, which willbe dependent on the mode of cell-cell interaction.In plants, such tissue polarity will allow for infor-mation flow over large distances, be it to guidedevelopment or to interface the environment, suchas in plant-nutrient uptake. We will show howfor such organism-level coordination of signals,sub cellular components turn out to be extremelyimportant. Also, we will discuss temporal-spatialdynamical constraints operating on such polarizedtissues which are likely to have a evolutionary-developmental role in the systems we encounter innature.

Generalized Hamiltonian Dynamics and
Chaos in Evolutionary Games on Net-
works

Christopher Griffin
griffinch@psu.edu

C. Griffin, J. Semonsen and A. Belmonte

We study the network replicator equation andcharacterize its fixed points on arbitrary graphstructures for 2 × 2 symmetric games. We showa relationship between the asymptotic behaviorof the network replicator and the existence ofan independent vertex set in the graph and also

show that complex behavior cannot emerge in
2 × 2 games. This links a property of the dynam-ical system with a combinatorial graph property.We contrast this by showing that ordinary rock-paper-scissors (RPS) exhibits chaos on the 3-cycleand that on general graphs with ≥ 3 verticesthe network replicator with RPS is a generalizedHamiltonian system. This stands in stark contrastto the established fact that RPS does not exhibitchaos in the standard replicator dynamics or thebimatrix replicator dynamics, which is equivalentto the network replicator on a graph with one edgeand two vertices (K2), but is consistent with pastwork showing a modified RPS game can exhibitchaotic behavior on K2.

Reconfigurable intelligent surfaces within
electromagnetic cavities : From wave
chaos to applications.

Jean-Baptiste Gros
jean-baptiste.gros@greenerwave.com

J.-B. Gros, G. Lerosey, F. Mortessagne, U. Kuhl and O.
Legrand

For decades, wave chaos has been an attractivefield of fundamental research concerning awide va-riety of physical systems such as quantum physics, room acoustics, microwave cavities ,etc. Its suc-cess is mainly due to its ability to describe such avariety of complex systems through a unique for-malism, the so-called random matrix theory (RMT).More recently,chaotic cavities have been involvedin a large variety of applications ranging from com-putational imaging to electromagnetic (EM) com-patibility testing, as well as wavefront shaping fortelecommunication. Traditionally cavities of elab-orate geometries are used to implement a wavechaotic system. Recently, we have proposed a rad-ically different paradigm: a cavity of regular ge-ometry with tunable boundary conditions imple-mented through electronically Reconfigurable Intel-ligent Surfaces (RIS). The latter are able to locallycontrol the phase shift on the reflected field. In away, RIS are EM equivalent of Spatial Light Modu-lators used in optics or Schroeder’s diffusers usedin room acoustics.I will first present a RMT model for reconfig-urable cavities using RIS. This model is able toreproduce the experimentally observed behaviourof reconfigurable cavities and can help to designapplications combining RIS and cavities. Then, Iwill present applications based on reconfigurablecavity. For example, RIS can be used to stir the EMfield inside a cavity (as in a mode stirred reverber-ation chamber or in microwave oven). Thanks the
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tremendous stirring process with RIS, applicationse.g. antenna characterization or EMC testing thatrely on the statistical behavior of the field are moreaccurate. An other example of application, consistsin partially removing a wall of a cavity feeded bya simple monopole antenna and use RIS in orderto control how the field leak from the cavity. Suchset-up can be used as beamformer for steerableflat panel antenna for SatCom or 6G applications.

Exact network modelling of theta oscilla-
tions in the hippocampal formation

Boris Gutkin
boris.gutkin@ens.fr

I. Guerreiro, Z. Gu, J Yakel and B. Gutkin

Theta oscillations are a prominent 4-10 Hzrhythm in the hippocampal field potentials, linkedto memory processes. The origins of this rhythmremains elusive. In particular, it is not clear whatis the role of each of the regions essential for invivo hippocampal theta generation – the septum,hippocampus and entorhinal cortex (EC).Recent experimental studies performed indicatethat the EC may be the generator of theta rhythmin the hippocampal formation - not only is the ECleading the theta rhythm, but all hippocampal sub-regions are responding to a common rhythmic ex-trinsic input coming from the EC.In this work, we propose a circuit model ofthe EC to study the intrinsic properties of the ECthat allow for external excitatory inputs to drivethe system into an oscillatory regime. We takeadvantage of a thermodynamic approach combinedwith an exact reduction method to get a simplified,exact description of the three major EC neuralpopulations: stellate cells (SC), pyramidal cells (E),and fast-spiking interneurons (I). We start with thelow-dimensional spiking model (Izikevich 2003)for each of the cell-type dynamic phenotypes andshow how each of these can be exactly reducedto population activity equations. In order to studythe contributions of the neural populations in thegeneration of the theta rhythm, we use a machinelearning tools (Gonçalves et al. 2019) to infer thespace of connectivity parameters that give rise totheta rhythmic activity in the EC network model.We provide analysis of the circuit dynamics. Wefound that theta generation is strongly constrainedby the between the SC and E connectivity: a sub-network of SC and E-cells can robustly generatesynchronized theta oscillations. Our results clarifythe roles of the cellular dynamics in the generationof the theta oscillations and of the importance forthe hippocampal inputs for this process.

What is the mechanical basis of traveling
waves of neural activity observed inmotor
cortex?

Vincent Hakim
vincent.hakim@ens.fr

L. Kang, J. Ranft and V. Hakim

Neural recordings display a variety of phenom-ena that require modeling the nonlinear dynamicsof neural networks to be understood. Here, wefocus on beta frequency ( 20Hz) oscillations thatare observed in motor cortex during movementpreparation. In several experiments, local fieldpotentials (LFPs) recorded on separate electrodesof a multi-electrode array have been observedto display transient oscillations with non-zerophase shifts. They organize into a variety oftraveling waves types. Beta oscillations have beensuccessfully modeled as arising from reciprocalinteractions between randomly connected exci-tatory (E) pyramidal cells and local inhibitory (I)interneurons. What accounts for transient burstsof beta oscillations and the observation of spatialwaves has, however, remained unclear. Here, weuse a rate model (mean-field) description of thelocal neural activity that has been shown in previ-ous works to provide an accurate population leveldescription of more detailed network simulationsbased on coupled spiking neurons. This offers thecomputational advantage that one can simulateand analyze large networks of local E-I moduleswith distance-dependent interactions and delays,matching those reported in previous experimentalworks. We study this model in a two-dimensionalcontext. Stochastic local entries that vary on along-time scale (200ms) are introduced to mimicinputs to the motor cortex from other neural areas.We compare our simulation results to electro-physiological datasets recorded in motor cortexof macaque monkey during an instructed delayedreach-to-grasp task. We find that our model closelyagrees with the recordings. It reproduces the ob-served power spectrum of the local field potential,produces a variety of traveling waves of speed andtypes similar to those seen in experiments. Ourresults suggest that both time-varying externalentries and intrinsic network architecture shapethe LFP dynamics of motor cortex.
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Theory of feature selectivity in rodent pri-
mary visual cortex

David Hansel
david.hansel@parisdescartes.fr

The connectivity principles underlying the emer-gence of orientation selectivity in the primaryvisual cortex (V1) of mammals lacking an orien-tation map (such as rodents and lagomorphs) arepoorly understood. We present a computationalmodel in which random connectivity gives rise toorientation selectivity that matches experimentalobservations. The model predicts that mouse V1neurons should exhibit intricate receptive fieldsin the two-dimensional spatial frequency domain,causing a shift in orientation preferences withspatial frequency. We find evidence for thesefeatures in mouse V1 using calcium imaging andintracellular whole-cell recordings.

Oscillations and waves of NADH subpop-
ulations during glycolysis in yeast cells

Marcus Hauser
marcus.hauser@ovgu.de

A. Weber, W. Zuschratter and M. Hauser

The energy metabolism of yeast cells presents avariety of states, depending on the energy load ofthe cell, and external conditions. Among the differ-ent states, oscillations of glycolysis and fermenta-tion occur in starved, anaerobic yeast cells oscilla-tions. Oscillatory dynamics of individual cells per-sists even when collective oscillations at the pop-ulation levels cease. Therefore, glycolysis in yeastcells are well suitable model system for the studysynchronisation.The metabolic dynamics in yeast cells are moni-tored by measuring the endogenous fluorescenceintensity of the intermediate NADH. We presenta flurorescence lifetime study, which shows thatcytosolic NADH (which from spectroscopic signalsforms a single population) form distinctive subpop-ulations, which can be identified according to theirlifetimes. The temporal and spatial dynamics ofthese subpopulations of NADH are studied duringdifferent metabolic states of yeast cell populationsof high density.

Clustering of Inertial Particles in Turbulent
Flow Through a Face-Centered Cubic Cell

Xiaoliang He
sourabh.apte@oregonstate.edu

X. He, T. Oujia, B. Kadoch, K. Matsuda, K. Schneider and
S.V. Apte

Fine inertial particle migration, transport anddeposition is of importance in several applicationssuch as hyporheic exchange of river beds, gravelpacks in enhanced oil recovery, among others.Specifically, how turbulence within confinedgeometries of a porous bed affects migration,clustering, and deposition of fine particles is ofimportance. Direct numerical simulation is per-formed to investigate effect of turbulent flowin a face centered cubic porous unit cell on thetransport of inertial particles at different Stokesnumbers (Stp = 0.01, 0.1, 0.5, 1, and 2) and at a poreReynolds number of 500. Particles are advancedusing one-way coupling and collision of particleswith pore walls is modeled as perfectly elasticspecular reflection. The pattern of clustering isinvestigated using multiscale wavelet analysis andvolume statistics of Voronoi tessellation cells. Theresults are compared with preferential concentra-tion in forced isotropic turbulence to investigatethe effect of geometric confinement on particleclustering. It is shown that the general features ofcluster and void formation and higher order statis-tics of number density of particles are modifiedby thewall collision creating very fine scale clusters.

Experiments on Extreme Wave Events in
the Vicinity of Reflective Beaches

Yuchen He
amin.chabchoub@sydney.edu.au

Y. He, A. Vila-Concejo, A. Babanin and A. Chabchoub

Wave hydrodynamics in coastal zones are knownto comprise incident and reflective wave motion.It is also well-known that extreme events canarise in such complex wave states. We reportan experimental study in which several incidentJONSWAP wave trains have been generated in auni-directional water wave tank while the artificialbeach inclination and permeability have beenvaried to allow several reflective wave conditions.Key statistical features obtained from an adaptivecoupled nonlinear Schrödinger model simulationsshow an excellent agreement with the laboratorydata collected near the beach.
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Transient chaotic dimensionality expan-
sion by recurrent networks

Moritz Helias
m.helias@fz-juelich.de

C. Keup, T. Kuehn, D. Dahmen and M. Helias

Cortical neurons communicate with spikes,which are discrete events in time. Even if the tim-ings of the individual events are strongly chaotic(microscopic chaos), the rate of events might stillbe non-chaotic or at the edge of what is knownas rate chaos. Such edge-of-chaos dynamicsare beneficial to the computational power ofneuronal networks. We analyze both types ofchaotic dynamics in densely connected networksof asynchronous binary neurons, by developingand applying a model-independent field theoryfor neuronal networks. We find a strongly size-dependent transition to microscopic chaos. Wethen expose the conceptual difficulty at the heartof the definition of rate chaos, identify two reason-able definitions, and show that for neither of themthe binary network dynamics crosses a transitionto rate chaos. The analysis of diverging trajecto-ries in chaotic networks also allows us to studyclassification of linearly non-separable classes ofstimuli in a reservoir computing approach. Weshow that microscopic chaos rapidly expandsthe dimensionality of the representation while,crucially, the number of dimensions corrupted bynoise lags behind. This translates to a transientpeak in the networks’ classification performanceeven deeply in the chaotic regime, challenging theview that computational performance is alwaysoptimal near the edge of chaos. This is a generaleffect in high dimensional chaotic systems, and notspecific to binary networks: We also demonstrateit in a continuous ’rate’ network, a spiking LIFnetwork, and an LSTM network. For binary and LIFnetworks, classification performance peaks rapidlywithin one activation per participating neuron,demonstrating fast event-based computation thatmay be exploited by biological neural systems, forwhich we propose testable predictions.

Model Reductions and Coarse Graining in
Controlled Oscillator Networks

Frank Hellmann
hellmann@pik-potsdam.de

I discuss the reduction and aggregation of os-

cillators, specifically in the context of power grids.These reductions have to work when couplingis not small, but can rely on the system beingdesigned to achieve certain control goals. A centralchallenge is to obtain parameters for the reduceddescriptions from measurement data when latent,unobservable variables are present. I then discusshow control methods can be adapted using proba-blistic approaches to coarse grain such a system ofoscillators.

Gait transition induced by hydrodynamic
sensory feedback and central pattern gen-
erators in an anguilliform swimming robot

Johann Herault
johann.herault@imt-atlantique.fr

J. Herault, V. Lebastard, L.Paez, K. Melo, A. Ijspeert, R.
Thandiackal and F. Boyer

Combining robotic experiments and synchroniza-tion theory, we report an investigation clarifyingthe mechanism behind the gait selection inducedby hydrodynamical sensory feedback implementedin a anguilliform swimming robot. The actuationof the robot is controlled by an oscillators chains,where the oscillators are locally coupled andmodulated by the amplitude of the hydrodynamicalforces. When this amplitude reaches a threshold,the hydrodynamical sensory feedback entrain atravelling wave in the network of oscillators. Thiswave appears thought a bifurcation leading to agait transition, such that the robot switches froman oscillating to an undulatory gait. By assumingthat the sensory feedback produced a frequencydetuning at leading order, we can compute thesynchronized state with a very good agreementwith the experimental data. To account for thebifurcation, we introduce a scenario based ona global odd mode breaking simultaneously thesymmetry of the network and the body motion.

Data-drivenmodeling of cardiac dynamics
by means of neural network hybrids

Sebastian Herzog
sherzog3@gwdg.de

S.Herzog, F. Wörgötter, R. S. Zimmermann, J. Abele, S.
Luther and U. Parlitz

The mechanical contraction of the pumpingheart is driven by electrical excitation waves run-ning across the heart muscle due to the excitableelectrophysiology of heart cells. With cardiacarrhythmias these waves turn into stable or chaotic
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spiral waves whose observation in the heart is verychallenging. Data-driven methods based on neuralnetwork hybrids consisting of convolutional neuralnetworks for reconstructing and forecasting thesespiral waves are presented. The performance ourapproach is demonstrated using the four variablesof the Bueno-Orovio-Fenton-Cherry model de-scribing electrical excitationwaves in cardiac tissue.

Bayesian on-line anticipation of critical
transitions

Martin Heßler
m_hess23@wwu.de

M. Heßler and O. Kamps

Sudden transition events at so-called tippingpoints play an important role in a wide range ofdynamical systems as in predator-prey dynamics,laser-physics, power systems, and are suspected totake part in systems of medicine, climate researchand psychology andmuchmore. The idea to predictthese sudden and sometimes catastrophic transi-tion events is a fascinating and useful task and lotsof effort is done so far to find suitable leading in-dicators of such tipping events. Commonly knownare leading indicator candidates as the autocorre-lation at lag-1, the empirical standard deviation,the skewness and the kurtosis of a time series.In this talk another method is proposed basedon MCMC and Bayesian probability analysis. Themethod is able to anticipate bifurcation-inducedtransitions, gives an estimate of the most probabletransition time based on the current informationand tracks the noise level at the same time. Theon-line interpretation of an uprising indicator trendis facilitated by credibility bands. Furthermore, theanalysis of two synthetic models implies a ratherhigh robustness against noise compared with theabove mentioned leading indicator candidates. Theintroduced method could turn out to be a usefulalternative to existing anticipation procedures.

Isochrons, Phase Response and Synchro-
nization Dynamics of Optically Injected
Lasers

Georgia Himona
gkomin@central.ntua.gr

G. Himona, V. Kovanis and Y. Kominis

Optically Injected Lasers (OIL) are widely appliedand technologically relevant forced nonlinear os-cillators that have been studied, both theoreticallyand experimentally, for more than three decades.

They are well known for a remarkably rich set ofcomplex dynamical features including differenttypes of instabilities, cascades of bifurcations, mul-tistability, as well as chaotic transitions [1]. Amongthem, the existence of stable limit cycles (LC) hasthe most fundamental role in terms of their prac-tical applications as tunable photonic oscillators.In this work, we study the dynamical response ofan OIL, operating at parameter values where suchstable LC exist, in terms of the asymptotic phase ofeach initial condition that uniquely partitions thebasin of attraction in a family of curves, known asisochrons in the literature of biological oscillators[2]. For the first time, the isochrons of character-istic LC of an OIL are numerically calculated, withthe utilization of advanced techniques based onthe Koopman operator formalism [3]. The complexstructure of the isochrons in the phase space issystematically studied along with its dependenceon coexisting dynamical objects related to thephaseless sets of the system and is shown todetermine the Phase Response Curves (PRC) of thesystem under external perturbations as well as itssynchronization characteristics [2]. The latter arestudied in terms of a reduced single-dimensionalPoincare map based on the PRC, and conditionsfor stable synchronization under parameter modu-lations are obtained.
References[1] S. Wieczorek, B. Krauskopf, T.B. Simpson andD. Lenstra, “The dynamical complexity of opticallyinjected semiconductor lasers”, Phys. Rep. 416:1–128 (2005).[2] A.T. Winfree, The Geometry of Biological Time,Springer-Verlag, New York (1980).[3] A. Mauroy and I. Mezic, “On the use of Fourieraverages to compute the global isochrons of(quasi)periodic dynamics”, Chaos 22: 033112(2012).

Extreme outbreak dynamics
Jason Hindes

jmh486@cornell.edu

J. Hindes and I. B. Schwartz

The COVID-19 pandemic has demonstrated howdisruptive emergent disease outbreaks can be tosocieties. Classic modeling strategies for outbreakdynamics rely on either deterministic descriptionsin which large outbreaks follow a single (mean-field)path that ends in a precise fraction of the popula-tion infected, or on stochastic branching processesthat determine the likelihoods for small outbreaksof ininfinitesimal fractions. But what about thefull range of outcomes, including extreme caseswhere the entire population eventually becomes
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infected? How do they occur and how likely arethey to occur? In this talk, we develop an analyticallarge-deviations approach to calculate the dynam-ics and probabilities of such extreme outbreaksin populations of fixed size within the contextof the canonical Susceptible-Exposed-Infected-Recovered model and more general COVID-19models. In addition to providing a closed-formexpression for the probability on log scale for allextreme outbreaks, we show that each outbreakentails a unique, constant depletion or boost inthe pool of susceptibles and a constant increase ordecrease in the effective recovery rate comparedto the mean-field dynamics, due to finite-sizenoise. Moreover, unlike other kinds of rare-eventprocesses in discrete stochastic particle systems,the underlying outbreak distribution depends on afull continuum of most-likely outbreak paths, eachconnecting two unique non-trivial fixed-points, andthus represents a novel class of extreme stochasticdynamics.

Directed percolation transition to turbu-
lence

Björn Hof
bjoern.hof@ist.ac.at

Directed percolation has recently emerged as thelikely solution to the century old riddle surroundingthe onset of turbulence in simple shear flows. Inpipes and ducts turbulence typically arises eventhough the laminar base flow is linearly stable. Theresulting large scale flow patterns are characterizedby the co-existence and the competition betweenlaminar and turbulent domains. Although analo-gies between the dynamics of laminar turbulentfronts and directed percolation have already beenproposed more than 30 years ago subsequentstudies observed a discontinuous, non-universalscenario instead. I will here present a series ofrecent experiments that for the first time provideaccess to the excessive spatial and temporal scalesthat are relevant at the onset of turbulence andcan hence clarify the nature of the transition.

Localized States in Passive and Active
Phase-Field-Crystal Models

Max Philipp Holl
m.p.holl@wwu.de

M.P. Holl, A.J. Archer, L. Ophaus, S.V. Gurevich, U. Thiele
and E. Knobloch

The passive conserved Swift-Hohenberg equa-tion (or phase-field-crystal [PFC] model) corre-sponds to a gra- dient dynamics for a single orderparameter field related to density. It provides asimple microscopic description of the thermody-namic transition between liquid and crystallinestates. In addition to spatially extended periodicstructures, the model describes a large variety ofsteady spatially localized structures. In appropriatebifurcation diagrams the corresponding solutionbranches exhibit characteristic slanted homoclinicsnaking. Here we first discuss the snaking behaviorof two coupled passive PFC equations, describedby a common gradient dynamics. In two furthersteps this gradient dynamics is broken via (i) a non-reciprocal coupling and (ii) by replacing one of thepassive PFC equationswith an active PFC equation.In both cases we will analyze the influence of thenonvariational terms on the snakes-and-laddersstructure employing numerical path continuation.

Rethinking the Definition of Rate-Induced
Tipping

Alanna Hoyer-Leitzel
ahoyerle@mtholyoke.edu

A. Hoyer-Leitzel and A. Nadeau

Qualitatively, rate-induced tipping is often de-scribed as a critical transition in a system causedby the rate at which a parameter is changing. Thecurrent working definition of rate-induced tippingas a phenomenon in an nonautonomous differentialequation is tied to the idea of a pullback attractorlimiting in forward and backward time to a stablequasi-static equilibrium, called endpoint-tracking.We currently say that if a system has endpointtracking, then it does not have rate-induced tip-ping. However, this definition is based on theassumption that the time-dependent parameterthat induces the tipping is asymptotically constantin the limit as t → ±∞. In this talk, I will show anexample of a system in which the time-dependentparameter is not asymptotically constant, whichis not endpoint tracking for any value of the rateparameter and which does not go through a criticaltransition. Additionally, I will show an examplewhich is not endpoint tracking for any value ofthe rate parameter but does go through a criticaltransition that should be considered tipping. Basedon this, we will consider an alternative definitionthat is equivalent to the current definition forasymptotically constant scalar systems and in-cludes previously excludedN-dimensional systemsthat exhibit rate-dependent critical transitions.
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Order–disorder transitions in a minimal
model of active elasticity

Cristian Huepe
cristian@northwestern.edu

G. Lin, Z. Han and C. Huepe

We introduce a new minimal model for self-propelled agents that attract, repel, and align totheir neighbors through elastic interactions. Thismodel has a simple mechanical realization andprovides an approximate description of real-worldsystems ranging from active cell membranes torobotic or animal groups with predictive capabili-ties. The agents are connected to their neighborsby linear springs attached at a distance R in frontof their centers of rotation. For small R, the elasticinteractions mainly produce attraction-repulsionforces between agents; for large R, they mainlyproduce alignment. We show that the agentsself-organize into collective motion through anorder-disorder noise-induced transition that is dis-continuous for small R and continuous for large R infinite-size systems. In large-scale systems, only thediscontinuous transition will survive, as long-rangeorder decays for intermediate noise values. This isconsistent with previous results where collectivemotion is driven either by attraction-repulsion orby alignment forces. For large R values and differ-ent parameter settings, the system displays a noveltransition to a state of quenched disorder. In thisregime, lines of opposing forces are formed thatseparate domains with different orientations andare stabilized by noise, producing locally orderedyet globally disordered quenched states.

Coherence resonance in Erdös-Rényi net-
works describes the induction of cortical
gamma activity

Axel Hutt
axel.hutt@inria.fr

A. Hutt, T. Wahl and J. Lefebvre

Additive noise is known to tune the stability ofnonlinear systems. Considering two randomly con-nected interacting excitatory and inhibitory neuralErdös-Rényi networks driven by additive noise, wederive a closed mean-field representation that cap-tures the global network dynamics. Building on thespectral properties of the Erdös-Rényi networks,mean-field dynamics are obtained via a projectionof the network dynamics onto the random net-work’s principal eigenmode. We consider Gaussian

zero-mean and Poisson noise stimuli to excitatoryneurons and show that these noise types inducecoherence resonance. Specifically, the stochasticstimulation induces coherent stochastic oscillationsin the gamma-frequency range at intermediatenoise intensity. We further show that this is validfor both global stimulation and partial stimulation,i.e. whenever a subset of excitatory neurons isstimulated only. The mean-field dynamics exposesthe coherence resonance dynamics by a transitionfrom a stable non-oscillatory equilibrium to anoscillatory equilibrium via a saddle-node bifur-cation. Hence the noise-induced gamma activityrepresents a quasi-cycle. More detailed analysisindicates that medical drugs, such as ketamineand propofol, induce enhanced gamma-activity.This has been found in experimental brain data.We evaluate the transition between non-coherentand coherent state by power spectra, spike-fieldcoherence and information-theoretic measures.

fractal dimensions and slow-fast systems
Renato Huzak

renato.huzak@uhasselt.be

R. Huzak, V. Crnkovic and D. Vlah

In our talk we present a fractal analysis of canardcycles and slow-fast Hopf points in 2-dimensionalsingular perturbation problems under very generalconditions. Our focus is on the orientable caseand the non-orientable case. Given a slow-fastsystem, we generate a sequence of real numbersusing the so-called slow relation function andcompute a fractal dimension of that sequence.Then the value of the fractal dimension enablesus to determine the cyclicity and bifurcations ofcanard cycles in the slow-fast system. We computethe fractal dimension of a slow-fast Hopf pointdepending on its codimension. Our focus is onthe box dimension, one-sided dimensions and thefractal zeta-function. We also find explicit fractalformulas of Cahen-type for the computation of theabove fractal dimensions and use them to detectnumerically the number of canard limit cycles.

Ergoregion instabilities in rotating two-
dimensional Bose-Einstein condensates:
Perspectives on the stability of quantized
vortices

Iacopo Carusotto
iacopo.carusotto@unitn.it

L. Giacomelli and I. Carusotto
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We investigate the stability of vortices intwo-dimensional Bose–Einstein condensates. Inanalogy with rotating space-times and with a care-ful account of boundary conditions, we show thatthe dynamical instability of multiply quantized vor-tices in trapped condensates persists in untrapped,spatially homogeneous geometries and has anergoregion nature with some modification due tothe peculiar dispersion of Bogoliubov sound. Ourresults open perspectives to the physics of vorticesin trapped condensates, where multiply quantizedvortices can be stabilized by interference effectsand singly charged vortices can become unstablein suitably designed trap potentials. We show howsuperradiant scattering can be observed also inthe short-time dynamics of dynamically unstablesystems, providing an alternative point of view ondynamical (in)stability phenomena in spatially finitesystems.

Motion of the source and insert particles
driven by the surface tension gradient and
lateral capillary interaction

Hiroaki Ishikawa
21wd2101@student.gs.chiba-u.jp

H. Ishikawa, H. Kitahata, Y. Koyano and Y. Sumino

In nonequilibrium conditions, a particle canmove spontaneously consuming free energy, whichis often called a "self-propelled particle". Herewe focus on chemotactic self-propelled particles,which exhibit a directional motion in responseto spatial gradients in the concentration field ofchemical compounds. Although many studies havefocused on the group of identical self-propelledparticles, the actual systems in nature often includemultiple types of self-propelled particles and/orpassive particles, and therefore the understandingof the systems including multiple types of par-ticles is awaited. In this study, we construct anexperimental system in which a pair of source andinert particles is driven by surface tension gradientand attractive lateral capillary force. The sourceparticle spreads the surface-active moleculesaround itself and is driven by the surface tensiongradient due to the inhomogeneous concentrationfield. The inert particle is also driven by the surfacetension gradient, though it does not affect theconcentration field. In the present system, we useda camphor disk as the source particle. It is knownthat the camphor disk is driven by a concentrationfield through the surface tension gradient. Asfor the inert particle we used a metal washer. Itcan float at the aqueous surface by choosing theappropriate weight. In the actual experimental

systems, an attractive lateral capillary force is ex-erted between them through the distortion of theaqueous surface. As a result, they got close to eachother and then started motion. They exhibitedstraight and circular motions for the higher andlower PEG concentrations, respectively. Numericalcalculations using a model that takes into accountthe forces due to the surface tension gradient,the lateral capillary force, and the effect of theexcluded volume of the particles show that thechange in the motion of the pair can be discussedfrom the viewpoint of the bifurcation theory.

A PDEmodel for unidirectional flows: sta-
tionary profiles and asymptotic behaviour

Annalisa Iuorio
annalisa.iuorio@univie.ac.at

A. Luorio, G. Jankowiak, M.T. Wolfram and P. Szmolyan

In this work, we investigate the stationaryprofiles of a convection-diffusion model for uni-directional pedestrian flows in domains with asingle entrance and exit. The inflow and outflowconditions at both the entrance and exit as well asthe shape of the domain have a strong influenceon the structure of stationary profiles, in particularon the formation of boundary layers. We are ableto relate the location and shape of these layersto the inflow and outflow conditions as well asthe shape of the domain using geometric singularperturbation theory. Furthermore, we confirmand exemplify our analytical results by means ofcomputational experiments.

Decision making based on mode compe-
tition dynamics in a multimode semicon-
ductor laser with optical feedback

Ryugo Iwami
r.iwami.692@ms.saitama-u.ac.jp

R. Iwami, T. Mihana, K. Kanno, M. Naruse and A. Uchida

Photonic computing has been investigated in-tensively to overcome the limitation of the growthof semiconductor technologies in the post Mooreera. One of the photonic computing techniques isknown as photonic decision making to solve themulti-armed bandit problem [1]. For the multi-armed bandit problem, a player maximizes the totalrewards by selecting repeatedly from multiple slotmachines with unknown hit probabilities. A tech-nique for solving the multi-armed bandit problemwith two slot machines has been proposed usingchaotic temporal waveforms of laser output [1]. A
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hierarchical architecture [2] and a method usinga laser network [3] have also been proposed tosolve the multi-armed bandit problem with morethan two slot machines. However, these methodsmay cause difficulties of solving the multi-armedbandit problem depending on the arrangement ofthe slot machines. Therefore, it is important to in-troduce a new method for solving the multi-armedbandit problem with more than two slot machines.We focus on the nonlinear dynamics of multiplelongitudinal modes in a multimode semiconductorlaser with optical feedback. In multimode semicon-ductor lasers, mode competition dynamics occursaround the dominant mode with the largest laseroutput. We thus utilize the mode competitiondynamics for solving the multi-armed bandit prob-lem with more than two slot machines. We assigneach slot machine to each longitudinal mode ofthe laser, and the slot machine corresponding tothe dominant mode is selected during the modecompetition dynamics. We found that we canachieve better performance of decision makingusing our proposed method than using a softwarealgorithm, when the number of the slot machinesis increased. This result suggests that multimodelaser dynamics can accelerate the decision-makingperformance.
References[1] M. Naruse et al., Sci. Rep. 7: 8772 (2017).[2] M. Naruse et al., Sci. Rep. 8: 10890 (2018).[3] T. Mihana et al., Opt. Express 28: 40112 (2020).

Explosive synchronization in interlayer
phase-shifted Kuramoto oscillators on
multiplex networks

Sarika Jalan
sarika@iiti.ac.in

A. Kumar and S. Jalan

We show that an introduction of a phase pa-rameter with alpha in the interlayer coupling termsof multiplex networks of Kuramoto oscillatorscan induce explosive synchronization (ES) in themultiplexed layers. Along with the α values, thehysteresis width is determined by the interlayercoupling strength and the frequency mismatchbetween the mirror (inter-connected) nodes. Amean-field analysis is performed to support thenumerical results. Similar to the earlier works, wefind that the suppression of synchronization isaccountable for the origin of ES. The robustness ofES against changes in the network topology andfrequency distribution is tested. Different methodshave been introduced in the past years to inciteES in coupled oscillators; our results indicate thata phase-shifted coupling can also be one such

method to achieve ES. our results indicate thata phase-shifted coupling can also be one suchmethod to achieve ES.

A normal form for rotating waves in oscil-
latory media with nonlocal interactions

Gabriela Jaramillo
gabriela@math.uh.edu

Biological and physical systems that can beclassified as oscillatory media give rise to inter-esting phenomena like target patterns and spiralwaves. The existence of these structures hasbeen proven in the case of systems with localdiffusive interactions. In this talk the more generalcase of oscillatory media with nonlocal couplingis considered. We model these systems usingevolution equations where the nonlocal interac-tions are expressed via a diffusive convolutionkernel, and prove the existence of rotating wavesolutions for these systems. Since the nonlocalnature of the equations precludes the use ofstandard techniques from spatial dynamics, themethod we use relies instead on a combination of amultiple-scales analysis and a construction similarto Lyapunov-Schmidt. This approach then allowsus to derive a normal form, or reduced equation,that captures the leading order behavior of thesesolutions.

Modelling environmental-metabolic feed-
back in spatially distributed bio-films

Connah Johnson
c.johnson.6@warwick.ac.uk

C.G.M. Johnson, A.G. Fletcher and O.S. Soyer

Biofilms are ubiquitous in medical settings.Biofilms can contain multiple distinct bacterialstrains which complicate the task of tackling infec-tions. Additionally, excretion of protective enzymesby bacteria within biofilms can inhibit the effects ofanti-bacterials, providing regions wherein resistantstrains may proliferate. It has been shown thatwithin biofilms cross feeding between different celltypes or species can support strains who wouldotherwise starve under substrate removal. Thesefindings show that building a better understandingof biofilms and the dynamics within them will paydividends in understanding bacterial infections.We seek to understand biofilm systems throughmathematical modelling using our hybrid modellingplatform ChemChaste. ChemChaste has been
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developed with the aim of modelling realisticchemical dynamics and the chemical interactionsbetween cells via their microenvironment. Here,biofilms are modelled through coupling multiplereaction-diffusion systems to a population ofindividual cell agents. The cells each have theirown metabolic models encoding different celltypes. They can interact through the excretionand uptake of chemicals in the shared film envi-ronment. The spatial distribution of these cellsand their behaviours is investigated under a rangeof metabolic processes and phenomena. Thereinproviding insights into the complex dynamics thatmay suggest clinical applications.

A Mathematical Model of Immunity and
Tolerance of Disease

Daniel Jonas
djonas25@gmail.com

D. Jonas, M. Kirby and A.R. Schenkel

When an organism is challenged with a novelpathogen a cascade of events unfolds. The innateimmune system rapidly mounts a preliminarynonspecific defense, while the acquired immunesystem slowly develops microbe-killing specialists.These responses cause inflammation and collateraldamage, which the anti-inflammatory mediatorsseek to temper. This interplay of counterbalances iscredited for maintaining health, but it may produceunexpected results such as disease tolerance. Thisoutcome is characterized by the persistence ofpathogen with minimum deleterious effects tothe host, who is often capable of spreading it toothers. Tolerance is poorly understood, indicating aneed for theoretical study. Accordingly, we presenta novel differential equation model of infectionand immunity derived from bulk fundamentalinteractions and demonstrate that it can produceclinically relevant health and death scenarios.Model simulation and numerical analysis show thatthese states are determined by pathogen virulenceand the strength of the innate response to trauma.By exploring various regions of parameter space,we find that the immune system’s reaction to tissuedamage plays a significant role in disease tolerance,along with the longevity of active immune cells.Bifurcation theory corroborates these findingsand displays a region between health and deathin which host and pathogen vitals oscillate in theabsence of medical intervention, suggesting thatdamage mitigation and delayed programmed celldeath are key players in themaintenance of disease.

Rate-induced tipping and its relevance to
climate change

Christopher K. R. T. Jones
ckrtj@email.unc.edu

The climate is changing due to the heat trappingcaused by the rapid increase in greenhouse gases,mainly carbon dioxide, in the atmosphere. Oneway to see the challenge we face is that we cannot,as a species, adapt to the new conditions quicklyenough. The inability to continually adjust is whathappens in rate-induced tipping. While climatetipping scenarios are mostly viewed in terms ofbifurcation-based tipping or noise-induced tipping,it may be that rate-induced tipping is the mostrelevant because parameters effecting these shiftsare changing more rapidly than the ability of thesystem to adjust. I will discuss the dynamicalsystems behind rate-induced tipping, which hasbeen developed over the past ten years, openquestions, applications to climate related systemsand interesting new directions in which noise andrate change are working together. I will explain whythe unifying dynamical systems theme is findingheteroclinic orbits.

Linear response for finite-time coherent
sets from data

Oliver Junge
oj@tum.de

F. Antown, G. Froyland and O. Junge

Finite-time coherent sets represent minimallymixing objects in general nonlinear dynamics, andare spatially mobile features that are the most pre-dictable in the medium term. When the dynamicalsystem is subjected to small parameter change,one can ask about the rate of change of (i) thelocation and shape of the coherent sets, and (ii) themixing properties (how much more or less mixing),with respect to the parameter. We answer thesequestions by developing linear response theoryfor the eigenfunctions of the dynamic Laplaceoperator, from which one readily obtains the linearresponse of the corresponding coherent sets. Weconstruct efficient data based numerical methodsand provide numerical examples.
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Geometric singular perturbation analysis
of the Hodgkin-Huxley equations

Panagiotis Kaklamanos
p.kaklamanos@sms.ed.ac.uk

P. Kaklamanos, N. Popovic and K.U. Kristiansen

In this work, we present a three-dimensionalreduction of a modified version of the Hodgkin-Huxley equations [J. Rubin and M. Wechselberger,Biological cybernetics, 97 (2007)] that is basedon geometric singular perturbation theory. Weinvestigate the dynamics of this reduction in twodistinct parameter regimes. We demonstrate thatin the first regime, the system exhibits bifurcationsof oscillatory dynamics and complex mixed-modeoscillations, in accordance with the geometricmechanism introduced in [P. Kaklamanos, N.Popovic, and K. U. Kristiansen, (2020)], while inthe second regime, it displays characteristics of aslow-fast system in non-standard form. We relateour results to previous work [S. Doi et al., Biologicalcybernetics, 85 (2001)] where such dynamics inthe corresponding regimes have been documentedbut the underlying geometry was not emphasised.

The granular monoclinal wave: a dynami-
cal systems survey

Giorgos Kanellopoulos
kanellop@math.upatras.gr

G. Kanellopoulos, D. Razis and K. van der Weele

The monoclinal wave, often encountered in riverfloods, is a nonlinear travelling shock structureconnecting two flow regions (plateaus) with dif-ferent depths. Its granular counterpart was firstreported by our group in 2018 [1]. Very recently [2]we performed a dynamical systems survey of thiswaveform. Starting from the diffusive Saint-Venantequations for flowing granular matter, we extracta second-order ODE governing the shape of thiswaveform. It is found that the granular monoclinalwave manifests itself in phase space as a hetero-clinic orbit connecting two fixed points: a saddleand an unstable node, representing a shallow anda deep plateau, respectively. By studying the localproperties of these fixed points, it is revealed thatif the trace of the Jacobian matrix calculated onthe saddle is positive, then the monoclinal wavecan be accurately described by the non-diffusive(first-order) approximation of the aforementionedODE. This constitutes a significant simplificationof the waveform dynamics, opening the road for

several analytical results.
References[1] Razis, D., Kanellopoulos, G. and Van der Weele,K., The granular monoclinal wave. J. Fluid Mech.
843: 810–846 (2018).[2] Kanellopoulos, G., The granular monoclinalwave: a dynamical systems survey. Accepted in J.Fluid Mech. (2021).[3] Razis, D., Kanellopoulos, G. and Van der Weele,K., A dynamical systems view of granular flow:from monoclinal food waves to roll waves. J. FluidMech. 869: 143–181 (2019).
Funding: GK’s contribution to this research isco-financed by Greece and the European Union(European Social Fund - ESF) through the Opera-tional Programme Human Resources Development,Education and Lifelong Learning" in the contextof the project Reinforcement of PostdoctoralResearchers - 2nd Cycle" (MIS-5033021), imple-mented by the State Scholarships Foundation (IKY).

EP-Net 2.0: Out-of-Domain Generalisa-
tion for Deep Learning Models of Cardiac
Electrophysiology

Victoriya Kashtanova
victoriya.kashtanova@inria.fr

V. Kashtanova, I. Ayed, N. Cedilnik, P. Gallinari and M.
Sermesant

Cardiac electrophysiology models achieved goodprogress in simulating cardiac electrical activity.However, it is still challenging to leverage clinicalmeasurements due to the discrepancy betweenidealised models and patient-specific conditions.In the last few years, data-driven machine learningmethods have been actively used to learn dynamicsand physical model parameters from data. In thispaper, we propose a principled deep learningapproach to learn the cardiac electrophysiologydynamics from data in the presence of scars inthe cardiac tissue slab. We demonstrate thatthis technique is indeed able to reproduce thetransmembrane potential dynamics in situationsclose to the training context. We then focus onevaluating the ability of the trained networks togeneralize outside their training domain. We showexperimentally that our model is able to generalizeto new conditions including more complex scargeometries, multiple signal onsets and variousconduction velocities.
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Universal upper estimate for prediction
errors under moderate model uncertainty

Bálint Kaszás
bkaszas@ethz.ch

B. Kaszás , P. Bucholtz and G. Haller

We present a method of sensitivity analysisfor general dynamical systems subjected to de-terministic or stochastic modeling uncertainty.Using the properties of the unperturbed, ideal-ized dynamics, we derive a universal bound forthe leading-order prediction error. Specifically,our estimates give upper bounds on the leadingorder trajectory-uncertainty arising along modeltrajectories, solely as functions of the invariantsof the known Cauchy-Green strain tensor of theidealized model. Our bounds turn out to be opti-mal, which means that they cannot be improvedfor general systems. This bound motivates thedefinition of the Model Sensitivity, a scalar quan-tity, depending on the initial condition and time.We use nonlinear numerical models of variouscomplexities, we demonstrate that the ModelSensitivity provides both a global view over thephase space of the dynamical system and, in somesituations, a localized, time-dependent predictor ofuncertainties along trajectories. This is reflectedby the fact that the mean-squared trajectoryuncertainty qualitatively follows the leading-orderbound for surprisingly long time intervals. Inaddition, we use energy balance type models ofthe climate system, to show that the method isexpected to scale to models of higher dimension.We also find that the phase-space structure of theModel Sensitivity (MS) is related but not identical tothat of the Finite-Time Lyapunov Exponents (FTLE).

Koopman operator and phase and ampli-
tude functions for stochastic oscillators

Yuzuru Kato
kato.y.bg@m.titech.ac.jp

Y. Kato, J. Zhu and H. Nakao

The phase and amplitude are fundamental quan-tities for the analysis of deterministic limit-cycleoscillators. For stochastic oscillatory systems,Thomas and Lindner proposed a definition of theasymptotic phase in terms of the slowest decay-ing eigenfunction of the backward Kolmogorov(Fokker-Planck) operator describing the meanfirst passage time, which yields phase values thatincrease with a constant frequency on average

for stochastic oscillations, in a similar way tothe ordinary asymptotic phase for deterministicoscillators. In this talk, we show that this definitionof the asymptotic phase for stochastic oscillators isa natural extension of the deterministic definitionin the sense that it is given by the argument (polarangle) of the Koopman eigenfunction. On the basisof the Koopman eigenfunction, we also introducethe amplitude functions for stochastic oscillators.We show that the phase and amplitude functionsgive appropriate values in examples of a noisyStuart-Landau oscillator and a noisy FitzHugh-Nagumo oscillator.

Parameter-robust decoupling and long-
lasting desynchronization by Random Re-
set stimulation

Ali Khaledi-Nasab
khaledi@stanford.edu

A. Khaledi-Nasab, J.A. Kromer and P.A. Tass

Excessive neuronal synchrony is a hallmark ofseveral neurological disorders including Parkinson’sdisease (PD). In PD, permanent high-frequencydeep brain (HF DBS) is used to suppress symptoms,however symptoms return shortly after cessationof stimulation. Random Reset (RR) is a novelstimulation method and it is designed to inducelong-lasting desynchronization by specificallytargeting the pathological connectivity [1,2]. InRR stimulation, the spatio-temporal randomizedstimulus pattern is used to effectively decouple net-works and push networks to stable desynchronizedstates. In our setup the temporal randomizationis realized by allowing the inter-stimulus intervalsto follow an exponential distribution, while thespatial randomization is realized by deliveringstimuli simultaneously to L randomly selectedstimulation sites out of a total of M stimulationsites, which will be called L/M-RR stimulation[2]. The spatial randomization is motivated bythe recently developed segmented electrodeswith multiple stimulation sites. We study thedecoupling by L/M-RR stimulation in networks ofexcitatory leaky integrate-and-fire neurons withspike-timing dependent plasticity (STDP). We showthat L/M-RR stimulation leads to parameter-robustdecoupling and long-lasting desynchronization.Our theory reveals that strong high-frequencystimulation is less efficient for inducing long-lastingdesynchronization effects. Remarkably, we findthat L/M-RR stimulation does not rely on a highspatial resolution, characterized by the density ofstimulation sites in a target area, corresponding toa large M. We show that L/M-RR stimulation with
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low resolution, i.e. delivered through only a fewstimulation contacts, performs even better at lowstimulation amplitudes. L/M-RR stimulation maypresent a way to exploit modern segmented leadelectrodes for long-lasting therapeutic effects.
References[1] JAK, PAT, Phys. Rev. Res. 2: 033101 (2020) .[2] AKN, JAK, PAT, Front. Physiol. 11: 1843 (2020).

The response of network dynamics to link
modification

Narçiçeǧi Kiran
narcicegi.kiran@khas.edu.tr

N. Kiran, T. Pereira, D. Eroglu and S. Bakrani

A major issue in the study of complex net-work systems, such as neuroscience, ecologicalnetworks, and power grids, is to understandthe response of network synchronization to linkmodifications. The local stability of the globallysynchronized state depends on the spectral prop-erties of the Laplacian matrix representing thenetwork. Due to the asymmetry of the Laplacianmatrix of a directed graph, adding directed linksmight cause a decrease in the real part of thesecond minimum eigenvalue of the Laplacian,and hence synchronization loss in the network.We consider a weakly connected directed graphconsisting of two strongly connected componentsconnected by a directed link (called cutset). Westudy the transitions to synchronization in suchnetworks when a new directed link between thecomponents, in the opposite direction of thecutset, is added to the network and makes thewhole network strongly connected. We explorewhich properties of underlying graphs and theirconnected components may hinder the synchro-nization (i.e., decreasing in the real part of thesecond minimum eigenvalue of the Laplacian).We are aiming to find optimal strategies to mod-ify networks to stabilize the synchronized solutions.

Double-diffusive instabilities in rotating
hydrodynamic and magnetohydrynamic
flows

Oleg Kirillov
oleg.kirillov@northumbria.ac.uk

The Prandtl number, i.e. the ratio of the fluidviscosity to a diffusivity parameter of other phys-ical nature such as thermal diffusivity or ohmicdissipation, plays a decisive part for the onset of

instabilities in hydrodynamic andmagnetohydrody-namic flows. The studies of many particular casessuggest a significant difference in stability criteriaobtained for the Prandtl number equal to 1 fromthose for the Prandtl number deviating from 1. Wedemonstrate this for a circular Couette flow with aradial temperature gradient and for a differentiallyrotating viscous flow of electrically conducting in-compressible fluid subject to an external azimuthalmagnetic field. Furthermore, in the latter case wefind that the local dispersion relation is governedby a pseudo-Hermitian matrix both in the casewhen the magnetic Prandtl number, Pm, is Pm=1and in the case when Pm=-1. This implies that thecomplete neutral stability surface contains threeWhitney umbrella singular points and two mutuallyorthogonal intervals of self-intersection. At thesesingularities the double-diffusive system reduces toa marginally stable G-Hamiltonian system. The roleof double complex eigenvalues (exceptional points)stemming from the singular points in exchange ofstability between modes is demonstrated.

Efficient reduction of the collective dy-
namics of neural populations with realistic
forms of heterogeneity

Vladimir Klinshov
vladimir.klinshov@gmail.com

V. Klinshov, S. Kirillov and V. Nekorkin

Reduction of collective dynamics of large het-erogeneous populations to low-dimensional mean-field models is an important task of modern the-oretical neuroscience. Such models can be de-rived frommicroscopic equations, for example withthe help of Ott-Antonsen theory. An often usedassumption of the Lorentzian distribution of theunit parametersmakes the reduction especially effi-cient. However, the Lorentzian distribution is oftenimplausible as having undefined moments, and thecollective behavior of populations with other distri-butions needs to be studied. In the present Letterwe propose a method which allows efficient reduc-tion for an arbitrary distribution and show how itperforms for the Gaussian distribution. We showthat a reduced system for several macroscopic com-plex variables provides an accurate description of apopulation of thousands of neurons. Using this re-duction technique we demonstrate that the popu-lation dynamics depends significantly on the formof its parameter distribution. In particular, the dy-namics of populations with Lorentzian and Gaus-sian distributions with the same center and widthdiffer drastically.The research was supported by the Russian
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Science Foundation (grant No. 19-72-10114).

Magnetotactic navigation in complex en-
vironments

Stefan Klumpp
stefan.klumpp@phys.uni-goettingen.de

S. Klumpp and D. Faivre

Magnetotatic bacteria, which align along mag-netic field lines with the help of a linear chainof mag- netic organelles called magnetosomes,provide an example for magnetic active matter andan excellent model system to study the interplay ofphysical and biological processes. The combinationof magnetic and aerotactic directionality, and their(steric and hydrodynamic) interactions with wallsresult in intriguing trajectories in complex environ-ments. Wewill report on several studies addressingthis interplay in a combination of experimentaland theoretical approaches, specifically aerotacticband formation and their behavior in confinedenvironments.

Spatially Adaptive Projective Integration
for Moment Models of Rarefied Gases

Julian Koellermeier
julian.koellermeier@kuleuven.be

J. Koellermeier and G. Samaey

Moment models are successfully used to sim-ulate rarefied gases. They are hyperbolic balancelaws that can be stiff with several spectral gaps,especially if the relaxation time significantly variesthroughout the spatial domain. We perform adetailed spectral analysis of the semi-discretemodel that reveals the spectral gaps. Based onthat, we show the inefficiency of standard timeintegration schemes expressed by a severe restric-tion of the CFL number. We then develop the firstspatially adaptive projective integration schemesto overcome the prohibitive time step constraintsof standard time integration schemes. The newschemes use different time integration methodsin different parts of the computational domain,determined by the spatially varying value of therelaxation time. We use our analytical results toderive accurate stability bounds for the involvedparameters and show that the severe time stepconstraint can be overcome. The new adaptiveschemes can obtain a large speedup with respectto standard schemes.

Modeling liquid crystal films on nanoscale
Lou Kondic

kondic@njit.edu

L. Kondic and L.J. Cummings

This talk will focus on recently developed modelsand computational techniques for thin films, withfocus on nematic liquid crystal films. Models andcomputations are formulated within the frame-work of the long wave approach, augmented by theinclusion of nematic-solid interaction forces via dis-joining pressure model. Particular aspects that willbe discussed involve inclusion of liquid-crystallinenature in the model in a tractable manner. Theresulting asymptotic model allows for discussingdewetting type of instabilities of nematic films andin particular the influence of nematic propertieson the nature of dewetting. The second part ofthe talk will build upon the first one by consideringexplicitly anisotropic nature of the nematic filmsand the influence which such anisotropy has ondewetting. The analytical techniques are sup-plemented by large scale GPU based simulationsthat allow for computing in large domains and fordiscussion of various instability mechanisms in afully nonlinear setting.

Reactive islands framework for systems
with three degrees of freedom

Vladimir Krajnak
v.krajnak@bristol.ac.uk

V. Krajnak, V. J. García-Garrido and S. Wiggins

Transport between regions of phase space inHamiltonian systems is governed by invariantgeometric structures that act as separatrices be-tween volumes of qualitatively different kinds ofdynamics. At a fixed energy in systems with twodegrees of freedom, these structures are stableand unstable manifolds asymptotic to unstableperiodic orbits. Reactive island theory introducedby Ozorio de Almeida et al., Physica D 46 (1990) hasbeen successfull at providing insight into the quali-tative and quantitative aspects of the structure ofthese manifolds. Many works that used reactiveisland theory stated the need to advance reactiveislands to higher dimensional systems. This talk willpresent our recent work bringing reactive islandtheory to three degrees of freedom and discussthe approaches needed to investigate stable andunstable manifolds of normally hyperbolic invariantmanifolds.
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Effects of state-dependence in the de-
layed feedback loop driving El Niño

Bernd Krauskopf
b.krauskopf@auckland.ac.nz

B. Krauskopf, A. Keane and H.A. Dijkstra

We consider here a conceptual delay differentialequation (DDE) model of delayed-action-oscillatortype for the El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO)phenomenon, which refers to irregular and hardto predict warm seasons of the eastern equatorialPacific Ocean about every 4-7 years. Traditionally,the delay of the main feedback loop is taken tobe constant, which is a considerable modellingassumption. We present arguments for the statedependence of delays in the ENSO DDE modeland then conduct a bifurcation analysis to inves-tigate its effects on the observed dynamics ofthe system. More specifically, we show that theunderlying delay-induced structure of resonanceregions may change considerably in the presenceof state dependence. More generally, this casestudy shows that state-dependence of delays iscapable of generating entirely new dynamics, andthat its effects can be studied effectively with thenow available continuation tools.

Universal aspects and irreversibility of su-
perfluid vortex reconnections

Giorgio Krstulovic
krstulovic@oca.eu

G. Krstulovic, D. Proment and A. Villois

Vortex reconnections in fluids have been objectof study for long time in the context of both clas-sical and superfluid dynamics. Such reconnectionsare events characterised by a rearrangement in thetopology of the vorticity field. In superfluids, theyhave been observed experimentally and have beenthe subject of several theoretical studies over thelast years.In this talk I will present recent results on su-perfluid vortex reconnections based on numericalsimulations and analytical calculations within theframework of the Gross-Pitaevskii model. The aimis to highlight what are the universal aspects ofvortex reconnections. In particular, I will showthat about the reconnection event, vortex lines al-way approach and separate accordingly to the sametemporal scaling with numerical pre-factors thatdepend on the vortex configuration. Despite thetime reversibility of the model, we report clear evi-

dence that the dynamics of the reconnection pro-cess is time irreversible, as reconnecting vorticestend to separate faster than they approach.This time asymmetry is shown to be a con-sequence of the sound radiated during thereconnection process and can be analyticallyexplained by a simple theory.

Geometric-mechanical coupling of chemi-
cal waves

Karsten Kruse
karsten.kruse@unige.ch

Cell migration is driven by a network of filamen-tous actin polymers that interact through a largenumber of associated proteins. How this so-calledactin cytosekeleton is organised during migrationis in many cases still unknown. This holds, inparticular, for collective migration phenomena.Spontaneous actin polymerisation waves havebeen identified in a number of cells to providea means for cytoskeletal organisation in singlecells. When impinging on the cell boundary, thesewaves can deform the cell shape and thus providedirectional cues for the migrating cell. Here, westudy the coupling between actin waves in dif-ferent contacting cells. We find that by inducingshape changes in adjacent cells, actin polymerisa-tion waves can synchronise and lead to coherentmotion of groups of cells.

Adaptive Epidemic Network Dynamics
Christian Kuehn

ckuehn@ma.tum.de

L. Horstmeyer, H. Jardon-Kojakhmetov, C. Kuehn, A.
Pugliese, M. Sensi and S. Thurner

In this talk, I am going to provide a survey ofseveral results obtained together with severalcolleagues during the last ten years on adaptivenetwork models for epidemic dynamics with areflection on recent developments triggered bythe COVID-19 pandemic. The results includelocal bifurcations unfoldings, existence of periodicsolutions, early-warning signs for transitions, aswell as optimal balancing of quarantine and socialdistancing measures.
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Self-organized patterning on the soft
tubular structure

Pawan Kumar
pawandahiya4@gmail.com

P. Kumar, C. Hajdu, D. Horvath and A. Toth

Spatial gradients yield self-organized patterns insystems far from equilibrium. Here, we study theorganized structures when an acidic solution ofchitosan with various molecular weights is injectedinto a pool of sodium hydroxide solution. Thecompressive stress generates the surface insta-bilities on the boundary-aided tubules. Wrinklingand folding patterns are monitored by varying theflow rates and the container’s orientation. Thecharacteristic properties of the tubes supportthe physical features of the organized patterns.Furthermore, in the presence of metal salts,Liesegang-like micropatterning of precipitationshave been explored. The flow-driven conditionsprovide a simple framework for designing patternformations and control over the structures.

Widening the criteria for emergence of
Turing patterns: no need for differential
diffusivity and more

Maxim Kuznetsov
kuznetsovmb@mail.ru

In 1952 Alan Turing suggested that the key tomany events of formation of organs in living or-ganisms may be the instability of a spatially uni-form state in a system of chemicals, which dif-fuse throughout the tissue, interact with each otherand locally affect the behavior of cells. Nowadays,the widely-used concept for the emergence of sta-tionary Turing patterns in mathematical models isthe requirement that the considered model systemshould be composed of complementary sufficientlyslowly diffusing unstable subsystem and sufficientlyrapidly diffusing stable subsystem. According tothis concept, Turing patterns can arise in a signifi-cant range of kinetic parameters only if the mobil-ities of the variables differ significantly, which is aquite rigid restriction for biological systems. In thistalk an extension of the concept for emergence ofTuring patterns in multicomponent systems will beprovided. In particular, it will be shown, that un-der the presence of one immobile element, whichdoes not directly affect its own production, and un-der certain set of types of interactions between

this element andmobile elements, Turing structuresshould form spontaneously under any values ofmo-bilities of themobile elements and under any valuesof kinetic parameters of the system, at least if it isstable in the absence of diffusion. Such conditionsoffer a more complex, but much more robust mech-anism for the emergence of Turing patterns com-pared to the classical one.This work is supported by theMinistry of Scienceand Higher Education of the Russian Federation:agreement no. 075-03-2020-223/3 (FSSF-2020-0018).

Observation of sound emission and anni-
hilation in a quantum vortex collider

Woo Jin Kwon
kwon@lens.unifi.it

W.J. Kwon, G. Del Pace, K. Xhani, L. Galantucci, A. Muzi
Falconi, M. Inguscio, F. Scazza and G. Roati

Vortex dynamics lies at the heart of understand-ing quantum fluids. Dissipation of the energy ofquantized vortices constitutes a central conceptin describing quantum hydrodynamics, such assuperfluid turbulence and its decay. Typical quan-tum vortex dissipation mechanisms are frictionoccurring via interaction with normal componentsand phonon emissions due to vortex-sound inter-action. However, the scarcity of clean experimentaltools plays a part in limiting deep understandingof vortex-sound interaction. Here, we realizea deterministic, programmable quantum vortexcollider in atomic Fermi superfluids and directlyobserve sound-mediated dissipation and its ulti-mate form, i.e., vortex annihilation. We further findthat fermionic quasiparticles bounded in a vortexcore could take a significant role in vortex energydissipation, possibly signaling additional dissipationmechanism other than sound emission.

Dynamics of coupledKuramoto oscillators
with distributed delays

Yuliya Kyrychko
y.kyrychko@sussex.ac.uk

A. Ross, S.N. Kyrychko, K.B. Blyuss and Y.N. Kyrychko

In this talk I will discuss the effects of twodifferent types of delay-distributed coupling inthe system of two mutually coupled Kuramotooscillators, one where the delay distribution isconsidered inside the coupling function, and an-other where the distribution enters outside thecoupling function. In both cases, the existence
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and stability of phase-locked solutions will beanalysed for uniform and gamma distributionkernels. The results indicate that while havingdistribution inside the sine function only changesparameter regions where phase-locked solutionsexist, when the distribution is taken outside thesine function, it affects both the existence, as wellas stability properties of in- and anti-phase states.For both distribution types, various branches ofphase-locked solutions are computed, and regionsof their stability are identified for uniform, weakand strong gamma distributions [1].
References[1] A. Ross, S.N. Kyrychko, K.B. Blyuss and Y.N.Kyrychko, Dynamics of coupled Kuramoto oscilla-tors with distributed delays, under review (2021).

Instability windows of Chandrasekhar-
Friedman-Schutz instability

Joris Labarbe
joris.labarbe@northumbria.ac.uk

J. Labarbe and O.N. Kirillov

Rotating, self-gravitating mass of incompress-ible ideal fluid possesses an axially symmetricequilibrium configuration known as the Maclaurinspheroid. Fluid viscosity causes dissipation-induced instability of this equilibrium. Chan-drasekhar discovered that radiation reaction forcedue to emission of gravitational waves could leadto a radiative instability of the Maclaurin spheroids.In the presence of both viscosity and resistivity, theratio of these two dissipative forces plays a crucialrole, determining the instability window for theChandrasekhar-Friedman-Schutz (CFS) instability.The CFS instability is commonly accepted nowa-days as one of the main triggers of gravitationalradiation from single neutron stars that is the nextgoal for the existing (LIGO, Virgo) and planned(LISA) detectors of gravitational waves. Perturba-tion theory for eigenvalues in combination withnumerical methods was proposed for calculation ofinstability windows of the CFS instability alreadyin previous works. We are extending this approachto the multiple-parameter case by adopting estab-lished methodology to get better approximationsand to put the CFS to the general context of thedissipation-induced instability theory.

Master stability functions & pattern for-
mation: from networks to continua

Yi-Ming Lai
yi.lai1@nottingham.ac.uk

Large networks are becoming increasinglyprominent in many areas such as physics, appliedmathematics, and mathematical biology. The oftendata-driven analysis of such large networks canyield great insight but also pose new computationalchallenges. One way to sidestep this is to attemptto understand the behaviour of the continuum lim-its of such networks, both as generative models forlarge random graphs as well as standalone mathe-matical objects. Here, we combine recent work onone such limit - the graphon - with Master StabilityFunction analysis, a powerful tool for studyingthe stability of synchronous oscillatory or chaoticstates in coupled dynamical systems. In doing so,our network dynamical system is converted into anonlocal partial differential equation (PDE), wherethe connectivity matrix is replaced by an integraloperator with a graphon kernel. One importantexample application of this framework is that ityields a natural method to derive a neural fieldmodel from a network of neurons. Furthermore,we find that this method can also be applied moregenerally than graphon integral operators, suchas reaction-diffusion PDEs. Here the frameworkallows us to perform Turing pattern-like analysisaround a spatially homogeneous oscillatory state(instead of a steady state). The generality of themethod allows for straightforward construction ofextensions, e.g. anisotropic & fractional diffusion.

Effects of degree distributions in random
networks of type-I neurons

Carlo Laing
c.r.laing@massey.ac.nz

We consider large networks of theta neu-rons and use the Ott/Antonsen ansatz to derivedegree-based mean field equations governing theexpected dynamics of the networks. Assumingrandom connectivity we investigate the effectsof varying the widths of the in- and out-degreedistributions on the dynamics of excitatory orinhibitory synaptically coupled networks, andgap junction coupled networks. For synapticallycoupled networks, the dynamics are independent
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of the out-degree distribution. Broadening thein-degree distribution destroys oscillations ininhibitory networks and decreases the range ofbistability in excitatory networks. For gap junctioncoupled neurons, broadening the degree distri-bution varies the values of parameters at whichthere is an onset of collective oscillations. Many ofthe results are shown to also occur in networks ofmore realistic neurons.

Existence and uniqueness of solutions for
stochastic shallowwatermodels driven by
transport noise

Oana Lang
o.lang15@imperial.ac.uk

O. Lang and D. Crisan

In this talk I will describe the analytical propertiesof two stochastic rotating shallow water models.One of these models is derived using the LocationUncertainty approach (Mémin, 2014) and the otherone is derived using the Stochastic Advection byLie Transport method (Holm, 2015). Both systemsare designed for turbulent compressible fluids andare driven by transport noise. Our methodologyis based on approximating sequences of solu-tions with suitable convergence properties, andcan be extended tomore general systems of SPDEs.

Mean field limit of Ensemble Square Root
Filters

Theresa Lange
tlange@math.uni-bielefeld.de

T. Lange and W. Stannat

In many applications in the geosciences, oneis interested in determining the current state ofan unknown dynamical system given noisy obser-vations. This involves identifying the conditionaldistribution of the system conditioned on allobservations up until current time, and numericalexperiments showed that in various cases it suf-fices to know only the conditional meanm and theconditional covariance matrix Σ. Ensemble SquareRoot Filters form a class of algorithms inspired bythe Kalman Filter which approximate m and Σ byfirst and second empirical moment of a finite-sizeensemble, hence in order to investigate theirapproximation skills I will present recent results ontheir asymptotic behaviour as the ensemble sizeMincreases. This is joint work with Wilhelm Stannatin which both in discrete and continuous time,we identified limiting mean field processes on the

level of ensemble members, proved propagation ofchaos results and derived associated convergencerates in terms ofM .

Dynamics of a vortex lattice in a nonequi-
librium polariton superfluid

Alessandra Sabina Lanotte
alessandrasabina.lanotte@cnr.it

R. Panico, G. Macorini, L. Dominici, A. Gianfrate,
A. Fieramosca, M. De Giorgi, G. Gigli, D. Sanvitto,

A.S. Lanotte and D. Ballarini

If a quantum fluid is driven with enough angularmomentum, at equilibrium the ground state of thesystem is given by a lattice of quantised vorticeswhose density is prescribed by the quantizationof circulation. We report on the first experimen-tal study of the Feynman-Onsager relation in anon-equilibrium polariton fluid, free to expandand rotate. We imprint a lattice of vortices in thequantum fluid, and track the vortex core positions.We observe an accelerated stretching of the latticeand an outward bending of the linear trajectoriesof the vortices, due to the repulsive polaritoninteractions. We detect a small deviation from theFeynman-Onsager rule in terms of a transversevelocity component, due to the density gradient ofthe fluid envelope acting on the vortex lattice.

Chaotic dynamics in an optical lattice
Matheus Lazarotto

matheus.lazarotto@usp.br

M.J. Lazarotto, I.L. Caldas and Y. Elskens

Spatial diffusion of particles in periodic potentialmodels has provided a good framework for studieson the role of chaos in global properties of clas-sical systems in cases where ergodic-like motionoccurs without the application of random forces,occurring purely due to dynamical instabilities.Here a 2D ‘soft’ billiard, classically modeled froman optical lattice hamiltonian system, was used tostudy diffusion transitions taking place with thevariation of its main control parameters. Suddentransitions between normal and ballistic regimeswere found and characterized by inspection of thetopological changes undergoing in its phase-space.Few of these transitions correlate with changes inthe chaotic area, given the onset of island myriadsfor transitions where local maxima points inducefurther instabilities in the system and a slow-downof the dynamics.
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Evolving epileptic brain networks
Klaus Lehnertz

klaus.lehnertz@ukbonn.de

Epilepsy is one of the most common seriousneurological disorders, affecting approximately65 million people worldwide. Epileptic seizuresare the cardinal symptom of this multi-facetteddisease and are usually characterized by an overlysynchronized firing of neurons. Seizures cannot becontrolled by any available therapy in about 25%of individuals, and knowledge about mechanismsunderlying generation, spread, an termination ofthe extreme event ”seizure” in humans is still frag-mentary. Epilepsy is nowadays conceptualized asa network disease with functionally and/or struc-turally aberrant connections on virtually all spatialscales. All constituents of large-scale epilepticnetworks can contribute to the generation, main-tenance, spread, and termination of even focalseizures as well as to the many pathophysiologicphenomena seen during the seizure-free interval. Iwill provide a brief overview of the progress thathas been made in understanding the long-termdynamics of large-scale epileptic networks and willdiscuss recent investigations into network-basedmechanisms of seizure generation.

Searching for intermittent processes in
stochastic eye-gaze trajectories

Pedro Lencastre
pedro.lencastre.silva@gmail.com

P. Lencastre, A. Yazidi, P.G. Lind and S. Denysov

The interest in intermittent spatial processes isdriven by its ability to describe search strategiessuch as animal foraging and intracellular transport[1]. The criteria for the optimization of intermittentprocesses as a search strategy have been identi-fied and a remarkable correspondence betweenexperimental data and theoretical model has beenobserved [2]. To extract the parameters from anin situ recorded intermittent trajectory we shouldbe able to separate the different regimes thatcompose it, namely localized diffusive-like eventsand near-ballistic relocations [3]. This is not a trivialtask, taking into account that the two alternatingphases are not ‘ideal’ (e.g. ballistic relocations arenot straight lines and may have varying velocity).We present an overview of the currently usedalgorithms and address how to overcome some of

the present challenges to uncover the parameterscharacterizing an intermittent process. We focuson the specific case of eye-gaze trajectories.
References[1] Bénichou, O., et al., "Intermittent search strate-gies", Reviews of Modern Physics 83: 81 (2011).[2] Credidio, H.F., et al., "Statistical patterns ofvisual search for hidden objects." Scientific Reports
2.1: 1-6 (2012).[3] K. Lehnertz, L. Zabawa and M. Reza RahimiTabar. "Characterizing abrupt transitions instochastic dynamics." New Journal of Physics
20.11: 113043 (2018).

Parametrcially driven dissipative optical
solitons

François Leo
francois.leo@ulb.be

N. Englebert, F. De Lucia, P. Parra-Rivas, C. Mas Arabı, P.J.
Sazio, S.-P. Gorza and F. Leo

Dissipative solitons in Kerr cavities have beenattracting a lot of attention this past decade. Theyhave shown promise for many applications such asranging, computing, data transmission as well asmicrowave generation. In this talk, I will introduceparametrically driven Kerr solitons. I will showhow Kerr cavity solitons can be excited at twicetheir carrier frequency and discuss the advantagesof such parametric solitons over their externallydriven counterparts. In particular, I will discusshow their multiplicity extends the application poolof Kerr solitons to Ising machines and randomnumber generation.

Active glass & polycrystal: ergodicity
breaking dramatically affects response to
self-propulsion

Mathieu Leocmach
mathieu.leocmach@univ-lyon1.fr

N. Klongvessa, F. Ginot, Ch. Ybert, C. Cottin-Bizonne and
M. Leocmach

We study experimentally a sediment of self-propelled Brownian particles with densities rangingfrom dilute to ergodic supercooled to nonergodicglass, to nonergodic polycrystal. We observe a dra-matic slowdown of relaxation of nonergodic stateswhen particles become weakly self-propelled. Bycontrast, ergodic supercooled states always relaxfaster with self-propulsion. Our system is a mono-layer of micron-size gold-platinum Janus particles,which become active upon adding a solution of
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hydrogen peroxide due to self-phoretic propulsionmechanisms. We characterise the activity level inour system with an effective temperature definedfrom the density profile. Standard glassy physicsdescribes well the ergodic regime provided thereplacement of the ambient temperature by thiseffective temperature: higher temperature impliesfaster relaxation. However beyond the glasstransition, the relaxation of the nonergodic systemabruptly slows down at low but nonzero activity.As we increase further activity, the relaxationspeeds up until it exceeds the passive situation.This nonmonotonic behavior cannot be describedby a simple increase in temperature. The samenonmonotonic response is observed in polycrystal.To explain this phenomenon, we correlated par-ticle displacement orientation and calculated theaverage length of correlated domains. This lengthis inversely correlated with relaxation times, withsmall lengths corresponding to slow relaxation.This suggests that relaxation in sufficiently activenonergodic phase follows collective motion mech-anisms, while cooperative motion dominates atzero and low activities. We propose that directedmotion makes cage exploration less efficient andthus slows down cooperative relaxation withrespect to a passive glass. We finally weight thismodel agaist recent simulation results.

The Kuramoto model with higher-order
interactions: secondary instabilities and
collective chaos

Iván León
ivleon@ifca.unican.es

I. León and D. Pazó

In 1975, Kuramoto discovered a simple, ana-lytically tractable model describing the transitionfrom incoherence to collective synchronization.The Kuramoto model is the result of applyingphase reduction to an ensemble of heterogeneous,globally coupled Stuart-Landau oscillators, and it isvalid up to linear order in the coupling constant ε.Contrary to common wisdom, we show here thatthe next terms in the expansion, those of order
ε2, cannot be neglected. Complex collective statesemerge from the combined effect of two differenthigher-order (i.e. nonpairwise) phase interactionspresent in the model. A truncation in a momentsystem allows us exploring the thermodynamiclimit with Gaussian distributed natural frequencies.

Persistence of Heterodimensional Cycles
Dongchen Li

dongchen.li@foxmail.com

D. Li and D. Turaev

A heterodimensional cycle is an invariant set ofa dynamical system consisting of two hyperbolicperiodic orbits with different dimensions of theirunstable manifolds and a pair of orbits that connectthem. For systems which are at least C2, we showthat bifurcations of a coindex-1 heterodimensionalcycle within a generic 2-parameter family alwayscreate robust heterodimensional dynamics, i.e.,chain-transitive sets which contain coexistingorbits with different numbers of positive Lya-punov exponents and persist for an open set ofparameter values. In particular, we solve the so-called Cr-stabilization problem for the coindex-1heterodimensional cycles in any regularity class
r = 2, . . . ,∞, ω. The results are based on theobservation that arithmetic properties of moduliof topological conjugacy of systems with heterodi-mensional cycles determine the emergence ofBonatti-Díaz blenders.

Generalized constitutive relation for
nano-scale heat conduction

Xiantao Li
xiantao.li@psu.edu

W. Chu and X. Li

The heat conduction processes at the nan-mechanical scale often exhibit unusual behavior,including the size dependence of thermal conduc-tivity, heat pulse propagation, fluctuations, anddelay phenomena. We present a first-principlebased approach that leads from a many-particledescription to a nonlinear, stochastic constitutiverelation for the modeling of transient heat conduc-tion.

Utilizing transient dynamics: Controlling
spiral wave chaos by small perturbations

Thomas Lilienkamp
thomas.lilienkamp@ds.mpg.de

T. Lilienkamp and U. Parlitz

The dynamics during life threatening cardiacarrhythmias like ventricular fibrillation is governedby chaotic spiral/scroll wave dynamics. In ex-vivo
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experiments and numerical simulations, a phe-nomenon called self-termination can be observedfrequently, where the chaotic dynamics terminatesby itself without any interaction. We demonstratewhat implications this observation has on thestructure of the state space, and how this struc-ture can be exploited for an efficient control ofthe dynamics via small but finite perturbations(localized in space and time). Furthermore, wediscuss in general how an optimal configuration ofperturbations can be achieved, in order to controlthe dynamics and terminate the chaotic spiral wavedynamics.

Numerical continuation of pattern form-
ing fronts outside the homoclinic snaking
region

David Lloyd
d.lloyd@surrey.ac.uk

In this talk I will present numerical continu-ation results for pattern forming fronts in theplanar Swift-Hohenberg equation outside of thehomoclinic snaking region. The fronts can de-posit stripes or cellular hexagons in their wakein the bistable region. I then use these results toprovide a heuristic pattern selection criterion forpattern forming fully localised patches of hexagons.

Inferring excitatory and inhibitory connec-
tions in neuronal assemblies

Alessandro Loppini
a.loppini@unicampus.it

A. Loppini and S. Ghirga

Alterations of neuronal networks’ dynamicsand information flow are implicated in severalneurological disorders and brain pathologies, suchas Alzheimer’s disease, epilepsy, strokes, and tu-mors. In this context, reconstructing functional andeffective connectivities in neuronal assemblies rep-resents a useful approach to analyze informationprocessing and, in some cases, to infer structuralinteractions among cells. Indeed, investigatinghow network connectivities change in pathologicalconditions is crucial in understanding the impacton network structure and emergent dynamics.With these premises, functional and effectiveconnectivities represent a valuable biomarker ofbrain disorders. In this contribution, we discussthe use of a generalized transfer entropy measureto infer the effective connectivity in neuronal

networks, including both excitatory and inhibitoryconnections. Specifically, we model biophysicallyrealistic neuronal assemblies simulating both mem-brane voltage and calcium dynamics with differentground topologies. Further, we apply the transferentropy on the simulated signals to reconstruct thecorresponding effective networks, investigatingnetworks’ statistics in detail. We quantify dissimi-larities between structural and effective networks,analyzing the power of this generalized transferentropy to infer positive and negative connections.Finally, we discuss the application of the presentedapproach on experimental calcium imaging data.

Nonparametric learning of interaction ker-
nels in mean-field equations of interacting
particles

Fei Lu
feilu@math.jhu.edu

F. Lu and Q. Lang

Systems of self-interacting particles/agents arisein multiple disciplines, such as particle systemsin physics, flocking birds and swarming cells inbiology, and opinion dynamics in social science.We consider the learning of the distance-basedinteraction kernel between the particles/agentsfrom data consisting a trajectory of the popula-tion density. We present an efficient regressionalgorithm to estimate the interaction kernel, alongwith a systematic learning theory addressingidentifiability and convergence of the estimators.We demonstrate our algorithm on three typicalexamples: the opinion dynamics with a piecewiselinear kernel, the granular media model with aquadratic kernel, and the aggregation-diffusionwith a repulsive-attractive kernel.

Stability and synchronization properties of
delay coupled nano-lasers

Kathy Lüdge
luedge@physik.tu-berlin.de

A. Roos, S. Meinecke and K. Lüdge

Coupled nanophotonic semiconductor lasers area prototypical model for on-chip laser networks.Due to their small footprint and low power con-sumption they are promising light sources for awide range of nanophotonic applications such asneuromorphic computing or secure optical com-munication. One crucial precondition for a suc-cessful photonic implementation is the knowledgeabout the synchronization stability. Although a
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lot is known about the dynamics of delay-coupledmacroscopic lasers, the question about how thesmall size of nano-lasers and thus the small photonlifetime influences the stability under optical per-turbations is still actively investigated [1], especiallybecause the dynamic degree of freedom of the mi-croscopic polarization and thus the full MaxwellBloch equation system (class-C laser model), has tobe considered.We present an in-depth analysis of the dynamicsfor two non-identical class-C lasers with delayedcoupling. Interestingly, an intermediate value ofthe polarization lifetime T2 can be found where therelative stability is optimal despite the fact that, athigh pump currents, a second laser threshold tochaotic emission exists. Thus, coupled nano-lasersare more stable than macroscopic lasers and canbe tuned to show quite extensive locking ranges.The optimal T2-value depends on the photonlifetime within the cavity. We can predict thatnano-lasers show best synchronization propertiesfor the case where the photon lifetime is equal tothe polarization lifetime. For the case of strongoptical coupling we find that a ratio of two-thirdsbetween photon and polarization lifetime yieldsextensive parameter regions with stable and lockedoperation.
References[1] B. Lingnau, J. Turnwald, and K. Lüdge, Phil.Trans. R. Soc. A 377: 20180124 (2019).

Spectral analysis of topological finite rank
systems

Alejandro Maass
amaass@dim.uchile.cl

In this talk we will present recent resultsabout the characterisation of eigenvalues ofone-dimensional subshifts of finite topologicalrank. This class of systems is the natural onewhen one wants to extend results coming fromsubstitutions or linearly recurrent systems. Thisworld consider the study of new types of aperiodicone-dimensional quasicrystals arising from uni-formly bounded renormalisations.

The chaotic route to spiral wave control:
an optogenetics approach.

Rupamanjari Majumder
rupamanjari.majumder@ds.mpg.de

R. Majumder, V. Zykov and E. Bodenschatz

Fatal cardiac arrhythmias such as tachycardiaand fibrillation are associated with the occurrenceof spiral waves, the control of which is essentialfor the treatment of the disease. To date, the mosteffective means of controlling spiral waves in theheart have been high-voltage shock-based controlmethods. These rely on ensuring abrupt electricalsynchronisation of the heart tissue. However,due to the many negative side effects associatedwith these methods, low energy techniques arein great demand. Low-energy techniques bringabout termination of spiral waves by forcing themto drift towards non-excitable tissue boundarieswith which they collide and extinguish their phasesingularities. In particular, such drift can be in-duced by spatiotemporal modulation of domainexcitability in optogenetically modified cardiactissue. In this talk, I will demonstrate a low-energyoptogenetics-based approach to suppress spiralwaves by their controlled chaotisation and rapiddrift.

Nonlocality induces chains of nested lo-
calized structures in lasers

Mathias Marconi
mathias.marconi@inphyni.cnrs.fr

J. Javaloyes, M. Marconi and M. Giudici

In a dissipative environment, the interplaybetween local nonlinearities and differential op-erators is sufficient to initiate self-organizationand to generate an infinite variety of patterns.Among them, dissipative solitons (DSs) are ofparticular interest since they can be individuallyaddressed by a local perturbation. These statesare relevant for applications when implementedin optical resonators as light bits for informationprocessing. DSs may form bound states, also called“molecules”, via the overlap of their oscillating tails,which creates “covalent” bonds leading to stableequilibrium distances. In this contribution, wedisclose a different kind of molecule composed bychains of nested DSs, which are globally boundedyet locally independent, like an ensemble of inter-laced rings. We show that these molecules, whichchallenge the usual notion of local stability for DScompounds, can be obtained in the presence of apointwise nonlocality coupling a field to a distantpoint in space. In order to observe such newbound states, we have studied their realization inan optical time-delayed system (TDS). A single-transverse mode vertical-cavity surface-emittinglaser (VCSEL) is coupled to an external cavity thatselects one of the linearly polarized states of theVCSEL (Y, say) and feeds it back twice, once with atime delay τf , and once with a delay τr after being
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rotated into the orthogonal direction (X). When
τf is much larger than the laser time scales, thissystem may host vectorial DSs, which correspondto a full rotation of the polarization vector stateon the Poincaré sphere, mainly along its equatorialplane. The nonlocal coupling is induced here bythe additional delay τr , which leads to a nonlocalityrange d. We show that this optical TDS withnonlocal coupling can host molecules of covalentDS and also chains of nested DS.

Understanding the dynamics of biological
and neural oscillator networks through ex-
act mean-field reductions

Erik Andreas Martens
erik.martens@math.lth.se

C. Bick, M. Goodfellow, C. Laing and E. A. Martens

network cores including the visual and defaultmode networks. These findings are robust acrosshuman subjects (N=100) and are a fundamentalnetwork property within the wave picture. Therenormalized connectome comprises the particleview in the limit of infinite transmission speedsand opens the applicability of graph theory to awide range of novel network phenomena, includingphysiological and pathological brain rhythms.These two perspectives are orthogonal, but notincommensurable, when understood within thenovel here proposed generalized framework ofstructural connectivity.

Network reconstruction and prediction of
the transition to synchrony of coupled os-
cillators directly from data

Cristina Masoller
cristina.masoller@upc.edu

I. Leyva and C. Masoller

In this presentation I will discuss a data-drivenapproach for inferring the connectivity of anensemble of coupled oscillators, and for identifyingan early warning indicator of the synchronizationtransition. I will analyze synthetic data generatedby simulating networks of Kuramoto phase oscilla-tors, and empirical data recorded from Rossler-likechaotic electronic circuits. In both cases theoscillators are coupled in a sparse network that isunweighted, undirected, and has a random struc-ture. I will show that the lag times between pairsof oscillators are informative for reconstructing thenetwork (i.e., for classifying the links as existent ornonexistent). I will also show that the shift of the

distribution of lag times towards zero lag values asthe coupling strength increases is an early indicatorof the transition to synchrony, even when thistransition is explosive.I. Leyva and C. Masoller, “Inferring the connec-tivity of coupled oscillators and anticipating theirtransition to synchrony through lag-time analysis”,Chaos, Solitons and Fractals 133: 109604 (2020).

Diffusive and curvature effects on sym-
metric instability in stratified vortices

Manikandan Mathur
manims@ae.iitm.ac.in

M. Mathur and S. Singh

We present a local stability analysis of an ide-alized model of stratified vortices that appear ingeophysical settings. The base flow comprisesan axisymmetric vortex with background rotationand an out-of-plane stable stratification, and aradial stratification in thermal wind balance withthe out-of-plane momentum gradient. Solvingthe local stability equations along fluid particletrajectories in the base flow, the dependence ofshort-wavelength instabilities on Schmidt num-ber Sc is studied, in the presence of curvatureeffects. In the diffusion-free limit, the well-knownsymmetric instability is recovered. In the viscous,double-diffusive regime, instability characteristicsare shown to depend on three non-dimensionalparameters (including Sc), and two different insta-bilities are identified: 1. a monotonic instability(same as symmetric instability at Sc = 1), and 2. anoscillatory instability (absent at Sc = 1). Separatingthe base flow and perturbation characteristics, twoeach of base flow and perturbation parameters(apart from Sc) are identified, and the entire pa-rameter space is explored for the aforementionedinstabilities. In comparison to Sc = 1, monotonicand oscillatory instabilities are shown to signifi-cantly expand the instability region in the spaceof base flow parameters as Sc moves away fromunity. Neutral stability boundaries on the planeof Sc and a modified gradient Richardson numberare then identified for both these instabilities. Weconclude with a discussion of curvature effects,and the likelihood of monotonic and oscillatoryinstabilities in typical oceanic settings.
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Optimizing charge-balanced pulse stimu-
lation for desynchronization

Erik Mau
erikmau@uni-potsdam.de

E. T. K. Mau and M. Rosenblum

Deep brain stimulation (DBS) is a medical tech-nique to modify pathological rhythms observed inParkinson’s disease and other pathologies. On amodeling level, the goal of the stimulation is oftenconsidered as desynchronization of a neuronalpopulation. The current theoretical research aimsat developing minimally invasive and energy-savingprotocols by stimulating only at vulnerable phases.In this work, we take a step towards identifying theoptimal timing and shape of stimulation to pusha partially synchronized population of neuronstowards incoherence.To imitate neuronal synchrony, we exploit theKuramoto-like model with noisy phase oscillators.The latter are characterized by their natural fre-quency and phase response curve (PRC). Withinthis framework, we model the pathological rhythmby a partially synchronous state that is the equi-librium solution of the system. To meet clinicalprerequisites for DBS protocols, we model thestimulation by biphasic charge-balanced pulses.The mean-field phase determines the timing of apulse unambiguously. The change in entropy andmean-field amplitude is then measured dependingon the timing and shape of the stimulation.As a result, we derive an effective PRC for thepopulation that accounts for the weighting of thesingle oscillators’ PRCs and the system’s currentstate. The change in entropy in response to a shortfirst kick of the stimulus turns out to be propor-tional to the first derivative of the effective PRC.Since this response is almost entirely annihilatedby the stimulus’ charge-balancing second kick, thetotal effect of a biphasic pulse is determined bythe second derivative of the PRC. The theoreticalfindings are illustrated numerically in a model withtwo distinct asymmetrically weighted populationsof oscillators, each population having one charac-teristic natural frequency and PRC.

Canwe evaluate the fairness of a decision-
making algorithm based on its internal dy-
namics?

Carmen Mazijn
carmen.mazijn@vub.be

C. Mazijn, J. Danckaert and V. Ginis

AI systems are used in decision-making pro-cesses in all aspects of human life, from predictingchild mistreatment to granting a loan. Many ofthese algorithms are machine learning modelstrained on datasets containing features from in-dividuals. They learn a representation of realitythat will never be 100% accurate. Even a ‘goodrepresentation’ of the current reality can propagatehistorical discrimination based on legally protectedfeatures. These biases can be due to severalfactors, including human biases and data collectionmethods. To prevent biased algorithms, we needto understand where the bias originates and whatit means for an algorithm to take ‘fair decisions’.Although all elements of the development pipelinecontribute to the fairness of a decision, usually onlythe training data and the output of a model areconsidered. However, another essential elementof a model is how it takes its decisions. A modelcan have transparent training data and output butstill be a black box when its reasoning is opaque.In this work, we present a novel technique tointerrogate decision-making algorithms on howthey make decisions. Through inverse designand by exploiting the mathematical structure of aneural network, we examine the canonical input amodel expects to make a binary decision and whatthat tells us about the fairness of the model.

Gibbs posterior convergence and the ther-
modynamic formalism

Kevin Mcgoff
kmcgoff1@uncc.edu

K. McGoff, S. Mukherjee, and A.B. Nobel

In this paper we consider the posterior consis-tency of Bayesian inference procedures when thefamily of models consists of appropriate stochasticprocesses. Specifically, we suppose that oneobserves an unknown ergodic process and onehas access to a family of models consisting ofdependent processes arising from dynamical sys-tems. In this context, we consider Gibbs posteriorinference, which is a loss-based generalization ofstandard Bayesian inference. Our main results
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characterize the asymptotic behavior of the Gibbsposterior distributions on the space of models.Furthermore, we show that in the case of properlyspecified models our convergence results may beused to establish posterior consistency. Our modelprocesses are defined via the thermodynamicformalism for dynamical systems, and they allowfor a large degree of dependence, including bothMarkov chains of unbounded orders and processesthat are not Markov of any order. This work estab-lishes close connections between Gibbs posteriorinference and the thermodynamic formalism fordynamical systems, which we hope will lead tonew questions and results in both non-parametricBayesian analysis and the thermodynamic formal-ism.

Emerging criticality in heteroclinic dynam-
ics

Hildegard Meyer-Ortmanns
h.ortmanns@jacobs-university.de

M. Voit and H. Meyer-Ortmanns

Typical features of criticality are a proliferationof the dynamical repertoire, critical slowing downof the dynamics and a high sensitivity to perturba-tions in the vicinity of a critical parameter value.Such features support the storage, transformationand processing of information, in particular inapplications to brain dynamics. A suitable frame-work to describe the transient dynamics in thebrain is heteroclinic dynamics, in particular it maybe applied to cognitive processes of the neuralsystem. We consider various heteroclinic networksand zoom into the dynamics that emerges right atsome bifurcation points. The observed features ofcriticality at these points and in their immediatevicinity qualify them as candidates for workingpoints in systems which store and transfer informa-tion. As a novel feature we observe the emergenceof a heteroclinic cycle between three manifoldsthat are densely covered by periodic orbits. Whichperiodic orbits are selected sensitively depends onthe initial conditions due to hidden conservationlaws. From a more general perspective, our resultsadd to the observation that emergent features mayarise at borderlines. Here, the borderlines separatedifferent dynamical regimes in heteroclinic dynam-ics.
ReferencesM. Voit and H. Meyer-Ortmanns, Phys. Rev. Res.
2: 043097 (2020).

General Nonlinear Impurity in a Photonic
Array: Green Function Approach

Mario Molina
mmolina@uchile.cl

Introduction A common method for dealingwith impurity problems is to make an educatedguess about the impurity profile. This procedureusually works fine with linear impurities, but whennonlinearities enter the picture, it is no longercertain that this method will work in all cases.One elegant method for dealing with impurityproblems is the technique of lattice Green func-tions. Even though this formalism was originallyderived for linear problems, we show that it canalso be extended to simple nonlinear problems. Inthis work, we consider a single general nonlinearoptical impurity waveguide inside the bulk and atthe surface of a one-dimensional linear waveguidearray. By using an extension of the usual formalismof lattice Green functions, we compute in closedform the energy of the localized mode and itsspatial optical power profile. We further specializeto the case of a saturable impurity and computethe transmission coefficient of plane waves acrossthe saturable impurity guide. Results When theimpurity guide is placed at the array bulk thereis a bound state for any nonlinearity strengthwhile for the surface case there is a minimumstrength required. The transmission across the bulkimpurity shows no resonances and it resembles alinear transmission. The self-trapping at the initialsite shows no transition for the bulk case, butthere is minimum nonlinearity strength to effectself-trapping for the surface impurity. Finally, thelong-time propagation of optical power shows aballistic behavior, with a speed that decreases withan increase in nonlinearity. All in all, the behaviorof this saturable impurity is reminiscent of thecase of a linear impurity, due to the fact that itseffective nonlinearity is always smaller than thecorresponding linear counterpart.

Glassy phase in dynamically balanced net-
works

Gianluigi Mongillo
gianluigi.mongillo@gmail.com

G. Mongillo and K. Berlemont

We study the dynamics of inhibitory balancednetworks at varying (i) the level of symmetry in the
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synaptic connectivity; and (ii) the variance of thesynaptic efficacies (synaptic gain). We find threeregimes of activity. For suitably low synaptic gain,regardless of the level of symmetry, there existsa unique stable fixed point. Using a cavity-likeapproach, we develop a quantitative theory thatdescribes the statistics of the activity in this uniquefixed point, and the conditions for its stability.Increasing the synaptic gain, the unique fixed pointdestabilizes, and the network exhibits chaoticactivity for zero or negative levels of symmetry(i.e., random or antisymmetric). Instead, for positivelevels of symmetry, there is multi-stability among alarge number of marginally stable fixed points. Inthis regime, ergodicity is broken and the networkexhibits non-exponential relaxational dynamics.We discuss the potential relevance of such a“glassy” phase to explain some features of corticalactivity.

Effect of the free surface on the stability
and energy harvesting efficiency of a ten-
sioned membrane in a uniform current.

Jerome Mougel
jerome.mougel@imft.fr

N. Achour, J. Mougel and D. Fabre

Flexible structures have recently been consid-ered as alternative ways to extract energy fromocean waves (Alam 2012, Desmars et al 2018)or tidal currents (Trasch et al 2018), with theobjective to find devices with complementaryworking characteristics compared to non-flexibleenergy harvesters. We investigate the dynamicsof a finite length tensioned membrane with alocalized linear damper to mimic energy extraction,which is placed in a uniform current parallel to afree surface. Such configuration resembles theso called Nemtsov’s membrane (Nemtsov 1985),recently studied in details and generalized to finitedepth cases by Labarbe & Kirillov (2020, 2021),or to the infinite flag configuration close to a freesurface studied recently by Mougel & Michelin(2020). The above studies reveal the importanceof the free surface on the stability of the system,due to interactions between surface waves andstructural waves when a current is present. In thepresent study, focus is placed on both forcing byincident waves (as already reported by Achour etal 2020 for weak currents) and stability analysisin order to investigate the role of the current onwave energy extraction by a flexible membrane,and shed additional light on the possible instabilitymechanism. In this objective, a linear potential flowmodel coupled to a tensioned beam is considered,

and numerical results computed with the finite el-ements code FreeFEM++ (Hecht 2012) interfacedby StabFEM solver (Fabre et al 2019) are presentedfor a large range of physical parameters coveringboth subcritical and supercritical regimes.

Dissipation in the standard nontwist map:
the route to chaos and the coexistence of
attractors

Michele Mugnaine
mmugnaine@gmail.com

M. Mugnaine, A. M. Batista, I. L. Caldas, J. D. Szezech Jr., R.
E. de Carvalho and R. L. Viana

The standard nontwist map (SNM) is a twodimensional area-preserving map, where the twistcondition is violated locally, and it is used to de-scribe the dynamical behavior of nontwist systemsin general. The SNM exhibits an invariant torus,known as the shearless curve, twin island chainscenario and separatrix reconnection in the phasespace, particular features for non-monotonic sys-tems. The inclusion of dissipation in the nontwistmap turns the shearless curve into an attractor, arobust shearless attractor that can survive undergeneric perturbations and different intensities ofdissipation. In our survey, we study the DissipativeStandard Nontwist Map (DSNM), a dissipativeversion of the SNM, formed by the inclusion of adissipation in the conservative map. By numericalsimulations, we observe the transition to chaoson the shearless attractor by the Curry-Yorkeroute, a well established route for twist systems,where the quasi-regular attractor on the toruspasses through a banded chaotic attractor andthen become chaotic on the torus, as a controlparameter of the system varies. We also observethe coexistence of different attractors in the phasespace, implying multistability on the system. Weanalyze the different coexistence scenarios by thebasin entropy portrait, where the basin entropy andthe boundary basin entropy inform us about theinteractions of basins of attraction from differentattractors in the phase space.

Active turbulence, a Lévy walk away from
inertial

Siddhartha Mukherjee
siddhartha19@gmail.com

Siddhartha Mukherjee, Rahul K. Singh, Martin James and
Samriddhi Sankar Ray

Dense active suspensions, like bacterial swarms,
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display states of complex self-organization likeactive turbulence – flows that are vortical, chaoticand multi-scale, hence reminiscent of inertialturbulence. However, some experiments sug-gest that microorganisms in active suspensionscan manifest specialized movement patternslike Lévy walks leading to anomalous diffusion,which facilitates efficient foraging and survival.Detecting this essential biological behaviour hasso far remained theoretically elusive. Using ageneralized hydrodynamic model of “active fluids",we show how anomalous super-diffusive andassociated Lévy walks masquerade as a crossoverfrom ballistic to diffusive scaling in measurementsof mean-squared-displacements. We trace theorigins of this anomalous behaviour novel oscil-latory “streaks” in the bacterial flow, which hasno analogue in high Reynolds number turbulence.Thus, while laying the theoretical framework forhow activity drives living systems to defy boundson inanimate matter, our work allows us to under-line the essential differences between active andinertial turbulence.

Semiclassical calculation of spectral corre-
lation functions for chaotic systems

Sebastian Müller
sebastian.muller@bristol.ac.uk

S. Müller and M. Novaes

We present a semiclassical approach to n-pointspectral correlation functions of quantum systemswhose classical dynamics is chaotic, for arbitraryn. The basic ingredients are sets of periodic orbitsthat have nearly the same action and thereforeprovide constructive interference. We calculateexplicitly the first correlation functions, to leadingorders in their energy arguments, for both systemswith and without time reversal invariance. Theresults agree with corresponding predictions fromrandom matrix theory, thereby giving solid supportto the conjecture of universality. For systemswithout time-reversal invariance we then extendthis result to all orders in perturbation theory forthe non-oscillatory parts of all correlation func-tions, showing that the off-diagonal contributionsto these correlation functions cancel and theconjectured universality holds. The innovation thatallows the latter calculation to be performed is theintroduction of an auxiliary matrix model which isgoverned by the same diagrammatic rules as thesemiclassical approach and which can be solvedexactly.

Laminar Chaos in Experiments: Nonlinear
Systems with Time-Varying Delays and
Noise

David Müller-Bender
david.mueller-bender@physik.tu-chemnitz.de

D. Müller-Bender, A. Otto, G. Radons, J. D. Hart and R. Roy

Due to environmental fluctuations that influencedelay generating processes such as transport pro-cesses, delays in nature are typically not constant,rather time-varying. In [1] it is demonstrated thatthere are two types of periodically time-varying de-lays. Systems with a so-called conservative delayexhibit qualitatively the same dynamics as systemswith constant delay. In contrast, the dynamics ofsystemswith dissipative delay differs from constantdelay dynamics, which leads, for instance, to a dif-ferent scaling behavior in the Lyapunov spectrum.As a consequence of this dichotomy, a new typeof chaos called Laminar Chaos was discovered insystems with dissipative time-varying delay [2]. Itis characterized by nearly constant laminar phaseswith periodic duration, where the intensity of thelaminar phases varies chaotically from phase tophase. In contrast to the typically high-dimensionalTurbulent Chaos, which is observed in systemswith conservative (including constant) delay, Lam-inar Chaos is low-dimensional.In this talk and in our recent publications [3,4],we demonstrate experimentally and theoreticallythat Laminar Chaos is a robust phenomenon, whichsurvives noise that is inherent to every experi-ment. Therefore, we provide the first experimentalobservation of Laminar Chaos by studying anoptoelectronic feedback loop with time-varyingdelay. We elaborate the robust features of LaminarChaos and provide a time-series analysis toolboxfor their detection. The toolbox is benchmarked byexperimental data and by time-series of a nonlineardelayed Langevin equation with time-varying delay.
References[1] A. Otto, D. Müller, and G. Radons, Phys. Rev.Lett. 118: 044104 (2017).[2] D. Müller, A. Otto, and G. Radons, Phys. Rev.Lett. 120: 084102 (2018).[3] J. D. Hart, R. Roy, D. Müller-Bender, A. Otto,and G. Radons, Phys. Rev. Lett. 123: 154101(2019).[4] D. Müller-Bender, A. Otto, G. Radons, J.D. Hart,and R. Roy, Phys. Rev. E 101: 032213 (2020).
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Globally Resonant Homoclinic Tangencies
Sishu Shankar Muni
s.muni@massey.ac.nz

S. S. Muni, R. I. McLachlan and D. J. W. Simpson

The attractors of a dynamical system govern itstypical long time behavior. The presence of manyattractors is an exotic phenomenon and occurs indiverse applications. Periodic orbit is one such ex-ample of an attractor. Since 1970 researchers haveshown that there exists a sequence of single-roundperiodic solutions near the homoclinic tangency,but generically all of them are unstable. In this talk,I will discuss about a special homoclinic tangencyknown as “globally resonant homoclinic tangen-cies" that allows us to have infinitely many stablesingle-round periodic solutions. It is found thatthe phenomenon of infinite coexistence of stablesingle-round periodic solutions is codimension-three in the orientation-reversing case while it iscodimension-four in the orientation-preservingcase. I will then illustrate this phenomenon bygiving a minimal example.

Matter-wave turbulence in a quantum gas
Nir Navon

nir.navon@yale.edu

The recent production of homogeneous Bosegases [1] has opened exciting possibilities to studyfar-from-equilibrium many-body dynamics in cleanuniform quantum fluids. In this talk, I will presentour study of the emergence of a turbulent cascadein a homogeneous Bose fluid forced out of equi-librium on a large scale using a spatially-uniformforce [2]. In contrast to classical fluids where thedissipation scale is set by the viscosity of the fluid,the turbulent cascade of our quantum gas endswhen the particles kinetic energy exceeds thelaser-trap depth. This simple mechanism allowsus to effectively tune the dissipation scale whereparticles (and energy) are lost. Using this new knob,we directly measure turbulent fluxes and observein real time the propagation of the cascade frontin momentum space [3]. Once the cascade fronthas reached the dissipation scale, a scale-invariantsteady state is established over the entire inertialrange.
References[1] A.L. Gaunt et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 110: 200406(2013).[2] N. Navon et al., Nature 539: 72 (2016).

[3] N. Navon et al., Science 366: 382 (2019)

Fast linear response algorithm for differ-
entiating stationary measures of chaos

Angxiu Ni
niangxiu@math.berkeley.edu

We devise a new algorithm, called the fast lin-ear response algorithm, for accurately differentiat-ing SRBmeasures with respect to some parametersof the dynamical system, where SRB measures arefractal limiting stationary measures of chaotic sys-tems.The core of our algorithm is the first numeri-cal treatment of the unstable divergence, a cen-tral object in the linear response theory for frac-tal attractors. We derive the first computable ex-pansion formula of the unstable divergence, whereall terms are functions rather than distributions.Then we give a ‘fast’ characterization of the expan-sion by renormalized second-order tangent equa-tions, whose second derivative is taken in a mod-ified shadowing direction, computed by the non-intrusive shadowing algorithm.The new characterization makes the algorithmefficient and robust: its main cost is solving u, theunstable dimension, many first-order and second-order tangent equations, and it does not computeoblique projections. Moreover, the algorithmworks for chaos on Riemannian manifolds with any
u; its convergence to the true derivative is provedfor uniform hyperbolic systems. The algorithmis illustrated on an example which is difficult forprevious methods. The procedure list is easy tounderstand and implement.

Single-cell modeling of Caenorhabditis el-
egans neurons: from sensory to motor
neurons

Martina Nicoletti
m.nicoletti@unicampus.it

TBA
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Synchronization of low Reynolds number
plane Couette turbulence

Marios-Andreas Nikolaidis
mnikolaidis@phys.uoa.gr

M.-A. Nikolaidis and P.J. Ioannou

We demonstrate that a separation of the ve-locity field in large and small scales according toa streamwise Fourier decomposition identifiessubspaces with stable Lyapunov exponents andallows the dynamics to exhibit properties of aninertial manifold, such as the synchronization ofthe small scales in simulations sharing the samelarge scales or equivalently the decay of all smallscale flow states to the state uniquely determinedfrom the large scale flow. This behaviour occursfor deviations with streamwise wavelength smallerthan 130 wall units, which was shown in earlierstudies to correspond to the streamwise spectralpeak of the cross-flow velocity components of thetop Lyapunov vector of the turbulent flow.

R-tipping and saddle-node bifurcation for
quadratic nonautonomous ODEs

Carmen Núñez
carmen.nunez@uva.es

I.P. Longo, C. Núñez, R. Obaya, M. Rasmussen

An in-depth analysis of nonautonomous bifur-cations of saddle-node type for scalar differentialequations x′ = −x2 +q(t)x+p(t), where q : R→ Rand p : R → R are bounded and uniformly con-tinuous, is fundamental to explain the absence oroccurrence of rate-induced tipping for the differ-ential equation y′ = (y − (2/π) arctan(ct))2 + p(t)as the rate c varies on [0,∞). A classical attractor-repeller pair, whose existence for c = 0 is assumed,may persist for any c > 0, or disappear for a certaincritical rate c = c0, giving rise to rate-inducedtipping. A suitable example demonstrates that thistipping phenomenon may be reversible.

Rate-Induced Tipping of the Compost
Bomb: Sizzling Summers, Metastable
Zombie Fires and Heteroclinic Canards

Eoin O’Sullivan
114490752@umail.ucc.ie

E. O’Sullivan, K. Mulchrone and S. Wieczorek

Once ignited, peatland fires may smolder for

months spewing out smoke, toxic fumes, and car-bon dioxide. This phenomenon occurs across a di-versity of regions such as Indonesia, Canada, Aus-tralia, and Siberia. With fire frequency expected toincrease under climate change, the carbon releasedwould be significant for the global climate–carboncycle. Heat produced by microbial respiration isthought to be a key contributor, and this is the ba-sis of the ‘Compost-Bomb’ instability, a theorizedrunaway heating of peat soils when atmospherictemperature rises faster than some critical rate, firstproposed in [Luke & Cox, European Journal of SoilScience (2011), 62.1] and analysed in [Wieczoreket al, Proceedings of the Royal Society A (2011),467.2129].Here, the original soil carbon-temperature modelof Luke & Cox is augmented with a non-monotonicmicrobial respiration function, for a more real-istic process representation. This gives rise toa meta-stable state, reproducing the results of[Khvorostyanov et al, Tellus (2008), 60B] where acomplex PDE model is used. Two non-autonomousclimate forcings are examined: (i) a rise in meanair temperature over decades (ii) a short-livedextreme weather event, with the rate-inducedcompost bomb observed in each. Using techniquesof compactification, singular perturbation and rate-induced tipping, we reduce the compost-bombproblem to one of heteroclinic orbits, uncoveringthe tipping mechanism for each climate changescenario.

Local bifurcation structure of a bouncing
ball system with a piecewise polynomial
function for table displacement

Yudai Okishio
aeda1789@chiba-u.jp

Y. Okishio, H. Ito and H. Kitahata

The system in which a small rigid ball is bouncingrepeatedly on a heavy flat table vibrating vertically,so-called the bouncing ball system, has been widelystudied. Under the assumption that the table isvibrating with a piecewise polynomial function oftime, the bifurcation diagram changes qualitativelydepending on the order of the polynomial function.We elucidate the mechanism of the differencein the bifurcation diagrams by focusing on thetwo-period solution. In addition, we derive theapproximate curve of the branch close to theperiod-doubling bifurcation point in the case of thepiecewise cubic function of time for the table vi-bration. We also performed numerical calculation,and we demonstrate that the approximations wellreproduce the numerical results.
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ReferencesOkishio, Yudai, Hiroaki Ito, and Hiroyuki Kitahata."Local bifurcation structure of a bouncing ballsystem with a piecewise polynomial function fortable displacement." Chaos: An InterdisciplinaryJournal of Nonlinear Science 30.8: 083128 (2020).

Patient-specific network connectivity
combined with a next generation neural
mass model to test clinical hypothesis of
seizure propagation

Simona Olmi
simona.olmi@fi.isc.cnr.it

M. Gerster, H. Taher, A. Škoch, J. Hlinka, M. Guye, F.
Bartolomei, V. Jirsa, A. Zakharova and S. Olmi

Dynamics underlying epileptic seizures spanmultiple scales in space and time, therefore, under-standing seizure mechanisms requires identifyingthe relations between seizure components withinand across these scales, together with the analysisof their dynamical repertoire. In this view, math-ematical models have been developed, rangingfrom single neuron to neural population. In thisstudy we consider a neural mass model able toexactly reproduce the dynamics of heterogeneousspiking neural networks. We combine the math-ematical modelling with structural informationfrom non-invasive brain imaging, thus buildinglarge-scale brain network models to explore emer-gent dynamics and test clinical hypothesis. Weprovide a comprehensive study on the effect ofexternal drives on neuronal networks exhibitingmultistability, in order to investigate the role playedby the neuroanatomical connectivity matrices inshaping the emergent dynamics. In particular wesystematically investigate the conditions underwhich the network displays a transition from a lowactivity regime to a high activity state, which weidentify with a seizure-like event. This approachallows us to study the biophysical parameters andvariables leading to multiple recruitment events atthe network level. We further exploit topologicalnetwork measures in order to explain the differ-ences and the analogies among the subjects andtheir brain regions, in showing recruitment eventsat different parameter values. We demonstrate,along the example of diffusion-weighted magneticresonance imaging connectomes of 20 healthysubjects and 15 epileptic patients, that individualvariations in structural connectivity, when linkedwith mathematical dynamic models, have thecapacity to explain changes in spatiotemporalorganization of brain dynamics, as observed innetwork-based brain disorders.

Moving bumps in theta neuron networks
Oleh Omel’Chenko

omelchenko@uni-potsdam.de

C. R. Laing and O. Omel’chenko

We consider large networks of theta neuronson a ring, synaptically coupled with an asymmetrickernel. Such networks support stable "bumps"of activity, moving with a constant speed if thecoupling kernel is asymmetric. We investigate theeffects of the kernel asymmetry on the existence,stability and speed of these moving bumps usingcontinuum equations formally describing infinitenetworks. Depending on the level of heterogeneitywithin the network we find complex sequences ofbifurcations as the amount of asymmetry is varied,in strong contrast to the behaviour of a classicalneural field model.

Minimum time control and bifurcations
around nilpotent equilibrium

Michael Orieux
morieux@sissa.it

M. Orieux, J.B. Caillau and R. Roussarie

When one is interested in the singularities ofminimum time control affine problems, necessaryconditions for optimality boils down to the studyof an Hamiltonian system with singularities. Afterregularisation, generic systems can be interpretedas a dynamical system with parameter admittinga bifurcation around a nilpotent equilibrium. Westudy this phenomena and conclude towards theregularity of optimal solutions.

Spike propagation in a nanolaser-based
optoelectronic neuron

Ignacio Ortega Piwonka
ignacio.ortega.piwonka@gmail.com

I. Ortega Piwonka, O. Piro, J. Javaloyes and B. Romeira

With the recent growth of Artificial Intelligenceand Neural Networks systems, alternatives to theCMOS architecture are in development to runthese algorithms efficiently in terms of speed,size and power consumption. In this study, aneuromorphic, optoelectronic device consisting ofa resonant tunneling diode (RTD) and a nanolaserdiode (LD) is demonstrated as an excitable pulsegenerator. The response pulse is characterized
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in terms of its width, amplitude, response delay,distortion and jitter times. Finally, two RTD-LDunits are integrated via a photodetector and theirfeasibility to produce and propagate optical pulsesis studied.

Multiobjective optimization of metabolic
control systems

Diego A. Oyarzún
d.oyarzun@ed.ac.uk

B.K. Verma, A.A. Mannan, F. Zhang and D.A. Oyarzún

Progress in genetic engineering now allows theconstruction of molecular circuits inside livingcells. In this talk I will present our recent workon the optimisation of molecular circuits designedfor production of chemicals in the food, pharmaand energy sectors. We employ Pareto optimalityto quantify the design tradeoffs between costsand benefits of production, as well as the systemsensitivity to perturbations relevant in applications.Starting from two-timescale nonlinear dynamicalmodel, we solve cost-benefit optimisation prob-lems for a range of systems built in the wetlab sofar. The results reveal relations between parameterfine-tuning and the resulting close-loop perfor-mance, thus providing guidelines for the design ofsuch systems in practice.

In silico–in vitro approach to study and
control cardiac arrhythmias

Alexander Panfilov
alexander.panfilov@ugent.be

Sudden cardiac death as a result of cardiacarrhythmias is the leading cause of death in theindustrialized countries. Although cardiac arrhyth-mias has been studied well over a century, theirunderlying mechanisms remain largely unknown.One of the main problems is that cardiac arrhyth-mias occur at the level of the whole organ only,while in most of the cases only single cell experi-ments can be performed. Due to these limitationsalternative approaches, such as multiscale biophys-ical modelling of the heart, are currently of greatinterest. Such methodology is extremely valuable ifit combined with experimental and clinical method-ology. In my talk I will present results of researchwhich combine usage of modelling and modernexperimental techniques. In particular, I will reporton studies in which properties of cardiac tissuewere manipulated using optogenetics and show

how this technology can be used to study basicproperties of cardiac propagation and to controlcardiac arrhythmias using Attract-Anchor-Dragmethod [1]. I will also report on new data drivenmethods to identify sources of cardiac arrhythmiasfrom clinical mapping data using a novel methodol-ogy of DG-mapping developed in our group [2].
References[1] Majumder, R., Feola, I., Teplenin, A.S., de Vries,A.A., Panfilov, A., Pijnappels, D. A. ”Optogeneticsenables real-time spatiotemporal control over spi-ral wave dynamics in an excitable cardiac system.”,ELIFE 7: e41076 (2018).[2] Vandersickel N, Van Nieuwenhuyse E, VanCleemput N, Goedgebeur J, El Haddad M, De NeveJ, Demolder A, Strisciuglio T, Duytschaever M,Panfilov A.V. "Directed networks as a novel way todescribe and analyze cardiac excitation: DirectedGraph mapping", Front. Physiol. 10:1138 (2019).

High-Order Accuracy Computation of
Coupling Functions for Strongly Coupled
Oscillators

Youngmin Park
ypark@brandeis.edu

Y. Park and D. Wilson

We develop a general framework for identifyingphase reduced equations for finite populations ofcoupled oscillators that is valid far beyond the weakcoupling approximation. This strategy representsa general extension of the theory from [Wilsonand Ermentrout, Phys. Rev. Lett 123, 164101(2019)] and yields coupling functions that are validto arbitrary orders of accuracy in the couplingstrength. These coupling functions can be usedunderstand the limiting behavior of potentiallyhigh-dimensional, nonlinear coupled oscillators interms of their phase differences. The proposedformulation accurately replicates nonlinear bi-furcations that emerge as the coupling strengthincreases and is valid in regimes well beyond thosethat can be considered using classic weak couplingassumptions. We demonstrate the performanceof our approach through two examples. First, weuse the analytically tractable complex Ginzburg-Landau (CGL) model and demonstrate that ourtheory accurately predicts bifurcations far beyondthe range of existing coupling theory. Second,we use a realistic conductance-based model of athalamic neuron and show that our theory cor-rectly predicts asymptotic phase differences fornon-weak coupling strengths. In both examples,our theory accurately captures model behaviorsthat existing theories cannot.
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Chaotic transients and dynamical re-
sponse of coupled oscillators

Ulrich Parlitz
ulrich.parlitz@ds.mpg.de

U. Parlitz and T. Lilienkamp

We will present examples of transient chimerastates in networks of coupled oscillators anddemonstrate their susceptibility against smallbut finite local perturbations at the boundarybetween coherent and incoherent dynamics [1].Furthermore, wewill discuss aspects of informationprocessing using driven dynamical networks.
References[1] T. Lilienkamp and U. Parlitz, Susceptibility oftransient chimera states. Physical Review E 102:032219 (2020).

Dynamics of the processing of orientation
precision in the primary visual cortex

Laurent Perrinet
laurent.perrinet@univ-amu.fr

H.J. Ladret, N. Cortes, L. Ikan, F. Chavane, C. Casanova and
L.U. Perrinet

The primary visual cortex (V1) processes com-plex mixtures of orientations to build neuralrepresentations of our visual environment. It re-mains unclear how V1 adapts to the highly volatiledistributions of orientations found in natural im-ages. We used naturalistic stimuli and measuredthe response of V1 neurons to orientation dis-tributions of varying bandwidth. Although broaddistributions decreased single neuron tuning, aneurally plausible decoder could robustly retrievethe orientations of stimuli from the population ac-tivity at all bandwidths. This decoder demonstratesthat V1 population co-encodes orientation and itsprecision, which enhances population decodingperformances. This internal representation ismediated by temporally distinct neural dynamicsand supports a precision-weighted description ofneuronal message passing in the visual cortex.

Evolution of Scroll Ring inMyocardialWall
Arkady Pertsov

pertsova@upstate.edu

V.N. Biktashev and H. Dierckx

Scroll waves are implicated in the most dan-

gerous cardiac arrhythmia known as ventricularfibrillation, the main cause of sudden cardiac death.Scroll waves are organized around phase singularitylines, filaments. The filaments are local breaks ofthe excitation fronts. The fronts are thin comparedto ventricular wall and can be viewed as a 2D sur-face. Consequently, local breaks of the front can beviewed as holes in this surface, which give rise tofilaments with close loop topology (rings). One ofthe key parameters controlling filament dynamics isfilament tension which can be positive or negativedepending on tissue excitability. In excitable mediawith spatially uniform parameters, the positivetension makes rings collapse, healing the frontbreaks, and terminating the scroll wave activity. Itwould be reasonable to assume in the normal heartthe tension should be positive, which would makethe scroll wave formation more difficult and thusprotect the heart from arrhythmias. However, theheart wall has a significant inherent non-uniformity,which could affect the filament dynamics and thecourse of arrhythmia. Such non-uniformity isso-called twisted anisotropy, resulting from largedifferences in fiber orientation across the thicknessof the myocardial wall. Mathematically it can bedescribed by spatial gradients of the diffusivitytensor in the reaction-diffusion equations govern-ing propagation of the action potential in the heart.Here we explore computationally and analyticallythe dynamics of ring-shaped filaments in thepresence of twisted anisotropy. We demonstratethat the gradients of diffusion tensor componentscause major deformation of the ring and change itsdynamics. In case of positive tension, we demon-strate the for a broad range of initial conditions thefilament does not collapse but forms quasi-stableintramural L-shaped filaments. The results arediscussed in the context of filament dynamics intransillumination tissue experiments.

Spatio-temporal structure of the connec-
tome organizes the large scale brain activ-
ity

Spase Petkoski
spase.petkoski@univ-amu.fr

Networks in neuroscience determine how brainfunction unfolds. Perturbations of the network leadto psychiatric disorders and brain disease. Brainnetworks are characterized by their connectomes,which comprise the totality of all connections, andare commonly described by graph theory. Thisapproach is deeply rooted in a particle view ofinformation processing, based on the quantifi-cation of informational bits such as firing rates.
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Oscillations and brain rhythms demand, however, awave perspective of information processing basedon synchronization. We extend traditional graphtheory to a dual particle-wave-perspective, inte-grate time delays due to finite transmission speedsand derive a renormalization of the connectome.When applied to the data base of the HumanConnectome project, we explain the emergence offrequency-specific

Condensation of classical optical waves in
multimode fibers: Theory and experimen-
tal observation

Antonio Picozzi
antonio.picozzi@u-bourgogne.fr

K. Baudin, J. Garnier, N. Berti, A. Fusaro, K. Krupa, C.
Michel, I. Carusotto, S. Rica, G. Millot and A. Picozzi

The wave turbulence theory predicts that a clas-sical system of random waves exhibits a process ofcondensation, which originates in the singularityof the Rayleigh-Jeans equilibrium distribution.We report the experimental observation of thetransition to condensation of light waves propa-gating in a multimode fiber, i.e., in a conservativeHamiltonian system without thermal heat bath [1].The chemical potential reaches the lowest energylevel at the transition to condensation, which leadsto the macroscopic population of the fundamentalmode of the optical fiber. The thermodynamicproperties of the classical condensation processare discussed. On the basis of the wave turbulencetheory, we have derived a kinetic equation describ-ing the nonequilibrium evolution of the system andthat accounts for the presence of the structuraldisorder inherent to the propagation of light inmultimode fibers [2,3]. The theory reveals that thedisorder significantly accelerates the process ofthermalization, which explains the fast process ofcondensation observed in the experiments [1].
References[1] K. Baudin, A. Fusaro, K. Krupa, J. Garnier, S.Rica, G. Millot, A. Picozzi, Classical Rayleigh-Jeanscondensation of classical light waves: Observationand thermodynamic characterization, PRL 125:244101 (2020).[2] A. Fusaro, J. Garnier, K. Krupa, G. Millot, A.Picozzi, Dramatic acceleration of wave condensa-tion mediated by disorder in multimode fibers, PRL
122: 123902 (2019).[3] J. Garnier, A. Fusaro, K. Baudin, C. Michel, K.Krupa, G. Millot, A. Picozzi, Wave condensationwith weak disorder vs beam self-cleaning in multi-mode fibers, PRA 100: 053835 (2019).

Low-dimensional firing rate dynamics for
populations of renewal spiking neurons

Bastian Pietras
pietras@tu-berlin.de

B. Pietras, N. Gallice and T. Schwalger

To describe the collective dynamics of large pop-ulations of neurons, one often resorts to traditionalfiring-rate, or neural-mass, models. These mod-els are low dimensional and therefore analyticallytractable. But they are also heuristic and can-not capture more complex dynamics of stochas-tic spiking neurons. Here, we will present a sys-tematic reduction of the population activity of gen-eral renewal-type neurons that can account forneuronal refractoriness and spike synchronizationdynamics. The derivation is based on an eigen-mode expansion of the associated refractory den-sity equation. Already a first-order approxima-tion yields an accurate low-dimensional firing ratemodel that captures spike synchronization effectsand fast transient dynamics at stimulus onset. Thecharacteristic time scales of the system can be de-termined through a simple eigenvalue formula interms of the interspike interval density or the sur-vival function of the renewal process. The eigen-value formula thus directly links microscopic neu-ronal properties to observed macroscopic behavior.
Self-Induced Synchronisation by large de-
lay

Camille Poignard
camille.poignard@gmail.com

This work deals with periodic behavior of dif-ferential equations with time delay. Starting froma smooth vector field f in Rn admitting a stableperiodic orbit Γ, we look at the trajectories of theperturbed delay equation ẋ = f(x) + ηg[x, x(t− τ)]where the parameter η is small and the delay τ islarge so that ητ be bounded but not small.We provethat asymptotically, the trajectories starting in aneighborhood of Γ of size independent on η and τ(in the space of continuous functions over [−τ, 0]),all converge to a periodic orbit, and that all thoseperiodic orbits exist in finite number, which numberincreases as the delay becomes larger and larger.We give a formula for the frequencies of theseperiodic orbits, valid at first order in eta. Hencetrajectories present a form of synchronization inclusters induced by the time delay, a phenomenonwhich is widely seen in opto-electronic networks.
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Our approach uses in a large part classical nonlin-ear dynamical systems methods valid for ODEs.It is based on perturbation results for semi-flowson Banach spaces due to P. Bates, K. Lu and C.Zeng [2] and on a construction of an invariant,globally attracting manifold for the semi-fow ofour equation (similar constructions have beendone in the past in more general settings notablyby Xu-Yan Chen, Jack K. Hale, and Bin Tan). Ourresult somehow completes already known resultson reappearance of periodic orbits in time-delayequations due to S. Yanchuk and P. Perlikowski[1], and on multistable states in phase reductionmodels [3].
References[1] S. Yanchuk and P. Perlikowski, Delay and peri-odicity, PRE, 2009[2] P. Bates, K. Lu and C. Zeng, Existence andpersistence of invariant manifolds for semi-flowsin Banach space, Memoirs of the American Mathe-matical Society, 1998.[3] I. Al-Darabsah, S. A. Campbell: A Phase Modelwith Large Time Delayed Coupling, Physica DNonlinear Phenomena, 2020

Collective dynamics of coupled oscillators
Antonio Politi

a.politi@abdn.ac.uk

In the last years the evolution of coupled non-linear oscillators has attracted an increasing inter-est for the several freaky regimes that may emergeeven when the single units are simple phase os-cillators. I will pay a special attention to collec-tive properties, where, by "collective" I mean thespontaneous emergence of macroscopic features,such as the synchronization testified by a nonzeroKuramoto order parameter and accompanied bya nontrivial dynamics. The role of heterogeneity,coupling function, amplitude fluctuations, compe-tition between excitation and inhibition, and cou-pling sparseness will be reviewed illustrating thevarious regimes that have been so far identified.
Competition drivers in confined cellular
aggregates: Does dead matter matter?

Yoav G. Pollack
yoav.pollack@ds.mpg.de

Y. G. Pollack, P. Bittihn and R.Golestanian

Competition of different species or cell types forlimited space is relevant in a variety of biologicalprocesses such as biofilm development, tissue

morphogenesis and tumor growth. Defining afitness for each cell type that predicts the outcomeof non-adversarial competition is non-trivial, asit depends on how processes such as growth,proliferation and the degradation of cellular matterare regulated in confinement in order to achievethe dynamic steady state known as homeostasis.Here, we show that passive by-products of the pro-cesses maintaining homeostasis can significantlyalter fitness. Even for purely pressure-regulatedgrowth, this enables cell types with lower home-ostatic pressure to outcompete those with higherhomeostatic pressure. We develop a theoreticalframework that explains this effect and test it inan agent-based computational model that includesfinite-time mechanical persistence of dead cellsand thereby decouples the density of growing cellsfrom the homeostatic pressure. Our results sug-gest that self-organization of cellular aggregatesinto active and passive matter can be decisivefor competition outcomes and that optimizingthe proportion of growing (active) cells can be asimportant to survival as mechanical bulk properties.

A biased survey on deterministic nonau-
tonomous bifurcations

Christian Pötzsche
christian.poetzsche@aau.at

We survey the developing bifurcation theory fordeterministic nonautonomous dynamical systemsover the last 20 years. This includes various ap-proaches ranging from spectral theory (Lyapunovvs. Sacker-Sell) to the notion of a bifurcation(topological vs. analytical) itself. Moreover, weremark on the numerical analysis required in orderto verify corresponding assumptions.

Diffusion and dispersion in anisotropic
magnetohydrodynamic turbulence

Jane Pratt
jpratt.gsu@gmail.com

J. Pratt, A. Busse and W.-C. Mueller

Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) turbulence struc-tured by a large-scale magnetic field is an essentialaspect of interstellar or interplanetary plasmas.Here we investigate diffusion and dispersionin anisotropic MHD turbulence. We adopt theLagrangian viewpoint, the natural point of viewto study diffusion, and construct statistics basedon the trajectories of Lagrangian tracer particles.
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From the motions of these tracer particles, weproduce Lagrangian statistics such as single-particle diffusion, two-particle dispersion, andvelocity autocorrelations. We also demonstratenew Lagrangian statistics developed to understandanisotropic turbulent dispersion. Simulation resultswill be presented that are performed using gridsizes up to 20483. Diffusion and transport pro-cesses in turbulent plasmas constitute fundamentalastrophysical problems; a clear understanding ofthese processes is needed in order to produceimproved theoretical models for the diffusion andtransport of energetic particles, including cosmicrays.

Experimental observation of violent relax-
ation in a nonlinear optical system

Radivoje Prizia
radeprizia@gmail.com

R. Prizia, M. Lovisetto, M.C. Braidotti, B. Marcos, M. Bellec,
M. Claire, D. Clamond, E.M. Wright and D. Faccio

Gravity is the most important interaction atcosmological scales; its long range nature leadsto collective effects which lead to the formationof out-of-equilibrium quasi stationary states ofaggregation, such as galaxies or galactic halos. Thisprocess, called violent relaxation or collision-lessrelaxation [1], takes place without any increase ofentropy, differently from the well-known relaxationtowards thermodynamic equilibrium. It is charac-terized by two phenomena: mixing [2], caused bythe motion of particles in a non-harmonic potentialcreated self-consistently by the mass distribution,mixing the phase space; and Landau damping, thatis the mixing of the energy of the particles dueto the potential created by the mass distributionnot being stationary in time. The process ofself-gravitating collapse and formation of galaxiesand globular clusters, via this violent relaxationmechanism, is still not well understood. Moreover,astrophysical time scales are so large that directobservations are impossible; it is then useful toperform experiments in analogue systems. In thiswork we present the results of an experiment ina nonlinear optical medium with thermal nonlocalnonlinearity, analogue to a self-gravitating systemdescribed by the Newton-Schrödinger Equation(NSE) where quantum effects arise to macroscopicgalactic scales. In this experiment we collect infor-mation on the evolution of the intensity and phaseprofiles of a laser beam undergoing a nonlinear,nonlocal propagation, by means of a techniquecalled Off-Axis Digital Holography. For the firsttime to our knowledge, we experimentally observethe characteristic features of violent relaxation,

such as filamentation of phase space and Landaudamping. By exploiting the analogy between theNonlinear Schrodinger Equation (which charac-terises the evolution of the beam in the nonlinearmedium) and the NSE we can show Landau damp-ing and the process of violent relaxation for theoptical wavefunction.

The role of fractal and reflecting connec-
tivities in networks of FitzHugh-Nagumo
oscillators

Astero Provata
a.provata@inn.demokritos.gr

A. Provata, A. Rontogiannis, J. Hizanidis, I. Omelchenko, P.
Hoevel and E. Schoell

Motivated by MRI and fMRI studies addressingthe connectivity between neurons in the humanbrain, we use coupled FitzHugh-Nagumo (FHN)oscillators to investigate synchronization patternsand the propagation of electrical activity in thebrain. First, we apply hierarchical connectivityas reported in Ref. [1]. Namely, in a 1D ringgeometry, each FHN oscillator is connected to alloscillators belonging to a given Cantor set. Ourresults indicate that chimera states are formedon the ring, and for appropriate adjustment ofthe coupling strength, the incoherent parts ofthe chimera states split in secondary formationsmirroring the fractal geometry of the connectivity[2]. Different MRI studies addressing commonconnectivity patterns in the brain of many in-dividuals have revealed that the neuron axonsconnecting corresponding regions in the left andright hemispheres are common to all healthyindividuals [3]. This type of connectivity is called”reflecting”. Using the FHNmodel in a ring networkwith reflecting connectivity, our numerical resultsindicate that for excitatory (inhibitory) couplingstrength coherent (incoherent) oscillatory regionsdevelop and reside in the junctions between thetwo semirings [4]. These conclusions support theidea that the connectivity between brain neuronsdetermines local synchronization patterns in thebrain.
References[1] P. Katsaloulis et al., Fractality in the neuronaxonal topography of the human brain based on3-D diffusion MRI, EPJB 85: 1 (2012).[2] I. Omelchenko et al., Robustness of chimerastates for coupled FitzHugh-Nagumo oscillators,Phys Rev E 91: 022917 (2015).[3] E.S. Finn et al., Functional connectome finger-printing: identifying individuals using patterns ofbrain connectivity, Nat. Neurosci. 18: 1664-1671(2016).
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[4] A. Rontogiannis and A. Provata, Chimera statesin FitzHugh-Nagumo networks with reflectingconnectivity, accepted in EPJB (2021).

Pacemaker effects in Brain Dynamics
Astero Provata

a.provata@inn.demokritos.gr

I. Koulierakis, D.A. Verganelakis, I. Omelchenko, A.
Zakharova, E. Schöll and A. Provata

We study the dynamics of neuron networks inhealthy brains and brains affected by tumor. Thebrain connectivity in each case is recorded by MRIimaging. Using this data, we perform numericalsimulations where the FitzHugh-Nagumo and theLeaky Integrate-and-Fire models are employed torepresent the local neural dynamics. The numericalsimulations indicate that in the healthy brainchimera-like states develop, where regions withhigh white matter concentrations in the directionconnecting the two hemispheres act as the coher-ent domain, while the rest of the brain presentsincoherent oscillations. To the contrary, in brainswith destructed structures, traveling waves areproduced initiated at the region where the tumoris located. These areas act as the pacemaker ofthe waves sweeping across the brain [1]. Artificialnetworks in 2D are also employed to elucidate themechanisms which produce the pacemaker effect.
References[1] I. Koulierakis, D.A. Verganelakis, I. Omelchenko,A. Zakharova, E. Schöll, A. Provata, Structuralanomalies in brain networks induce dynamicalpacemaker effects, Chaos 30: 113137 (2020).

Overload dynamics of a magnetic gear
with two cogging-free operation modes

Ingo Rehberg
ingo.rehberg@uni-bayreuth.de

S. Hartung and I. Rehberg

The coupling of two rotating spherical magnetsis investigated experimentally. For two specificangles between the input and output rotation axes,a cogging-free coupling is observed, where thedriven magnet is phase-locked to the driving one.The striking difference between these two modesof operation is the reversed sense of rotation ofthe driven magnet. For other angles, the experi-ments reveal a more complex dynamical behaviour.The experimental results can be understood by amathematical model based on pure dipole-dipoleinteraction, with the addition of adequate friction

terms [1]. Like all magnetic couplings, the setupcontains intrinsic overload protection, where thedynamic answer of the couplings with cogging toan overload seems particularly rich.
References[1] S. Hartung & I. Rehberg, Dynamics of a mag-netic gear with two cogging-free operation modes,Archive of Applied Mechanics 91: 1423–1435(2021).

Nonlinear Optical Applications of Liquid
Crystal Light Valves

Stefania Residori
stefaniaresidori@yahoo.com

Liquid crystals offer a unique versatile platformfor optical applications and light manipulationthanks to their transparency in a wide range ofthe electromagnetic spectrum, optical selectivityand high birefringence. Liquid crystal light-valves(LCLV) associate liquid crystal with a photosensitivematerial, allowing the realization of optical address-able spatial light modulators. These electro-opticaldevices allow achieving efficient control of thephase and amplitude of optical beams at variouswavelengths and optical powers. Moreover, LCLVprovide a nonlinear optical effect equivalent to thatof Kerr media, easily controllable via an externalbias voltage, efficient over a large transverse size,with homogenous spatial response and good spa-tial resolution. Thanks to these properties, LCLVare ideal components for implementing nonlinearoptical experiments, particularly, optical wave-mixing and beam coupling. I will show differentexamples of nonlinear optical applications of LCLV,as two-wave mixing, optical rogue waves andmanipulation of vortex beams.

Lagrangian descriptors and regularmotion
Fabio Revuelta

fabio.revuelta@upm.es

J. Montes, F. Revuelta and F. Borondo

Lagrangian descriptors introduced a decade agohave revealed as a powerful tool to unveil theintricacies of the phase space of dynamical systemsin a very easy way [1]. They have been extensivelyused to study chaotic motion in a variety of differ-ent situations [2, 3], but much less attention hasbeen paid to applications to the regular regionsof phase space. In this communication, we showthe potential of this recent mathematical tool,
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when suitably manipulated, to compute and fullycharacterize invariant tori of generic systems [4].To illustrate the method, we present an applicationto the well known Hénon-Heiles Hamiltonian,a paradigmatic example in nonlinear science. Inparticular, we demonstrate that the Lagrangiandescriptors associated with regular orbits oscillatearound an assymptotic value when divided over theintegration time, which enables the computationof the frequencies of invariant tori.
References[1] J. A. Madrid, A. M. Mancho, “Distinguishedtrajectories in time dependent vector fields”, Chaos
19: 013111 (2009).[2] C. Lopesino, F. Balibrea, S. Wiggins, A. M. Man-cho, “Lagrangian descriptors for two dimensional,area preserving, autonomous and nonautonomousmaps”, Comm. Nonlin. Sci. Num. Sim. 27: 40(2015).[3] F. Revuelta, R.M. Benito, F. Borondo, “Unveilingthe chaotic structure in phase space of molecularsystems using Lagrangian descriptors”, Phys. Rev.E 99: 032221 (2019).[4] J. Montes, F. Revuelta, F. Borondo, “Lagrangiandescriptors and regular motion”, accepted in Comm.Nonlin. Sci. Num. Sim. (2021).

Twist effects of quantum vortex defect
Renzo Ricca

renzo.ricca@unimib.it

R.L. Ricca and M. Foresti

Here we present new results on the physicaleffects of phase twist superposition on an isolatedvortex defect governed by the Gross-Pitaevskiiequation (GPE). From the modified Hamiltonianwe derive a stability criterium and give rigorousproof that a superposed global phase twist de-termines the production of a secondary defectdue to a Aharonov-Bohm topological instability.Alternatively, if the phase twist is localized theinstability determines pure writhe deformationat the expense of twist. These results may haveimportant implications in the study of condensates.This is joint work with Matteo Foresti (UniMiB).
References[1] Zuccher S. & Ricca R.L., Twist effects in quantumvortices and phase defects, Fluid Dyn. Res. 50:011414 (2018).[2] Foresti M. & Ricca R.L., Defect production bypure twist induction as Aharonov-Bohm effect,Phys. Rev. E 100: 023107 (2019).[3] Foresti M. & Ricca R.L., Hydrodynamics of aquantum vortex in the presence of twist, J. FluidMech. 904: A25 (2020).

Local Lyapunov exponents of ENSO
Events of Coastal Temperatures in the
South-Eastern Pacific

Berenice Rojo-Garibaldi
bendscuevas@gmail.com

B. Rojo-Garibaldi, M. Contreras-López, M. Carvajal, S.
Giannerini and J.H.E. Cartwright

In this work we study from the point of viewof the theory of non-linear dynamic systems theeffect of El Niño on the coastal temperatures onthe east coast of the South Pacific, characterizedby the Humboldt Current System (HCS). Througha non-linear analysis of five long time series ofatmospheric and oceanic temperatures distributedbetween 18 ° S and 45 ° S, covering the El Niñoevents of 1982/83 and 1997/98, we found thatall the stations studied along the Along this tran-sect show positive local Lyapunov exponents fortemporary windows of months in the case ofoceanic temperatures and an annual window foratmospheric temperatures. The study suggeststhat the South Pacific climate system is goingthrough periods of stability and instability, thelatter occurring during El Niño events.

Time delays in the cell: from biochemical
mechanism to oscillations

Jan Rombouts
jan.rombouts@kuleuven.be

J. Rombouts and L. Gelens

The cell is one of the most basic units of life, butis itself teeming with complexity. Cells act as littlecontainers for chemical reactions involving genes,RNA and proteins. At the same time, they containmany spatial structures which additionally regulatethose reactions. Mathematical modeling has playedan important role in understanding how all thesecomponents work together and give rise to cellu-lar functions. Models exist on a range of scales,from conceptual models consisting of a handful ofordinary differential equations, to spatial stochas-tic models involving numerous different genes andproteins. Often, the complexity of an extended re-action mechanism or spatial effect is summarizedinto a time delay, which is directly introduced in theequations. However, it is not always clear how tobest do this, and what the effect of the time delay,and its specific form, is on the behavior of the sys-tem. A typical consequence of a time delay is oscil-latory behavior, with examples from biology includ-
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ing the circadian clock or the cell division cycle. Theway the time delay is modeled in these systemsmayhave an important effect on the properties of theoscillation. Additionally, when such oscillatory sys-tems are coupled in space through diffusion, spa-tial waves can form. Such waves play a role in thetransmission of information inside the cell, and theirproperties may depend on the presence of a timedelay.In this talk, I will discuss time delays in cellbiology and their effect on biochemical oscillationsand waves. After an overview of delay-generatingmechanisms in the cell and their mathematicalmodeling, I will discuss how such delays affectoscillations, with a focus on the oscillations seen inthe cell division cycle.

How to make a flow oscillate in a simple
reactive system

Laurence Rongy
lrongy@ulb.ac.be

M. A. Budroni, V. Upadhyay, A. Polo, A. Bigaj, and L. Rongy

When two miscible reactants A and B, initiallyseparated in space, react upon diffusive mixing, theproduct C can generate convective flows by locallychanging the surface tension of the solution or itsdensity. We present a new mechanism throughwhich self-sustained chemical oscillations andwaves can be maintained in batch conditions witha simple A+B→C reaction, in the absence of anynonlinear chemical feedback or external trigger.By means of numerical simulations, we show that,if the surface tension increases sufficiently duringthe reaction, a transient Marangoni oscillatory flowcan be observed. The antagonistic coupling withbuoyancy-driven convection, arising from densitychanges during the chemical reaction, can enhancethe oscillatory instability, leading to self-sustainedoscillations. The dynamics is characterized inthe relevant parametric space spanned by thethickness of the solution layer and the Marangoniand buoyancy numbers, quantifying the effect ofeach chemical species on the surface tension andsolution density, respectively.

Modelling open systems with networks of
nonautonomous phase oscillators

Joe Rowland Adams
adamsj3@lancaster.ac.uk

J. Rowland Adams and A. Stefanovska

Thermodynamic openness is a common occur-

rence in complex systems, particularly for thosethat are living. In the example of cells, without ex-changes of matter and energy across their systemboundaries, they would be unable to maintain nec-essary ion concentrations and expel waste prod-ucts. This presents a challenge to traditional physi-cal dynamics modelling techniques, which have of-ten been developed with closed systems in mind.Constructing models that represent system pro-cesses with phase oscillators can much more eas-ily allow for an open system than differential equa-tions of the processes’ variousmass exchanges. Theopenness of biological systems also generates time-dependent dynamics, as the frequent exchangesof matter and energy perturb the system to newstates. These elements can be combined by net-works of nonautonomous phase oscillators, eachrepresenting a system process. This will be pre-sented in the context of the energy metabolism ofa cell [1].This system of driving and driven networks ofnonautonomous oscillators builds on the definitionof chronotaxic systems, which demonstrated thattime-dependent driving induces greater system sta-bility [2], and the discovery of intermittent synchro-nisation in a single driven nonautonomous network[3]. An analysis of the synchronisation dynamics ofthis newmodel in the context of these past findingswill also be presented.These dynamics can also be further analysed inaltered parameter states, representing, for exam-ple, the relatively increased glycolysis of cancerand COVID-19, to learn more of the behaviour ofthese states at a cellular level [1, 4].
References[1] J. Rowland Adams, A. Stefanovska, Front.Physiol. 11: 1845 (2021).[2] Y. F. Suprunenko, P. T. Clemson, A. Stefanovska,Phys. Rev. Lett. 111: 024101 (2013).[3] M. Lucas, D. Fanelli, A. Stefanovska, Phys. Rev.E. 99: 012309 (2019).[4] G. Lancaster et al., Sci. Rep. 6: 29584 (2016).

Study and modeling of filtering of biolog-
ical noise by gene regulatory networks in
animal development

Lina Marcela Ruiz Galvis
lina.ruiz2@udea.edu.co

L.M. Ruiz Galvis, G. Machado Rodriguez, B.A. Rodriguez

The biological noise is known as the hetero-geneity of gene expression in cells expressing agene. This heterogeneity is due to the kineticsof the reactions that makes part of the geneexpression system. On the other hand, in devel-
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opment, organisms grow with the same spatialand temporal patterns, with few variations amongindividuals. For this reason, it is expected that inthe differentiation process and pattering formationthe noise should be filtered. Here we evaluatedand propose the gene expression network motifsas a mechanism of buffering biological noise indevelopment. For this, we evaluated the noisefiltering capacity of three network motifs involvein patterning formation in development. Each cellthat expresses a determinate network motif wasrepresented as a set of stochastic differential equa-tions. These equations included the mechanismthat produces noise in gene expression. The noisewas measured with the Fano Factor. And it wasestimated for each network motif in a range ofkinetic parameters, in an unicellular systemwithoutdiffusion and multicellular system with diffusion,and in a multicellular system with diffusion and arandom number of neighbors by cell. The size ofthe system was also evaluated. For all networkmotifs, the noise is bigger for the lower values ofkinetic parameters. Increasing the diffusion ratedid not necessarily imply a decrease in noise. Infact, there are a variety of effects depending of thenetwork motif and the set of kinetic parameters.The increase in the size of the multicellular systemdid not have an effect on the noise filtering forsome motifs. The number of neighborhoods ofthe cell in the multicellular systems has a differenteffect on the noise filtering depending on thenetwork motif, set of kinetic parameters, diffusionrates, and size of the system.

Waves and patterns in cell-free cytoplas-
mic extracts

Daniel Ruizreynes
daniel.ruizreynes@kuleuven.be

D. Ruyzreynes and L. Gelens

Upon fertilization, the early Xenopus leavis frogegg quickly divides about ten times to go from asingle cell with a diameter of a millimeter to sev-eral thousands of cells of somatic cell size (tensof microns). Such frog eggs can be deconstructedinto their basic components, such as lipids, yolk, or-ganelles, cytoplasm, etc. Using Xenopus cell-freecytoplasmic extracts, many cellular processes havebeen reconstituted and studied in vitro.Biochemically, clock-like transitions between in-terphase (during which DNA is copied) and mito-sis (during which the cell divides) can be recreatedin cell-free extracts. The transition from interphaseto mitosis has been shown to be controlled by bio-chemical waves traveling through the cytoplasm.Such waves ensure that cell division is properly

coordinated in the large frog egg. Homogenizedextracts can also spontaneously self-organize intovarious cellular spatial structures when mixing iso-lated components back together. For example, nu-clei form around DNA and can replicate its geneticinformation. Moreover, microtubules are known toform a wide range of spatial patterns, such as a mi-totic spindle, a critical structure to segregate thecopied DNA between daughter cells. Altogether, acytoplasmic extract is able to form a realistic pat-tern of cell-like structures that preserve the abilityto divide when sperm is added.Here, we will discuss some of our recent ex-perimental and modeling efforts to understandhow such waves and patterns form in the frogcytoplasm, and what their role is in organizing thecell division cycle.

Pulse reverberation with excitable micro-
lasers

Stefan Ruschel
stefan.ruschel@auckland.ac.nz

S. Ruschel, B. Krauskopf and N. Broderick

We study the generation and regeneration oflight pulses by vertical cavity surface emitting semi-conductor micro-pillar lasers with saturable ab-sorber. These devices are cheap to manufactureand easy to integrate into two-dimensional arrays,opening the door to many potential applications,such as optical communication, optical signal pro-cessing, and optical computation. Here, we focusthe excitable behavior of an individual such laserwith respect to an incoming pulse, regenerating it,but modifying its shape and timing.We model successive pulse reverberation by asingle laser with delayed optical feedback from areflecting mirror, now corresponding to a sustainedtrain of pulses. Alongside experimental findings ofour collaborators, we present our analytical resultson corresponding models with delayed feedback, inparticular, a modified spin-flip model, as well as arate-equation-type model with delayed feedback.Our analysis relies on the introduction of suitableco-moving coordinates in which the pulse train cor-responds to a homoclinic orbit to a resting state ofthe system.We conclude the talk with some recent resultsregarding the polarization-resolved pulsing dynam-ics of the device. We also discuss these resultsin light of dual-channel pulse propagation andneuro-mimetic applications of the device.
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Nonlinear emergent dynamics of agent
based models for urban mobility

Lucia Russo
lucia.russo@stems.cnr.it

L. Russo, K. Kaloudis and C. Siettos

Traffic flow dynamics may manifest a very richemergent nonlinear behaviour as consequenceof the interactions between the vehicles andthe complexity of the street network. Except ofthe traffic jams and traveling waves, many othercomplex nonlinear phenomena has been observedlike stop and go waves and other spatio-temporalsustained oscillations and chaos. An important steptowards the understanding of this complexity inlarge scale urban network is to study the emergentdynamics of traffic flow at networks intersections.Here, we propose and analyze the dynamics ofan agent-based model, based on the so-calledsocial force model, for simulating mobility of au-tonomous vehicles at intersections. The proposedmodel is able to replicate phenomena of collectivebehaviour that have been observed in real lifesituations and can be used as a realistic datagenerator for optimization purposes. Here, we willshow some results for the case of crossing trafficflow without traffic lights. Particular attention isdevoted to the variation of the vehicles densityas this is a crucial parameter for the constructionof the macroscopic fundamental diagram. Inparticular, we show that the emergent traffic flowdynamics exhibit multistabilty for a wide range ofthe density: except for the state of the free flow inboth directions, other two steady states of stop andgo-oscillating spatiotemporal patterns are found.The coarse-grained analysis is performed with theaid of the Equation-Free multiscale framework.

Critical intermittency in random interval
maps

Marks Ruziboev
marx.ruziboev@gmail.com

A.-J. Homburg, Ch. Kalle, M. Ruziboev, E. Verbitskiy and B.
Zeegers

Critical intermittency stands for a type of in-termittent dynamics in iterated function systems,caused by an interplay of a superstable fixed pointand a repelling fixed point. We consider criticalintermittency for iterated function systems ofinterval maps and demonstrate the existence of aphase transition when varying probabilities, where

the stationary measure changes between finite andinfinite.

Impact of interlayer coupling type in a net-
work of FitzHugh-Nagumo oscillators in
the regimes of chimeras and solitary states

Elena Rybalova
rybalovaev@gmail.com

E.V. Rybalova, A. Zakharova and G.I. Strelkova

We study numerically the spatiotemporal dy-namics and synchronization of a heterogeneoustwo-layer multiplex network where each layeris represented by a ring of nonlocally coupledFitzHugh-Nagumo neurons in the oscillatoryregime. When uncoupled, the layers can showchimera states, solitary states and combinedstructures (the coexistence of chimera and solitarystates) depending on the values of the intralayercoupling parameters and initial conditions. Wechoose different spatiotemporal patterns in thecoupled layers and systematically study syn-chronization between them when the interlayercoupling is introduced through either the fast(activator) or the slow (inhibitor) variable of theFitzHugh-Nagumo oscillators. Our results enableto uncover the competitive behavior between thesolitary states and the chimeras in the transition tosynchronous regime in the considered network.

Coevolution of cooperation and synchro-
nization: Averting migration dilemma

Shubhadeep Sadhukhan
shubhasports@gmail.com

S. Sadhukhan, R. Chattopadhyay and S. Chakraborty

Synchronization, cooperation, and chaos areubiquitous phenomena in nature. The emergenceand sustenance of cooperation in a populationcomposed of many subpopulations(demes) is ahighly researched topic in the evolutionary gametheory. In a population composed of many dis-tinct groups of individuals playing the prisoner’sdilemma game, there exists a migration dilemma:No cooperator would migrate to a group playingthe prisoner’s dilemma game lest it should beexploited by a defector; but unless the migrationtakes place, there is no chance of the entire popu-lation’s cooperator fraction to increase. Employinga randomly rewired coupled map lattice of chaoticreplicator maps, modeling replication-selectionevolutionary game dynamics, we demonstrate thatthe cooperators—evolving in synchrony—overcome
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the migration dilemma to proliferate across thepopulation when altruism is mildly incentivizedmaking few of the demes play the leader game. Thereplicator map considered is capable of showinga variety of evolutionary outcomes, like conver-gent (fixed point) outcomes and nonconvergent(periodic and chaotic) outcomes. Furthermore, thiscoupled network of the replicator maps undergoesthe phenomenon of amplitude death leading tonon-oscillatory stable synchronized states. Wespecifically explore the effect of (i) the nature ofcoupling that models migration between the maps,(ii) the heterogenous demes (in the sense that notall the demes have same game being played by theindividuals), (iii) the degree of the network, and(iv) the cost associated with the migration. In thecourse of investigation, we are intrigued by theeffectiveness of the randommigration in sustaininga uniform cooperator fraction across a populationirrespective of the details of the replicator dynam-ics and the interaction among the demes. Thiswork enlightens on the emergence of cooperationthrough random migration and synchronization.

Coupled behavior of oscillators under
asymmetric forcing

Ankit Sahay
ankitsahay02@gmail.com

A. Sahay, A. Roy, S. A. Pawar and R.I. Sujith

Oscillatory instabilities, which manifest them-selves as large-amplitude periodic oscillations,are detrimental to various systems such as aero-acoustics, thermoacoustics, and civil structuressuch as bridges. Mutual coupling and externalforcing are two schemes that have attracted wideattention in attempts to quench such instabil-ities. However, the simultaneous utilization ofthese coupling schemes in experimental setupshas seldom been studied. In the present study,using experiments and theoretical modeling, weinvestigate the dynamics of two identical and non-identical thermoacoustic oscillators simultaneouslysubjected to mutual coupling and asymmetric ex-ternal forcing. We use a horizontal Rijke tube whichis a prototypical thermoacoustic oscillator. Similarto existing studies, we observe amplitude (andpartial amplitude) death in coupled Rijke tubes andasynchronous quenching in an externally forcedsingle Rijke tube. When the two methods areapplied simultaneously to a system of two coupledidentical Rijke tubes, due to the complementaryeffect of amplitude death and asynchronousquenching, we observe a larger parametric regionof oscillation quenching. This region of oscillationquenching is more extensive than when the two

mechanisms are utilized individually. However,when a system of coupled nonidentical Rijke tubesis asymmetrically forced, the effect of forcing onattaining synchronization and quenching of oscil-lations in the Rijke tube that is not directly forcedis insignificant. Finally, using a reduced-ordertheoretical model, we couple two Rijke tubes usingdissipative and time-delay coupling and capture theexperimental results qualitatively. Our results showthe advantage of combining the two strategies ofcontrolling oscillatory instabilities, which opensprospects for further studies in real-life systems.

Controlling nonlinear wave patterns in
Marangoni convection

Anna Samoilova
annsomeoil@gmail.com

A. Samoilova and A. Nepomnyashchy

A linear feedback control is known to be ef-ficient for suppression of instabilities caused byinfinitesimally small disturbances. However, it isnot sufficient in the case of an instability withrespect to finite-amplitude disturbances, which ischaracteristic for an inverse Hopf bifurcation. Weinvestigate the effect of a nonlinear feedback con-trol on the nonlinear development of a longwaveoscillatory Marangoni instability in a thin viscousfilm heated from below. It is shown that a quadraticfeedback control allows to replace a subcriticalbifurcation by a supercritical one for travelingroll patterns. Also, it makes it possible to changethe nonlinear interaction between disturbanceswith different wave-vectors in such a way thatadditional patterns become stable (e.g., travelingor standing squares and rectangles, and alternatingroll patterns). A bistability between patterns ofdifferent spatial structures (e.g., traveling rolls andstanding squares, or traveling rolls and alternatingrolls) can be created.

Representing and characterizing complex
dynamics by state-transition networks

Bulcsú Sándor
bulcsu.sandor@ubbcluj.ro

B. Sandor, Zs. I. Lazar, B. Schneider and M. Ercsey-Ravasz

State-transition networks (STN) allow for a pow-erful representation and visualization of the dynam-ics of various complex systems with discrete states.Dynamical systems characterized by continuoustime and phase space can also be mapped to STNsby sampling properly both space and time. Inspired
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by the Lyapunov exponents well known for chaostheory, here we introduce a novel networkmeasurefor STNs, together with an algorithm for convert-ing multivariate time-series to sate-transition net-works [1]. This novel measure is able to reflectthe dynamical behavior of the underlying dynami-cal system, furthermore, unlike the traditional net-work measures, it may be used to predict upcomingcrisis-type bifurcations when changing the controlparameters. We explore the measure’s propertiesby analytical and numerical results based on a the-oretical model and demonstrate its applicability onthe STN counterparts of the Henon map and theLorenz system.[1] Sándor, B., Schneider, B., Lázár, Z. I., Ercsey-Ravasz, M., Entropy, 23(1), 2021

Reduced-order models for coupled dy-
namical systems: data-driven and the
Koopman Operator

Manuel Santos Gutiérrez
m.santos@pgr.reading.ac.uk

V. Lucarini, M.D. Chekroun and M. Ghil

Providing efficient and accurate parametrizationsfor model reduction is a key goal in many areasof science and technology. Here we present astrong link between data-driven and theoreticalapproaches to achieving this goal. Formal per-turbation expansions of the Koopman operatorallow us to derive general stochastic parametriza-tions of weakly coupled dynamical systems.Such parametrizations yield a set of stochasticintegro-differential equations with explicit noiseand memory kernel formulas to describe theeffects of unresolved variables. We show thatthe perturbation expansions involved need notbe truncated when the coupling is additive. Theunwieldy integro-differential equations can be re-cast as a simpler multilevel Markovian model, andwe establish an intuitive connection with a gener-alized Langevin equation. This connection helpssetting up a parallelism between the top-down,equations-based methodology herein and thewell-established empirical model reduction (EMR)methodology that has been shown to provideefficient dynamical closures to partially observedsystems. Hence, our findings support, on the onehand, the physical basis and robustness of the EMRmethodology and, on the other hand, illustrate thepractical relevance of the perturbative expansionused for deriving the parametrizations.

Partial relay synchronization in multiplex
networks

Jakub Sawicki
zergon@gmx.net

J. Sawicki, F. Drauschke, J.M. Koulen, R. Berner, I.
Omelchenko and E. Schöll

Relay synchronization is a dynamical phe-nomenon occurring in various complex networksand is characterized by the synchronization ofremote parts of the network due to their inter-action via a relay. This phenomenon has beenobserved in neural networks, lasers, and electroniccircuits. In multilayer networks, distant layersthat are not connected directly can synchronizedue to signal propagation via relay layers. Westudy the influence of time delay in the inter-layercoupling on the partial synchronization of chimerastates, complex patterns of coexisting coherentand incoherent domains. We demonstrate thatthree-layer structure of the network allows forsynchronization of coherent domains of chimerastate in the first layer with its counterpart inthe third layer, whereas the incoherent domainsare desynchronized. By introducing topologicalinhomogeneities in the layer and dilution betweenthe layers, we study its influence on the remotesynchronization in outer layers. Our results can beapplied for secure communication and modellingof neuronal dynamics.

Geometric invariance of determining and
resonating centers: Odd- and any-number
limitations of Pyragas control

Isabelle Schneider
isabelle.schneider@fu-berlin.de

B. de Wolff and I. Schneider

Time-delayed feedback control using the Pyragasmethod is an important tool for the stabilization ofequilibria and periodic orbits. However, the timedelay generates an infinite dimensional system andconsequently, general results on the controllabil-ity are rare and sometimes unclear. In this talk,we clarify the confusion in the literature on theodd-number limitation by deriving a fundamentalobservation on the invariance of the geometricmultiplicity of the trivial Floquet multiplier and itsresonating counterparts. From this geometric in-variance, several odd- and any-number limitationsfollow (almost) immediately. This is joint work withBabette de Wolff (Freie Universität Berlin).
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Low regularity integrators for non smooth
phenomena

Katharina Schratz
schratz@ljll.math.upmc.fr

Linear problems and smooth solutions arenowadays well understood, a reliable descriptionof ‘non-smooth’ phenomena remains one of themost challenging open problems in computationalmathematics. Nevertheless, ‘non-smooth phenom-ena’ play a fundamental role in modern physicalmodeling (e.g., blow-up phenomena, turbulences,high frequencies, low dispersion limits, etc.) whichmakes it an essential task to find suitable numericalschemes. In this talk I present a new class oflow regularity integrators. The key idea in theconstruction of the new schemes lies in embeddingthe underlying oscillatory structure of the PDEinto the numerical discretisation, addressing thefundamental question: How and to what extentcan we reproduce the qualitative behavior ofpartial differential equations in a finite (discretized)world?

Bifurcation mechanisms behind solitary
states in neural networks

Leonhard Schülen
l.schuelen@campus.tu-berlin.de

L. Schülen, A. Gerdes, M. Wolfrum and A. Zakharova

Networks of coupled identical oscillators areknown to exhibit a variety of partial synchroniza-tion patterns. Among them are solitary states inwhich all but a few oscillators are synchronized inphase. Solitary states have been studied for nonlo-cally coupled networks with [1] and without delay[2], and multilayer networks [3, 4, 5]. In this work,we investigate the occurrence of such solitarystates in globally coupled ensembles of FitzHugh-Nagumo oscillators. By restricting the systemto a single solitary oscillator and applying thethermodynamic limit, the system can be reduced toa master-slave configuration in which the solitarynode acts as a probe oscillator in the mean-field ofthe synchronized bulk. With this, we are able toshow that solitary states are generated via a foldbifurcation on a branch originating in the symmetrybreaking bifurcation of the homogeneous steadystate. We show that these states undergo a perioddoubling cascade leading to a chaotic behaviorof the solitary oscillator. Allowing more than one

node to deviate from the synchronized bulk leadsto intriguing patterns of non-identical behavior inthe solitary cluster.
References[1] L. Schülen, S. Ghosh, A. D. Kachhvah, A. Za-kharova, S. Jalan, Delay engineered solitary statesin complex networks, Chaos, Solitons & Fractals
128: 290-296 (2019).[2] E. Rybalova, V. S. Anishchenko, G. I. Strelkova,A. Zakharova, Solitary states and solitary statechimera in neural networks, Chaos 29: 071106(2019).[3] M. Mikhaylenko, L. Ramlow, S. Jalan A. Za-kharova, Weak multiplexing in neural networks:Switching between chimera and solitary states,Chaos 29: 023122 (2019).[4] L. Schülen, D. A. Janzen, E. S. Medeiros, A.Zakharova, Solitary states in multiplex neuralnetworks: Onset and vulnerability, Chaos, Solitons& Fractals 145: 110670 (2021).[5] E. Rybalova, A. Zakharova, G.I. Strelkova,Interplay between solitary states and chimerasin multiplex neural networks, Chaos, Solitons &Fractals 148: 111011 (2021).

Quenched limit theorems for expanding
on average cocycles

Julien Sedro
sedro@lpsm.paris

D. Dragicevic and J.Sedro

I will present a generalization of the spectralmethod to obtain quenched limit theorems forrandom systems that cover smooth or piecewisemonotone expanding on average cocycles. It isbased on the introduction of suitable adaptednorms, and a scaling condition for the observable.It is a joint work with Davor Dragicevic.

Moment-driven predictive control of
mean-field collective dynamics

Chiara Segala
chiara.segala-1@unitn.it

G. Albi, M.Herty, D. Kalise and C. Segala

The study of collective behaviour phenomenafrom a multiscale modelling perspective has seenan increased level of activity over the last years.Classical examples in socio-economy, biology androbotics are given by self-propelled particles thatinteract according to a nonlinear model encodingvarious social rules as for example attraction,repulsion and alignment. Of particular interest for
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control design purposes is understanding the im-pact of control inputs in such complex systems andthe study of mean-field control approaches wherethe control law obtain formal independence on thenumber of interacting agents. The constructionof computational methods for mean-field optimalcontrol is a challenging problem due to the nonlo-cality and nonlinearity arising from the dynamics.Furthermore, depending on the associated costto be minimized, non-smooth and/or non-convexoptimization problems might also arise. In orderto circumvent these difficulties we propose alinearization-based approach for the computationof sub-optimal feedback laws obtained from thesolution of differential matrix Riccati equations.Quantification of dynamic performance of suchcontrol laws leads to theoretical estimates on suit-able linearization points of the nonlinear dynamics.Subsequently, the feedback laws are embeddedinto nonlinear model predictive control frameworkwhere the control is updated adaptively in timeaccording to dynamic information on momentsof linear mean-field dynamics. The performanceand robustness of the proposed methodology isassessed through different numerical experimentsin collective dynamics.

Manipulation of Temporal Localized Struc-
tures in a VECSEL With Optical Feedback

Thomas Seidel
thomas.seidel@uni-muenster.de

T. G. Seidel, A. Bartolo, N. Vigne, A. Garnache, G. Beaudoin,
I. Sagnes, M. Giudici, J. Javaloyes, S. V. Gurevich and M.

Marconi

We analyze both theoretically and experi-mentally the impact of optical feedback on thedynamics of external-cavity mode-locked semicon-ductor lasers (VECSELs) operated in the long cavityregime. In particular, by choosing certain ratios be-tween the cavity round-trip time and the feedbackdelay, we show that feedback acts as a solutiondiscriminator that either reinforces or hindersthe appearance of one of the multiple harmonicarrangements of temporal localized structures. Forthe theoretical modeling, the delayed differentialequation model of A. Vladimirov and D. Turaev(Phys. Rev. A 72, 033808 (2005)) is extendedby a term describing the optical feedback. Forthe experimental realization, the gain mediumconsisting in 6 quantum wells embedded betweena bottom totally reflective Bragg mirror and atop partially reflective Bragg mirror (1⁄2 VCSEL)was considered; the 1⁄2 VCSEL was then placedin an external cavity that was closed by a fastsemiconductor saturable absorber mirror (SESAM)

to operate the laser in the passive mode-lockedregime. In the absence of the optical feedback sucha laser can generate so-called harmonic mode-locked solutions. The optical feedback induces thateach pulse is followed by a train of small copiesof itself. The size and position of this echo canbe controlled via the feedback rate and the delaytime, respectively. When an echo is placed closeto the leading edge of another pulse, the pulseexperiences less amplification by the gain mediumas it is already depleted by the echo. This interac-tion can lead to the destruction of the main pulse.In consequence, the system settles on a solutionwhere pulses and echos are well-separated andthus, do not interact. In the further steps, a de-tailed bifurcation analysis is conducted where theinfluence of the position of the echo is investigated.

Dynamics and control of loop reactors
Moshe Sheintuch

cermsll@technion.ac.il

M. Sheintuch and O. Nekhamkina

In loop reactors the system is composed of sev-eral reactor units that are organized in a loop andthe feeding takes place at one of several ports withswitching of the feed port. In its simplest operationa pulse is formed and rotates around it, producinghigh temperatures which enable combustion of di-lute streams. A limiting model with infinite num-ber of units was derived. Rotating pulses, steady ina moving coordinate, emerge in both models whenthe switching to front propagation velocities 1. Butthis behavior exists over a narrow domain. Simula-tions were conducted with generic first order Ar-rhenius kinetics. Experimental observations are re-viewed. Outside the narrow frozen rotating pat-tern domain the systemmay exhibit multi- or quasi-periodic operation separated by domains of inactivereaction. The bifurcation set incorporates many’finger’-like domains of complex frequency-lockedsolutions that allow to extend the operation domainwith higher feed temperatures. Control is neces-sary to attain stable simple rotating frozen patternwithin the narrow domains of active operation. Var-ious tested control approaches are reviewed. Ac-tual implementation of combustion in LR will in-volve several reactants of different ignition temper-atures. Design and control should be aimed at pro-ducing locked fronts and avoid extinction of slower
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reactions.
Vortex Shedding in Atomic Superfluid
Gases

Yong-Il Shin
yishin@snu.ac.kr

The wake behind a moving object is a classicproblem in fluid dynamics and it is well knownthat a transition from laminar to turbulent flowuniversally occurs in a viscous classical fluid asthe Reynolds number increases. An interestingsituation arises in a superfluid where zero viscositydisallows the Reynolds number and quantizedcirculation precludes continuous vorticity. When asuperfluid flows past a large obstacle, the nucle-ation of quantized vortices occurs above a certaincritical velocity, giving rise to drag and dissipation inthe superfluid. The details of the vortex nucleationprocess and its relation to the microscopic modesof excitation remain as open questions in the studyof dissipative superfluid dynamics. In this talk, Iwill present our vortex-shedding experiments withvarious atomic superfluid gases. Highly oblatelarge atomic samples were prepared and perturbedby translating a repulsive optical obstacle formedby a focused laser beam, and their responsesin terms of vortex nucleation were investigatedfor various sweeping conditions. With weaklyinteracting atomic Bose-Einstein condensates,we observed a regular-to-turbulent transition ofvortex shedding pattern as the obstacle velocityincreases, resembling the universal behavior ofclassical fluids. In the experiments with stronglyinteracting atomic Fermi gases, we investigatedthe critical vortex shedding across the BEC-BCScrossover and observed a qualitative change ofthe dependence of the critical velocity, which isattributed to the participation of pair breaking inthe vortex shedding dynamics. Finally, I will discussour extension to a spinor superfluid with magneticobstacles, where the interplay of mass and spinsuperfluidities leads to nucleation of new defects.

Numerical Solution of Nonlinear PDEs
with Extreme Learning Machines

Constantinos Siettos
constantinos.siettos@unina.it

C. Siettos, G. Fabiani, L. Russo and F. Calabro

We use a class of machine learning the so-calledExtreme Learning Machines to numerically solvenonlinear partial differential equations (PDEs). For

our demonstrations, we study two benchmarkproblems, namely (a) the one-dimensional viscousBurgers and, (b) the one- and two-dimensionalBratu PDEs. We also show how one can expolit theproposed methodology to construct bifurcationdiagrams past limit points. The numerical efficiencyof the proposed numerical machine-learningscheme is compared against central finite differ-ences (FD) and Finite-element (FEM) methods. Weshow that the proposed ELM outperforms FD andimportantly FEM for medium to large sized grids.

Change of criticality in a turbulent annular
combustor

Samarjeet Singh
samarjeet.singh448@gmail.com

S. Singh, A. Roy, S. Chaudhuri and R.I. Sujith

The present study experimentally investigatesthe criticality of bifurcation leading to the state ofthermoacoustic instability (TAI) in a turbulent an-nular combustor. Annular combustors are typicallyused in gas turbine and aircraft engines to generatethrust for propulsion. These combustors are proneto the occurrence of ruinously large-amplitudepressure oscillations resulting from positive feed-back between the acoustic pressure oscillationsand the heat release rate fluctuations of the flames.The lab-scale combustor consists of sixteen pre-mixed swirl-stabilized flames arranged around anannulus. We demonstrate that the criticality ofHopf bifurcations is decided by the stabilizing ordestabilizing nature of the dominant nonlinearitiesin the system when the control parameters such asflow rate and equivalence ratio are varied. We ob-serve different states with distinct dynamics whena control parameter is varied. These dynamicalstates include the states of combustion noise (CN),intermittency (INT), low-amplitude TAI (LA-TAI),high-amplitude TAI (HA-TAI), and mixed-modeoscillations (MMO). We then discuss the global andlocal flame dynamics associated with the differentdynamical states. Upon varying a control parame-ter, we find that the flame structure changes froman incoherent structure to a well-defined ring-likestructure. We compare the local flame behaviorby quantifying the degree of synchronizationamong the flames during different dynamical statesusing the Kuramoto order parameter. We find atransition from partially synchronized responseof the flames during INT to weakly synchronizedduring LA-TAI, followed by weakly synchronizedand perfectly synchronized for the duration oflow- and high-amplitude oscillations in MMO,and perfectly synchronized during HA-TAI. Wealso develop a minimal phenomenological model
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containing higher-order nonlinearities that cancapture the different criticalities of bifurcation asobserved in the experiments.

Double-diffusive effects in the local insta-
bilities of an elliptical vortex

Suraj Singh
surajsingh108talk@gmail.com

S. Singh and M. Mathur

Small-scale instabilities, which are local com-pared to the systems they exist in, play an instru-mental role in understanding the mechanisms thatlead to complex and often three-dimensional flowfeatures. Vortices, for example, are ubiquitous in aturbulent flow and understanding their instabilitieshelps in a dynamical understanding of turbulence.A local stability approach, which calculates theinviscid evolution of relatively short-wavelengthperturbations on a given base flow, has beeninstrumental in understanding various instabili-ties in vortical flows. In this study, we explorethe effects of Schmidt number (Sc), which is theratio between momentum and density diffusioncoefficients, on the small-scale instabilities in anelliptical vortex with a stable stratification alongits vortical axis. While the momentum and densitydiffusion coefficients are individually assumed tobe small, their ratio Sc is allowed to be of arbitrarymagnitude. The inviscid elliptical instability getsgreatly modified due to the presence of a stablestratification. For Sc = 1, diffusion is shown to serveonly as a suppressant of existing diffusion-freeinstabilities. We discover, however, that due to thepresence of a stable stratification and a non-unitySc, the vortex can be unstable in regimes whichare stable based on a diffusion-free analysis. Wecharacterize these non-unity Sc instabilities indetail, study how their growth rates depend onvarious base flow and perturbation parameters,and explore their potential connections with thediffusion-free instabilities

Strategies for controlling infectious dis-
ease dynamics

Eduardo Sontag
eduardo.sontag@gmail.com

This talk will review some recent results on thecontrol of infection dynamics, for SIR as well asmodels that incorporate social distancing and othernon-pharmaceutical interventions. Topics include

formulas for optimizing the timing of fixed-length“lockdowns”, a theoretical study of the dynamics ofadaptive controllers that represent a population’sperception of contagion, and models with fluxesamong isolated compartments that are controlledby isolation mandates. Parts of this work are jointwith Jim Greene, Jana Gevertz, Muhammad Al-Radhawi, Mahdiar Sadeghi, and Cynthia HixahuarySanchez Tapia (J. Theoretical Biology, 2020; AnnualReviews in Control, 2021, IEEE Control SystemsLetters, 2021; and paper under review).

Tuning the richness of dynamical patterns
in living neuronal networks through neu-
roengineering

Jordi Soriano
jordi.soriano@ub.edu

M. Montalà-Flaquer, C. Fernández-López and J. Soriano

Living neuronal networks grown in culture offer aunique platform to understand collective behaviorin neuronal circuits. The neurons’ arrangement andconnections can be dictated using neuroengineer-ing tools, and therefore one can explore the impactof structural traits on dynamics. Specifically, inour laboratory we observed that neurons grownas two-dimensional networks in a flat surfaceexhibit an all-or-none synchronous behavior that isgrounded on the capacity of any neuron to connectwith any other. By arranging neurons in modules,imprinting obstacles in the substrate, or by growingthe neurons in a three-dimensional environment,we observed that the activity may substantiallychange to a much richer repertoire. In the talkwe will describe our experiments together withsimulations that help explaining the experimentalobservations. We will also discuss the ingredientsthat are needed, in the context of connectivityand neuronal dynamics, to switch between syn-chronous and patterned dynamics.

Deep brain stimulation for movement dis-
order treatment: Exploring frequency-
dependent efficacy in a computational
network model

Konstantinos Spiliotis
konstantinos.spiliotis@uni-rostock.de

J. Starke, D. Franz, A. Richter and R. Köhling

A large scale computational model of the basalganglia (BG) network and thalamus (THA) is pro-posed to describe movement disorder includingdeep brain stimulation (DBS). The model of this
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complex network considers three areas of the basalganglia region: the subthalamic nucleus (STN) astarget area of DBS, globus pallidus, both pars ex-terna and pars interna (GPe-GPi), and the thalamus.Parkinsonian conditions are simulated by assumingreduced dopaminergic input and correspondingpronounced inhibitory or disinhibited projectionsto GPe and GPi. Macroscopic quantities canbe derived which correlate closely to thalamicresponses and hence motor programme fidelity. Itcan be demonstrated that depending on differentlevels of striatal projections to the GPe and GPi,the dynamics of these macroscopic quantitiesswitch from normal conditions to parkinsonian.Simulating DBS on the STN affects the dynamics ofthe entire network, increasing the thalamic activityto levels close to normal, while differing from bothnormal and parkinsonian dynamics. Using thementioned macroscopic quantities, the model pro-poses optimal DBS frequency ranges above 130Hz.

Stochastic Analysis of Ensemble-based
Kalman-type filters

Wilhelm Stannat
stannat@math.tu-berlin.de

W. Stannat, T. Lange, S. Pathiraja and S. Reich

Consider the problem of estimating a Marko-vian signal observed with independent noise incontinuous time. I will discuss two classes ofensemble-based filtering algorithms that havebeen proposed in the literature for the numericalapproximation of the associated conditional dis-tribution and discuss their asymptotic behaviorin the infinite ensemble limit in terms of limitingmean-field processes on the level of the ensemblemembers and corresponding propagation of chaosresults. I will also identify stochastic partial dif-ferential equations driving the distribution of themean-field processes and perform a comparisonwith the Kushner-Stratonovich equation.
References[1] S. Pathiraja, S. Reich, W. Stannat:McKean-Vlasov SDEs in nonlinear filtering,arXiv:2007:12658 (2021).[2] T. Lange, W. Stannat: Mean field limit of Ensem-ble Square Root Filters - discrete and continuoustime, arXiv:2011.10516, published online in Foun-dations of Data Science (2021).

Optimal renormalization of multi-scale
systems

Panos Stinis
panagiotis.stinis@pnnl.gov

J. Price, B. Meuris, M. Shapiro and P. Stinis

While model order reduction is a promising ap-proach in dealing with multi-scale time-dependentsystems that are too large or too expensive tosimulate for long times, the resulting reduced ordermodels can suffer from instabilities. We haverecently developed a time-dependent renormal-ization approach to stabilize such reduced models.In the current work, we extend this frameworkby introducing a parameter that controls thetime-decay of the memory of such models andoptimally select this parameter based on limitedfully resolved simulations. First, we demonstrateour framework on the inviscid Burgers equationwhose solution develops a finite-time singularity.Our renormalized reduced order models are stableand accurate for long times while using for theircalibration only data from a full order simulationbefore the occurrence of the singularity. Further-more, we apply this framework to the 3D Eulerequations of incompressible fluid flow, where theproblem of finite-time singularity formation is stillopen and where brute force simulation is onlyfeasible for short times. Our approach allows usto obtain a perturbatively renormalizable modelwhich is stable for long times and includes all thecomplex effects present in the 3D Euler dynamics.We find that, in each application, the renormal-ization coefficients display algebraic decay withincreasing resolution, and that the parameterwhich controls the time-decay of the memory isproblem-dependent.

Relay and complete sinchronization in het-
erogeneous multiplex networks of dis-
crete maps

Galina Strelkova
strelkovagi@sgu.ru

E.V. Rybalova, E. Schoell and G.I. Strelkova

In the present work we study relay and completesynchronization in a heterogeneous three-layernetwork of chaotic maps. The system under studyincludes an intermediate (relay) layer and two outer(layers) which are not directly coupled but interactvia the relay layer. All the three layers are repre-sented by rings of nonlocally coupled discrete-time
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oscillators but the individual dynamics of the relaylayer elements is completely different from thatof the outer layers. We consider the cases whenthe individual elements of the central layer andof the outer layers are described by Lozi mapsand Henon maps, respectively, and vice versa.This enables one to observe various types ofspatiotemporal structures, such as solitary states,amplitude and phase chimeras, and a solitary statechimera, when the subnetworks are uncoupled. Inour work we explore for the first time the relaysynchronization of the above mentioned structuresin a heterogeneous multiplex network and analyzethe role of the relay layer structure in the resultedsynchronous patterns. We also reveal regimes ofcomplete synchronization for the chimera struc-tures and solitary states in all the three layers. Theresults are illustrated by regime diagrams in the“inter-layer coupling - intra-layer coupling of therelay layer” parameter planes.

Physical deep learning basedondynamical
systems

Satoshi Sunada
sunada@se.kanazawa-u.ac.jp

S. Sunada, G. Furuhata and T. Niiyama

A central topic in recent artificial intelligencetechnologies is deep learning, which can beregarded as a kind of multilayer feedforwardnetworks. An essence of deep learning is theinformation propagation through the layers, sug-gesting a direct connection between deep neuralnetworks and dynamical systems, in the sense thatthe information propagation is explicitly modeledby the time-evolution of dynamical systems. Here,we present a pattern recognition based on optimalcontrol of continuous-time dynamical systems[1]. The learning is based on the adjoint methodto optimally control dynamical systems, and thedeep (virtual) network structures based on thetime evolution of the systems can be used forprocessing input information. As a key example, weapply the dynamics-based recognition approachto an optoelectronic delay system, and show thatthe use of the delay system allows for imagerecognition and nonlinear classifications, with onlya few control signals, in contrast to conventionalmultilayer neural networks which require trainingof the huge numbers of weight parameters. Theproposed approach enables to gain an insightonto mechanisms of deep network processingin the framework of an optimal control problemand opens a novel pathway to realize a physicalcomputing hardware.
References

[1] G. Furuhata et al., Phys. Rev. Applied 15:034092 (2021).

Effect of recording length on the extrac-
tion of the photoplethysmogram dynami-
cal characteristics by recurrence quantifi-
cation analysis.

Nina Sviridova
nina.svr@rs.tus.ac.jp

A human photoplethysmogram is one of the bio-logical signals used in clinical settings and wearabledevices for heart rate, oxygen saturation, and bloodpressure estimations. Contour and spectral analysisare commonly used for the photoplethysmogramanalysis, but since the photoplethysmogram is achaotic signal, methods of nonlinear time seriesanalysis including recurrence quantification analy-sis may significantly contribute to advanced healthmonitoring applications. However, the applicationof recurrence quantification analysis for healthmonitoring purposes may require the usage ofwell-recorded signals. In practical cases, photo-plethysmogram often can be recorded well onlyduring a short time. Data length has a significantimpact on the applicability of nonlinear time seriesanalysis in general and on the recurrence quantifi-cation analysis in particular. Therefore, in this studyreliability of dynamical characteristics extraction byrecurrence quantification analysis was investigatedin relation to the photoplethysmogram recordinglength.

Exact neural mass model for synaptic-
based working memory

Halgurd Taher
halgurd.taher@inria.fr

H. Taher, A. Torcini and S. Olmi

A synaptic theory of Working Memory (WM) hasbeen developed in the last decade as a possible al-ternative to the persistent spiking paradigm. In thiscontext, we have developed a neural mass modelable to reproduce exactly the dynamics of hetero-geneous spiking neural networks encompassingrealistic cellular mechanisms for short-term synap-tic plasticity. This population model reproduces themacroscopic dynamics of the network in terms ofthe firing rate and the mean membrane potential.The latter quantity allows us to gain insight of theLocal Field Potential and electroencephalographicsignals measured during WM tasks to character-
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ize the brain activity. More specifically synapticfacilitation and depression integrate each other toefficiently mimicWMoperations via either synapticreactivation or persistent activity. Memory accessand loading are related to stimulus-locked transientoscillations followed by a steady-state activity inthe β−γ band, thus resembling what is observed inthe cortex during vibrotactile stimuli in humans andobject recognition in monkeys. Memory jugglingand competition emerge already by loading onlytwo items. However more items can be stored inWM by considering neural architectures composedof multiple excitatory populations and a com-mon inhibitory pool. Memory capacity dependsstrongly on the presentation rate of the items andit maximizes for an optimal frequency range. Inparticular we provide an analytic expression for themaximal memory capacity. Furthermore, the meanmembrane potential turns out to be a suitableproxy to measure the memory load, analogouslyto event driven potentials in experiments on hu-mans. Finally we show that the γ power increaseswith the number of loaded items, as reported inmany experiments, while θ and β power revealnon monotonic behaviours. In particular, β and γrhythms are crucially sustained by the inhibitoryactivity, while the θ rhythm is controlled by excita-tory synapses.

Bifurcation analysis of a density oscilla-
tor using two-dimensional hydrodynamic
simulation

Nana Takeda
n.takeda@chiba-u.jp

N. Takeda, H. Ito and H. Kitahata

A density oscillator is an example of limit-cycleoscillators in hydrodynamic systems. The systemconsists of two different-density fluids put in twofixed containers. The inner and outer containersare for the higher- and lower-density fluids, respec-tively. The small hole at the bottomwall of the innercontainer connects the two fluids. In this system,the upstream of the lower-density fluid and thedownstream of the higher-density fluid alternatelyoccur through the hole in appropriate conditions.Owing to the simple setup, a density oscillatorhas been investigated mainly in experiments. Inthe previous studies, it has been reported thata density oscillator shows typical characteristicsof a limit-cycle oscillation such as orbital stabilityand synchronization among several oscillators.Our recent experiment suggested that the densityoscillator shows a supercritical Hopf bifurcation be-tween the resting and oscillatory states depending

on the density difference between the two fluids(H. Ito, T. Itasaka, N. Takeda, and H. Kitahata, EPL(2020)). However, we could not definitely identifythe bifurcation class only from the experimentalresults because the measurement of a small-amplitude oscillation around a bifurcation pointsuffered from relatively large error. Therefore,we performed two-dimensional hydrodynamicsimulations with a simple model and reproducedthe oscillatory flow observed in experiments. Asthe density difference is increased as a bifurcationparameter, a damped oscillation changes to alimit-cycle oscillation through a supercritical Hopfbifurcation. We determined the critical densitydifference at the bifurcation point and confirmedthat the period of the oscillation remains finiteeven around the bifurcation point (N. Takeda, N.Kurata, H. Ito, and H. Kitahata, Phys. Rev. E (2020)).

Structure-preserving Approximate
Bayesian Computation for complex
stochastic models

Massimiliano Tamborrino
massimiliano.tamborrino@warwick.ac.uk

E. Buckwar, M. Tamborrino and I. Tubikanec

Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC)method has become one of the major tools for pa-rameter inference in complex mathematical modelsin the last decade. The method is based on theidea of deriving an approximate posterior densityaiming to target the true (unavailable) posteriorby running massive simulations from the modelfor different parameters to replace the intractablelikelihood, choosing then those parameters whosesimulations are good matches to the observeddata. When applying ABC to stochastic models,the derivation of effective summary statisticsand proper distances is particularly challenging,since simulations from the model under the sameparameter configuration result in different output.Moreover, since exact simulation from complexstochastic models is rarely possible, reliable nu-merical methods need to be applied. In this talk,we show how to use the underlying structuralproperties of the model to construct specific ABCsummaries that are less sensitive to the intrinsicstochasticity of the model, and the importance ofadopting reliable property-preserving numerical(splitting) schemes for the synthetic data genera-tion. Indeed, the commonly used Euler-Maruyamascheme drastically fails even with very small step-sizes. The approach is illustrated on the broad classof partially observed Hamiltonian stochastic differ-ential equations, both with simulated and with real
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electroencephalography (EEG) data. Reference:Buckwar, Tamborrino, Tubikanec. Statistics andcomputing 30 (3), 627-648, 2020

Complexity tuning by multiple delays
Kamyar Tavakoli

stava089@uottawa.ca

S.K. Tavakoli and A. Longtin

The presence of time-delayed systems in vastranges of topics from lasers to neuroscience, biol-ogy, etc., make them an appealing area of study.They are considered as a high-dimensional sys-tem capable of showing rich dynamical properties.They can be described by delayed differential equa-tions(DDEs), in which the dynamical state of thecurrent state highly depends on previous states.One of the most famously known DDE is Lang-Kobayashi equations which models a semiconduc-tor laser with optical feedback.In order to make use of this optical setup in prac-tical applications, various techniques have beenemployed to increase the dynamical complexity.One of the proposed approaches to achieve thisgoal is to make dynamics dependent on multiplediscrete delays rather than a single delay. Our nu-merical results show that increasing the number ofdelays can add complexity to the dynamics. How-ever, in the limit of a large number of delays, transi-tion to simpler dynamics such as limit cycle or sta-ble fixed point occurs. To discover how complex-ity of the dynamic of this multi-delayed system isrelated to the number of delays, we measured thethe Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy through the estima-tion of Lyapunov exponents.Our discussion is then extended to first-ordernonlinear time-delayed systems, such as theMackey-Glass model. The numerical results showthat increasing the number of delays is followed byabrupt drops in the measured complexity and atsome point, the bifurcation diagram shows inverseperiod-doubling and eventually stable fixed pointis seen. The interesting feature that we found inthis multi-delayed system is that the density of thedelays and the space between them determine thebifurcation structure.

Effects of social distancing and isolation
on epidemic spreading modeled via dy-
namical density functional theory

Michael Te Vrugt
michael.tevrugt@uni-muenster.de

M. te Vrugt, J. Bickmann and R. Wittkowski

For preventing the spread of epidemics suchas the coronavirus disease COVID-19, socialdistancing and the isolation of infected personsare crucial. However, existing reaction-diffusionequations for epidemic spreading are incapable ofdescribing these effects. In this talk, we presentan extended model for disease spread based oncombining a susceptible-infected-recovered modelwith a dynamical density functional theory wheresocial distancing and isolation of infected personsare explicitly taken into account [1]. We showthat the model exhibits interesting transient phaseseparation associated with a reduction of thenumber of infections, and provides new insightsinto the control of pandemics. An extension of themodel [2] allows for an investigation of adaptivecontainment strategies. Here, a variety of phaseswith different numbers of shutdowns and deathsare found, an effect that is of crucial importancefor public health policy.
References[1] M. te Vrugt, J. Bickmann and R. Wittkowski,Nature Communications 11: 5576 (2020).[2] M. te Vrugt, J. Bickmann and R. Wit-tkowski, Journal of Physics Communications,https://doi.org/10.1088/2399-6528/abf79f(2021).(Funded by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft(DFG) – WI 4170/3-1.)

Thin-film modelling of spreading biofilms
and of drops of active liquids

Uwe Thiele
u.thiele@uni-muenster.de

U. Thiele, S. Trinschek, F. Stegemerten and K. John

First, we consider thin-film models for spread-ing biofilms. After reviewing experiments [1,2] andmodelling approaches [3] we establish the thin-filmhydrodynamics for free surface films of mixtureswhere capillarity and wettability are incorporated.This passive model is then extended by bioactiveterms like bacterial proliferation and biosurfactantproduction to obtain models for spreading biofilms[4,5]. We employ them to study (i) the arrest of
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biofilm spreading due to surface forces [4], and (ii)the emergence of fingering instabilities caused bybiosurfactant production. As a result we distinguishfour dynamical (morphological) modes of biofilmgrowth [5].Second, we employ a related thin-film approachto model shallow drops of active liquid resting andmoving on a solid substrate [6]. After introducingcoupled evolution equations for film thicknessand polarization profiles in the form of a gradientdynamics supplemented by active stresses andself-propulsion we discuss the behaviour of themodel based on bifurcation analysis and timesimulations. In particular, we show that defects inthe polarization drastically influence the shape andmotility of active droplets and observe a transitionfrom resting to moving drops via the eliminationof defects. Furthermore, we discuss drop splittingresulting from strong active contractile stresses.
References[1] Fauvart, M. et al., Soft Matter, 8: 70-76 (2012).[2] Seminara, A. et al., Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U. S.A., 109: 1116-1121 (2012).[3] Tuson, H.; Weibel, D., Soft Matter, 9: 4368-4380 (2013).[4] Trinschek, S.; John, K.; Lecuyer, S.; Thiele,U., Phys. Rev. Lett. 119: 078003 (2017).http://dx.doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.119.078003.[5] Trinschek, S.; John, K.; Thiele, U.,Soft Matter 14: 4464-4476 (2018).http://dx.doi.org/10.1039/c8sm00422f.[6] Trinschek, S.; Stegemerten, F.; John, K.;Thiele, U., Phys. Rev. E 101: 062802 (2020).http://dx.doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevE.101.062802.

Controlling instabilities of falling liquid
films

Alice Thompson
alice.thompson@manchester.ac.uk

A. B. Thompson, S. N. Gomes, M. Dallaston and F. Denner

We discuss control of the instabilities of fluidflows with free surfaces. The main scenario is afalling liquid film, with the goal of either stabilisinga uniform film or driving the system towards aknown travelling wave solution or stationary state.Possible controls include variable substrate topog-raphy, fluid injection and suction, or the impositionof external fields such as selective heating whichwould affect system properties such as surfacetension or fluid viscosity. In principle, each of thesecontrols could be delivered as steady patterningor in a time-dependent manner and so can deliverfeedback control. We show that active feedbackcontrol, where inputs to the system are chosenin real time based on observations, is a far more

potent tool than steady patterning if the aim isto manipulate the dynamics and stability of thesystem. However, the choice of feedback controlstrategy requires some knowledge of the underly-ing dynamics, and we focus particularly on whethercontrol strategies developed based on analysis ofsimplified long-wave models remain effective whenused in more complicated systems. Working in twospatial dimensions, we use a variety of long-wavemodels and Navier-Stokes simulations to explorefeedback strategies when the control is actuatedvia same-fluid blowing and suction through the wallsupporting the flow, or through selective localisedheating. These mechanisms affect the dynamicsin qualitatively different ways, and behave quitedifferently when considering robustness to modelchoice. We also discuss how feedback controlschemes might be implemented more generally inexperiments involving free surface flow.

Emergence of Chimera States in Hybrid
Coupled Neuron Populations

Joaquin Torres
jtorres@onsager.ugr.es

A. Calim, J.J. Torres, M. Ozer and M. Uzuntarla

Here we study the emergence of chimera states,a recently reported phenomenon referring to thecoexistence of synchronized and unsynchronizeddynamical units, in a population of Morris-Lecarneurons which are coupled by both electrical andchemical synapses, constituting a hybrid synapticarchitecture, as it occurs in the brain. Our modelscheme consists of a nonlocal network wherethe nearest neighbour neurons are coupled byelectrical synapses, while the synapses from moredistant neurons are of the chemical type. Wedemonstrate that peculiar dynamical behaviours,including chimera state and traveling wave, existin such a hybrid coupled neural system, and anal-yse how the relative abundance of chemical andelectrical synapses affects the features of chimeraand different synchrony states (i.e. incoherent,traveling wave and coherent) and the regions in thespace of relevant parameters for their emergence.Additionally, we show that, when the relativepopulation of chemical synapses increases further,a new intriguing chaotic dynamical behaviourappears above the region for chimera states. Thisis characterized by the coexistence of two distinctsynchronized states with different amplitude, andan unsynchronized state, that we denote as achaotic amplitude chimera. We also discuss aboutthe computational implications of such state.
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Testing Critical Slowing Down as a Bifur-
cation Indicator in a Low-dissipation Laser
System

Jorge Tredicce
massimo.giudici@inphyni.cnrs.fr

M. Marconi, C. Métayer, A. Acquaviva, J.M. Boyer, A.
Gomel, T. Quiniou, C. Masoller, M. Giudici and J.R. Tredicce

A huge amount of research is devoted today todetermine good indicators applicable on time seriesobtained from real systems that may anticipate achange in its behaviour [1,2]. A well-establishedindicator is the so-called “critical slowing down”(CSD), i.e. the divergence of the relaxation timeof a dynamical system after a perturbation whenthe system is approaching a bifurcation [3]. In thiscontribution, we address the question whetherCSD is always a good indicator of an incoming bi-furcation in a system where a parameter is linearlychanging in time. We answer to this questions byconsidering a laser system with a time swept pumpwhere CSD appears only after the bifurcation hasalready occurred, hence when it is too late toreverse its behavioural change. Furthermore, weshow experimentally that a perturbation in theaccessible control parameter is unable to provideany indication, nor on the occurrence of CSD noron the bifurcation crossing.
References[1] M. Scheffer et al., Early-warning signals forcritical transitions, Nature (London) 461: 53 (2009).[2] M. Scheffer et al., Anticipating Critical Transi-tions, Science 338: 344 (2012).[3] H. Mori, On the Relaxation Processes near theSecond Order Phase Transition Point, Prog. Theor.Phys. 30: 576 (1963).

Delay Induced Swarm Pattern Bifurca-
tions in Mixed Reality Experiments

Ioana Triandaf
ioana.triandaf@nrl.navy.mil

I. Triandaf, V. Edwards, P. deZonia, A. Hsieh, J. Hindes and
I.B. Schwartz

Natural swarms exhibit patterns in a variety offorms and have inspired researchers to understandhow simple organisms produce complex, emergentpatterns occurring when individual organismsfollow simple dynamics and local rules. Ourwork provides a model for swarming behavior ofcoupled mobile agents with communication-timedelay which exhibits multiple dynamic patterns in

space, which depend on interaction strength andcommunication delay. The model is created basedon statistical mechanics principles so it applies tolarge numbers of networked agents. A thoroughbifurcation analysis has been carried out to exploreparameter regions where various patterns occur.We extend this work to robotics applications byintroducing a mixed-reality framework in whichreal and simulated robots communicate in real timecreating the self-organized states predicted by thetheory. The mixed-reality framework allows forsystematic and incremental introduction of real-world complexity by coupling a few real robots anda large number of idealized (virtual) robots togetherin a swarm - the latter being well understood. Asexperiments progress more and more real robotscan be connected to the swarm.
Acknowledgement: The authors gratefully ac-knowledge the support of the NRL Base ProgramN0001414WX00023, and Office of Naval Re-search, Code 351 under grant 12578028, andN0001420WX00034.

On the interface of stochastic differential
equations, structure-preserving numerics
and statistical inference

Irene Tubikanec
irene.tubikanec@jku.at

E. Buckwar, J. Chevallier, A. Melnykova, A. Samson, M.
Tamborrino and I. Tubikanec

The interest in modelling dynamical real-worldphenomena with stochastic differential equations(SDEs) has increased steadily in the last decades.For complex problems, explicit solutions are rarelyavailable, and numerical approximations are re-quired. This introduces an additional modellingstep, and the numerical method can be viewed asthe solution of a corresponding discrete dynamicalsystem for a given time discretisation step. Itsbehaviour may deviate completely from that ofthe true solution, making it practically uselessor very inefficient. The idea behind structurepreservation is to guarantee that the solution ofthe discrete problem has the same (or similar)properties as the solution of the continuous model.In this talk, we address the importance of structurepreservation when numerical methods are usedwithin statistical inference tools. For example,numerical methods are used to generate syntheticdata in simulation-based inference algorithms, orto approximate the transition density of the pro-cess within likelihood-based inference tools. TheEuler-Maruyama discretisation or similar methodsare often considered suitable for describing theunderlying data. However, they may not obey the
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defining structural properties of the observablephenomenon. This may lead to ill-posedness ofthe estimation tool or make reliable inferenceimpossible. We discuss these issues in the contextof stochastic neuronal models, and constructstructure-preserving numerical splitting methods.
ReferencesBuckwar, E., Tamborrino, M. and Tubikanec, I.Statistics and Computing 30: 627–648 (2020).Chevallier, J., Melnykova, A. and Tubikanec, I.Diffusion approximation of multi-class Hawkesprocesses: theoretical and numerical analysis. Toappear in Advances in Applied Probability (2021).Buckwar, E., Samson, A., Tamborrino, M. andTubikanec, I. Splitting methods for SDEs withlocally Lipschitz drift. An illustration on theFitzHugh-Nagumo model. Submitted.

Double-diffusive convection via 2 by 2
matrices

Laurette Tuckerman
laurette@pmmh.espci.fr

Convection due to competing or cooperatingmechanisms, displays a variety of dynamical phe-nomena. One mechanism is usually a thermal gra-dient; typical examples of the second are rotation,a magnetic field, or a concentration gradient. Thetransition from conduction to convection is via asteady or a Hopf bifurcation; the point separat-ing them is the best known codimension-two point.The steady bifurcation may be super or sub-critical,and the amplitude may undergo a qualitative tran-sition from weak to strong.All these features – linear and nonlinear – canbe explained as manifestations of the behavior ofthe eigenvalues of a generic 2 x 2 matrix near thepoint where the eigenvalue branches intersect.For the stability problem, the eigenvalues have theconventional interpretation as growth rates, whilefor the nonlinear steady-state problems, they canbe interpreted as the energy of steady states. Thus,there is a strong analogy between the stabilityproblem and the bifurcation diagram.

Intelligent swarming and future entropy
Matthew Turner

m.s.turner@warwick.ac.uk

H. L. Devereux and M. S. Turner

We implement "intelligent" swarming in systemsof motile agents. These agents infer information

about those states likely to be accessible to themin the future. They do this by (virtually) projectingthemselves forward in time, together with allother agents. Their trajectories are conditionalover reorientation moves that they may make andso we exhaustively enumerate over the decisiontrees that result. For each such path we identifyan entropy associated with visual projections ofthe agent’s environment (here, all other agents)onto retina-like sensors. Each agent then uses thisinformation to decide whether to re-orientatesitself in the present, so as to target the highest suchentropy over future paths. Models that employsuch an entropy over future states are shownto be similar to those that rely on crude countof non-degenerate states. We regard our modelas a good candidate for a “bottom up” model ofswarming: It does not directly encode cohesion orcoalignment, rather those arise naturally. Further-more, the principle of maximising the variety ofpossible states accessible in the future may havea deep connection with evolutionary fitness moregenerally. We examine the role of the future timehorizon (the depth of the future decision-tree) andthe number of visual sensors. New phenotypesemerge as the number of sensors increases. Theseinvolve the corralled motion of sub-swarms withina finite spatial region that is essentially immobile.These sub-swarms have a broad distribution ofsizes, each having high local order (coalignment),but with low global order. We compare this withthe dynamics of large animal collectives, e.g. flocksof starlings withN > 105 birds, that also show highlocal order with low global order.

Reconstructing Network Structures from
Partial Measurements

Melvyn Tyloo
melvyn.tyloo@gmail.com

M. Tyloo, R. Delabays and P. Jacquod

The dynamics of systems of interacting agentsis determined by the structure of their couplingnetwork. The knowledge of the latter is thereforehighly desirable, for instance to develop efficientcontrol schemes, to accurately predict the dynam-ics or to better understand inter-agent processes.In many important and interesting situations, thenetwork structure is not known, however, andprevious investigations have shown how it may beinferred from complete measurement time series,on each and every agent. These methods implicitlypresuppose that, even though the network is notknown, all its nodes are. A major shortcoming oftheirs is that they cannot provide any reliable in-formation, not even on partial network structures,
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as soon as some agents are unobservable. Here,we construct a novel method that determinesnetwork structures even when not all agents aremeasurable. We establish analytically and illustratenumerically that velocity signal correlators encodenot only direct couplings, but also geodesic dis-tances in the coupling network, within the subsetof measurable agents. When dynamical data areaccessible for all agents, our method is furthermorealgorithmically more efficient than the traditionalones, because it does not rely on matrix inversion.

Vibrational energy distribution in plate ex-
cited with random white noise

Victor Tyrode
victor.tyrode@ec-lyon.fr

N. Totaro, L. Maxit and A. Le Bot

In Statistical Energy Analysis (SEA) and moregenerally in all statistical theories of sound andvibration, the establishment of diuse field in sub-systems is one of the most important assumption.Diffuse field is a special state of vibration for whichthe vibrational energy is homogeneously andisotropically distributed. For subsystems excitedwith a random white noise, the vibration tends tobecome diffuse when the number of modes is largeand the damping sufficiently light. However evenunder these conditions, the so-called coherentbackscattering enhancement (CBE) observed forcertain symmetric subsystems may impede diffu-sivity. In this study, CBE is observed numericallyfor various geometries of subsystem. Theoreticaland numerical simulations are provided to supportthe discussion.

Ubiquity of collective irregular dynamics
Ekkehard Ullner

e.ullner@abdn.ac.uk

E. Ullner, Afifurrahman, A. Torcini and A. Politi

Collective Irregular Dynamics (CID) is a form ofpartial “synchronization". In contrast to other syn-chronized states, it is characterised by a complexdynamical structure. Irregular fluctuations persistin networks of arbitrary size: it is a collective phe-nomenon akin to a thermodynamic phase encoun-tered in statistical mechanics. This regime emergesspontaneously in several recurrent networks ofspiking neurons. We study CID in various modelsof spiking neurons: non-identical phase-oscillatorsglobally coupled through delta-spikes, balancedrandom networks of identical leaky-integrate-and-

fire models with sparse or massive connectivi-ties, and phase oscillators with a suitable phase-response-curve in a balanced random network withfinite pulse coupling.We combine analytical and numerical studies,starting from the linear stability analysis of thesynchronous and asynchronous regime, to includethe Fourier analysis of the Kuramoto order param-eter, the computation of various types of Lyapunovexponents, a microscopic study of the interspikeintervals and a detailed finite-size scaling analysis.We can conclude that CID is a true thermodynamicphase, intrinsically different from the standardasynchronous regime. We go beyond the usualapproach of delta-spikes and investigate also morerealistic finite-widths pulses in terms of exponen-tial spikes. CID is robust also in this more naturalsetup and we identify particularities present onlyfor artificial delta-spikes.

Vibro-acoustic analysis of systems con-
taining domain couplings based on the
Gaussian Orthogonal Ensemble

Cédric Van Hoorickx
cedric.vanhoorickx@kuleuven.be

C. Van hoorickx and E.P.B. Reynders

At high frequencies, the analysis of the responseof structural and acoustic systems is challenging,due to the large sensitivity to spatial variations andthe short wavelengths appearing at these frequen-cies, making deterministic element-based methodssuch as the finite element method very expensive.At these frequencies, stochastic energy-basedmethods like statistical energy analysis (SEA) areoften employed. Although SEA is computationallyvery efficient, it has some shortcomings as thejoint probability density function of the responseis not available and the vibration fields cannot beretrieved as only the total energies are obtained.In this contribution, a nonparametric field-basedapproach is presented. The methodology usesa Monte Carlo simulation, in which each samplerepresents a realization of a diffuse field. Thisallows predicting the variance and probabilitydensity function of the response variables andaccounting for additional parametric uncertaintywithout increasing the computational cost. Theapproach is computationally efficient as the naturalfrequencies and mode shapes of the randomsubsystems are directly drawn from universalprobability distributions: the local eigenvaluespacings of the system components conform tothe Gaussian Orthogonal Ensemble (GOE) andthe mode shapes are zero-mean Gaussian random
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fields. The focus of this contribution is on domaincoupling between structural and acoustic systemcomponents. Using mode shape components iscomputationally expensive, as they are neededover a fine interface mesh. Instead, the coupling isdone through coupling matrices whose entries arecomputed from their probability density function,which can be calculated exactly. The method isillustrated with several case studies.

Ergodicity and the dynamics of human de-
cision making

Arne Vanhoyweghen
arne.vanhoyweghen@vub.be

A. Vanhoyweghen, C. Macharis and V. Ginis

People do not change easily. They seem irra-tionally fond of the status quo and need a great dealof convincing before changing habits, even whenthe change appears beneficial. For instance, to getpeople to change modes of transportation, policy-makers and researchers have thought up a greatdeal of incentives. Unfortunately, these incentivesdo not always have the desired effect or sometimeseven have the adverse impact.Within the novel framework of Ergodicity Eco-nomics, it is possible to explains some of these fail-ures by highlighting our overdependence on en-semble averages when designing incentives andjudging the benefits of a modal shift. Indeed, whenmodelling human decision-making, ergodicity is of-ten implicitly assumed. Consequently, ensembleaverages judge the (ir)rationality of human decision-making. However, when we step away from thisassumption, i.e., ensemble averages and time av-erages are no longer assumed to be equal, we canrationalize much of this seemingly irrational be-haviour by looking at the time average of an indi-vidual in a dynamic and stochastic environment, in-stead of relying on the expected value of the pro-cess. Loss aversion, e.g., rather than being a com-pulsory drive to cling to what you already have, be-comes a way of mitigating downside risk and even-tual ruin. The status quo bias or the irrational hes-itance towards change also makes sense in a non-ergodicworld as uncertainty looms greater in a non-ergodic world than in an ergodic one.In this contribution, we will use transportationdata to demonstrate that, we can shift the dia-logue regarding strategies for inducing behaviouralchange from one that focuses on idiosyncraticpreferences and irrationalities to one that en-hances the objective drivers of change. Instead oflooking into personal reasons for not opting forsustainable mobility, we look at the determiningfactors objectively keeping us from change in a

non-ergodic world.

Spatial and color hallucinations in a math-
ematical model of primary visual cortex

Romain Veltz
romain.veltz@inria.fr

O. Faugeras, A. Song and R. Veltz

We present a recent model [Song et al. 2019] ofcolor perception unifying assimilation and contrast.This model, which relies on the notion of coloropponency introduced by Hering, has been tunedto reproduce some nontrivial behaviors of thecolor shifts observed in experiments. Next, weperform equivariant bifurcation analysis, based onthe properties of Wiener-Hopf operators, of thisplanar model to predict visual hallucinations. Nu-merical bifurcation analysis on GPU are providedto assess the global stability of the predicted visualhallucinations.

pattern formation on a finite disk
Nicolas Verschueren

nverschueren@berkeley.edu

N. Verschueren, E. Knobloch and H. Uecker

The dynamics of the cubic-quintic Swift-Hohenberg equation over a finite disk with no-fluxboundary conditions are studied. We predict theunstable modes of the trivial state using a linearstability analysis. These modes are followed vianumerical continuation, revealing a great variety ofspatially extended and spatially localized behaviors.Notably, we find solutions localized in the interioras well as solutions localized along the boundaryor part of the boundary. Bifurcation diagrams sum-marizing these results and their stability propertiesare presented, linking the different solutions.The findings of this study are likely relevant tononlinear optics, combustion as well as convection.

Chaos on a saturable dimer
Rodrigo Vicencio
rvicencio@uchile.cl

R.A. Vicencio and M.G. Clerc

In this talk we will discuss our recent results onthe study of a nonlinear saturable dimer. Stationaryand integrable properties of this system are wellknown; however, no much information is foundin literature respect to a non-integrable regime
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where, for example, by periodically modulatingthe nonlinear coefficient a chaotic dynamics isobserved. This observation strongly dependson the level of power in the system, where fourdifferent regimes are clearly defined. At the end, Iwill mention about a possible photonic applicationwhere information can be codified using the inputpower.

Short pulse solutions of time-delay laser
models

Andrei Vladimirov
vladimir@wias-berlin.de

A. G. Vladimirov, G. Huyet, S. Suchkov and S. Turitsyn

Delay differential equation model of NOLM-NALM mode-locked laser is developed that takesinto account finite relaxation rate of the gainmedium and asymmetric beam splitting at theentrance of the nonlinear mirror loop. Asymptoticlinear stability analysis of the CW solutions per-formed in the limit of large delay indicates that ina class-B laser flip instability leading to a perioddoubling cascade and development of square-wavepatterns can be suppressed by a short wavelengthmodulational instability. Numerically it is shownthat the model demonstrates large windows ofregular fundamental and harmonic mode-lockedregimes with single and multiple pulses per cavityround trip time separated by domains of irregularpulsing. Asymptotic theory of the short mode-locked pulse interaction is discussed.

Climate response and climate tipping
points: dynamical systems approaches

Anna S. Von Der Heyd
a.s.vonderheydt@uu.nl

The currently ongoing climate change and thedebate about possible measures to be taken tolimit the consequences of climate change, requiresto know and understand the future response ofthe climate system to greenhouse gas emissions.The Equilibrium Climate Sensitivity (ECS) - definedas the equilibrium global surface temperatureresponse to a doubling of CO_2 - is a key pre-dictor of climate change and has been estimatedfrom climate models, observational, historical andpalaeoclimate data. However, its distribution (1.5to 4.5 ◦C) as reported in the last IPCC reportremains relatively uncertain and has not changedmuch from the very first estimates. Even more

worrying, the latest versions of the most complexEarth System models (CMIP6) suggest even higherestimates for ECS than previous model genera-tions. This does not mean that climate systemscience has not advanced; the climate systemshows internal variability on many timescales, issubject to non-stationary forcing and is most likelyout of equilibrium with the changes in the radiativeforcing. Slow and fast feedbacks complicate theinterpretation of geological records as feedbackstrengths vary over time. In the geological past, theforcing timescales were different than at present,suggesting that the response may have behaveddifferently. Abrupt transitions associated with tip-ping elements in climate subsystems have occurredin the past and are likely to occur in the future. Inthis lecture I will review the progress made in thetheoretical understanding of the climate sensitivity.I will introduce the climate attractor and discussmore general notions of ECS on the attractor thatcan be useful in understanding the response of aclimate state to changes in radiative forcing. Forexample, different time scales in both forcing andresponse need to be taken into account, and thegeneral underlying assumption of a time-scaleseparation should be carefully evaluated. Thecurrent ECS defines a linear response; however,a climate state close to a tipping point will have adegenerate linear response to perturbations, whichcan be associated with extreme values of the ECS.

Wavelength selection by interrupted
coarsening in reaction–diffusion systems

Henrik Weyer
henrik.weyer@physik.lmu.de

F. Brauns, H. Weyer, J. Halatek, J. Yoon and E. Frey

Intracellular pattern formation can be describedby (nearly) mass-conserving reaction–diffusion sys-tems. Of these, two-component mass-conservingreaction–diffusion systems are paradigmatic mod-els, also used to describe for example precipitationpatterns or granular media systems. We willdiscuss the implications of the conservation lawand argue based on the phase-space structureof the the mass-conserving reaction–diffusionmodels that these generically show uninterruptedcoarsening. Our theory clarifies that positive feed-back in the mass transport between neighboringpattern domains drives this coarsening process. Itimplies a general coarsening criterion and allows todetermine the coarsening law. We further use thisunderstanding to explain wavelength selection dueto weak source terms as the arrest of coarsening.This analysis will exemplify how the phase-spacestructure of pattern-forming systems may be used
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to study wavelength selection far from equilibrium.

Stability properties of temporal dissipa-
tive solitons in DDE systems

Matthias Wolfrum
wolfrum@wias-berlin.de

S. Yanchuk, J. Sieber and S. Ruschel

Localized states are an universal phenomenonin spatially extended nonlinear systems. Recently,also temporally localized states have gained someattention, mainly driven by applications in variousoptical systems, where the dynamics of shortoptical pulses can be described by DDE models.We present a theory for such states, which appearas periodic solutions with a period close to theround trip time of the system. We study suchsolutions by using the singular limit of large delay.We derive a desingularized equation for the solu-tion profiles, and study the corresponding Floquetspectrum for their stability. To this end, we derivean Evans function and discuss the analogies anddifferences to the classical theory for localizedstates in spatially extended systems.

Frequency cluster formation and slow os-
cillations in neural populations with plas-
ticity

Serhiy Yanchuk
yanchuk@math.tu-berlin.de

S. Yanchuk, R. Berner and E. Schöll

We report the phenomenon of frequencyclustering and discuss the mechanisms of theiremergence in networks of adaptively coupledoscillators. The clustering leads to a splitting of aneural population into a few groups synchronizedat different frequencies. In a network of Hodgkin-Huxley neurons with spike timing-dependentplasticity, in the regime of frequency clustering,the amplitude of the mean-field undergoes low-frequency modulations, which may contribute tothe mechanism of the emergence of slow oscilla-tions of neural activity observed in spectral powerof local field potentials or electroencephalographicsignals at high frequencies.

Nonlinear model reduction for slow-fast
stochastic systems near manifolds

Felix Ye
xye16@jhu.edu

S. Yang and M. Maggioni

We introduce a nonlinear stochastic model re-duction technique for high-dimensional stochasticdynamical systems that have a low-dimensionalinvariant effective manifold with slow dynamics,and high-dimensional, large fast modes. Givenonly access to a black box simulator from whichshort bursts of simulation can be obtained, weestimate the invariant manifold, a process of theeffective (stochastic) dynamics on it, and constructan efficient simulator thereof. These estimationsteps can be performed on-the-fly, leading toefficient exploration of the effective state space,without losing consistency with the underlyingdynamics. This construction enables fast andefficient simulation of paths of the effective dy-namics, together with estimation of crucial featuresand observables of such dynamics, including thestationary distribution, identification of metastablestates, and residence times and transition ratesbetween them.

Spirographic motion in a vortex
Sumithra Reddy Yerasi
yerasisumitra@gmail.com

S. Reddy Yerasi, R. Govindarajan and D. Vincenzi

Non-spherical solid particles can display richdynamics even in laminar flows and when theparticle inertia is negligible. In particular, particlesin shear flows have attracted a lot of attentionin the literature. In such flows, periodic orbitsare observed for axisymmetric particles, whereaschaotic dynamics can emerge as a consequenceof Brownian fluctuations, the non-axisymmetry ofthe particles, or a time-dependent flow. The caseof vortex flows has been less investigated, and thestudies have mainly focused on point-like particles.Here, we consider the motion of an extendedobject that can experience the nonlinearity of avortex. To this end, we investigate the dynamicsof a rigid dumbbell, which consists of two beadsconnected by a rigid link. It is shown that thecentre of mass of the dumbbell exhibits an inwardsand outwards spiralling motion which results intospirographic trajectories around the centre of thevortex. More precisely, the motion of the centre
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of mass of the dumbbell is the superposition ofa periodic oscillation in the radial direction and arevolution around the centre of the vortex whichis slaved to the radial distance and the orientationof the dumbbell. The shape of the trajectoriesdepends very strongly on the initial position andorientation. The dynamics is explained analyticallyby studying the fixed points and the periodic orbitsof the system in phase space. The analytical resultshold for any general vortex flow and are illustratednumerically for the Lamb-Oseen vortex.

Collisions of excitable solitons: Annihila-
tion, crossover, and nucleation of pulses
in a model describing intracellular actin
waves

Arik Yochelis
yochelis@bgu.ac.il

C. Beta, N.S. Gov and A. Yochelis

Excitable pulses are among the most widespreaddynamical patterns that occur in many differentsystems, ranging from biological cells to chemicalreactions and ecological populations. Traditionally,the mutual annihilation of two colliding pulses isregarded as their prototypical signature. Using amodel of intracellular actin waves and bifurcationtheory about a T-point of periodic and homoclinicorbits in space, we show why colliding excitablepulses may exhibit soliton-like crossover and pulsenucleation if the system obeys a mass conservationconstraint. In contrast to previous observationsin models without mass conservation, these alter-native collision scenarios are robustly observedover a wide range of parameters. As biologicalcells are inherently mass-conserved systems, ourresults provide a key concept to understand theubiquitous occurrence of actin waves in cells,explaining why they are so common, and why theirdynamics are robust and long-lived.

Instabilities in nonisothermal Taylor-
Couette flows in radial electric fields

Harunori Yoshikawa
harunori.yoshikawa@univ-cotedazur.fr

H. Yoshikawa, A. Meyer and I. Mutabazi

In non-isothermal dielectric fluids subject toelectric fields, the coupling between electric andtemperature fields through the thermal variationof permittivity gives rise to an electrohydrody-namic force and can generate convective motionin fluids [see, e.g., Yoshikawa et al., 87, 043003,

2013]. The convection driven by this thermo-electrohydrodynamic effect is of importance inactive control of heat and mass transport in smallfluid systems, e.g., for manipulation of particlesto modify locally their concentration [Kumar etal. Langmuir, 26(7), 5262-5272, 2010]. By thelinear stability theory, we investigate instabilitiesprovoked by the TEHD force in Taylor-Couette(TC) flow systems subject to radial temperaturegradient and electric field. Different TC systemsof different gap widths in different gravitationalenvironments, i.e., in microgravity and on the Earthare considered. Depending on the radius ration ofinner to outer cylinders and on the gravitationalcondition, different instabilities are observed. Weelucidate the driving effects of different instabilitiesby an energetic analysis. We also examine effectsof dielectric loss on the instabilities.

The visual cortex as a window into the
brain and theworld of large dynamical sys-
tems

Lai-Sang Young
lsy@cims.nyu.edu

In the past several years, I have been involved inbuilding a biologically realistic model of the mon-key visual cortex. Work on the input layer of theprimary visual cortex (V1) is now nearly complete,and I would like to share some of what I havelearned with you. The model is a large structurednetwork of small subsystems representing thedynamics of individual neurons. I plan to dividemy time between the following two topics: (1)Local circuits, the dynamics of which I will describein some detail, including an emergent rhythmdetected all over the brain, and (2) dynamics acrossthe cortical surface in an input layer of V1. I willdiscuss nonequilibrium steady states that arise inresponse to stationary stimuli, and how one mighttreat nonstationary inputs. This motivates, forgeneral dynamical systems, the need (and someideas) for going beyond SRB measures.

Theory of active phase separation for bac-
terial aggregates

Vasily Zaburdaev
vasily.zaburdaev@fau.de

H.-S. Kuan, W. Pönisch, F. Jülicher and V. Zaburdaev

Aggregates of living cells are examples of activematerials with unconventional material properties.
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The rheological properties of cellular aggregatescan, therefore, bemarkedly different from those ex-hibited by passive soft-matter systems. Motivatedby colonies of Neisseria gonorrhoeae bacteria,we develop a continuum theory to study cellularaggregates formed by attractive pili-mediatedintercellular interactions which generate activestresses in the system. The formation of cellularaggregates can be explained by an active phaseseparation concept, and the activity-induced vis-coelastic properties of such aggregates are coupledwith pili-mediated interactions. By studying thebehavior of aggregates under oscillatory shear, theviscous and elastic moduli of the aggregates can belinked to the dynamics of the active interactions.Due to the turnover of pili, the aggregates exhibita liquid-like behavior at large times and a strongshear-thinning effect under the large amplitude ofoscillatory shear. Our theory provides an essentialinsight on how active intercellular forces may drivephase separation of cellular aggregates and governtheir material properties, which, in the future,could be tested experimentally.

Taming spikecounts in a bursting neuron
with self-induced stochastic resonance

Jinjie Zhu
zhu.j.ag@m.titech.ac.jp

J. Zhu and H. Nakao

Noise is ubiquitous in neurons. Here we shownoise can control the spike counts in bursts of theHedgehog burster via the self-induced stochasticresonance (SISR) phenomenon. Through the dis-tance matching condition, the critical transitionpositions on the slow manifolds can be predictedand the stochastic periodic orbits can be accord-ingly obtained. The critical transition positions onthe slow manifold with non-monotonic potentialdifference exhibit a stair-like behavior, which canbe also uncovered by the period of the stochasticperiodic orbits. The noise-tuned bursting is morecoherent within each stair while displays mixed-mode oscillations near the boundaries. Furtherincreasing the noise strength could induce the slowvariable trap phenomenon and larger noise allowsmore traps to be coexisted. The robustness of SISRunderlies the generality of the above results.
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